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Abstract
Physically compliant contact is a major element for many tasks in everyday environments.
A universal service robot that is utilized to collect leaves in a park, polish a workpiece,
or clean solar panels requires the cognition and manipulation capabilities to facilitate
such compliant interaction. Evolution equipped humans with advanced mental abilities to
envision physical contact situations and their resulting outcome, dexterous motor skills to
perform the actions accordingly, as well as a sense of quality to rate the outcome of the task.
In order to achieve human-like performance, a robot must provide the necessary methods
to represent, plan, execute, and interpret compliant manipulation tasks. This dissertation
covers those four steps of reasoning in the concept of intelligent physical compliance.
The contributions advance the capabilities of service robots by combining artificial
intelligence reasoning methods and control strategies for compliant manipulation. A
classification of manipulation tasks is conducted to identify the central research questions of
the addressed topic. Novel representations are derived to describe the properties of physical
interaction. Special attention is given to wiping tasks which are predominant in everyday
environments. It is investigated how symbolic task descriptions can be translated into
meaningful robot commands. A particle distribution model is used to plan goal-oriented
wiping actions and predict the quality according to the anticipated result. The planned tool
motions are converted into the joint space of the humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin to perform
the tasks in the real world. In order to execute the motions in a physically compliant fashion,
a hierarchical whole-body impedance controller is integrated into the framework. The
controller is automatically parameterized with respect to the requirements of the particular
task. Haptic feedback is utilized to infer contact and interpret the performance semantically.
Finally, the robot is able to compensate for possible disturbances as it plans additional
recovery motions while effectively closing the cognitive control loop. Among others, the
developed concept is applied in an actual space robotics mission, in which an astronaut
aboard the International Space Station (ISS) commands Rollin’ Justin to maintain a
Martian solar panel farm in a mock-up environment. This application demonstrates the
far-reaching impact of the proposed approach and the associated opportunities that emerge
with the availability of cognition-enabled service robots.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
As technology continuously moves forward, universal service robots are envisaged to catch
up with the human ability to master almost every task in everyday environments. Potential
application domains range from personal assistance in domestic households to professional
service in various areas, such as commercial estate, health-care applications, and public
service. These robots will have to take care of the daily needs of the humans they are
serving. They will have to perform everyday tasks such as cooking, organizing, and cleaning,
but also support disabled people in the Activities of Daily Living (ADL) (Katz 1983), which
are typically relatively simple tasks such as opening doors or giving assistance in drinking
and eating. Furthermore, autonomous robots will revolutionize industrial manufacturing as
predicted by Karel Cˇapek in the science fiction play R.U.R. (Rossum’s Universal Robots)
(Capek 1921). They will be deployed as intelligent co-workers to assist human workers in
cumbersome tasks, and replace them in handling dangerous materials such as toxic waste.
Similar to that, rescue robots may serve as an invaluable addition to disaster response
scenarios as for example the nuclear incident of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant
(Nagatani et al. 2013). With the DARPA Robotics Challenge, it has already been showcased
that a service robot may have been able to prevent a melt down (Pratt and Manzo 2013).
Finally, intelligent space robot assistants will explore extraterrestrial environments, where
tasks range from scientific studies, to the fully autonomous construction of planetary
habitats for human scientists and possibly eventual long term human residents (Lii et al.
2015b). In conclusion, society agrees that
“There is a need for service robots.”
However, until now the vision of universal service robots remains unfulfilled. In
fact, robots are nowadays mainly deployed as ordinary machines to automate repet-
itive tasks in industrial manufacturing. These industrial robots have stiff structures
to ensure high positioning accuracy and high speed. They cannot sensitively interact
with their environment as they lack compliant structures and the mandatory sensing
capabilities to perceive the environment visually or measure contact forces during task
execution. Consequently, this limits the achievable set of tasks to simple scenarios with
deterministic outcome such as pick-and-place tasks. To this end, these robots can be
considered a rigid assembly of actuators that operate without environmental feedback.
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Figure 1.1: Artist’s conception of a universal service robot cleaning a public area.
In contrast, most tasks in everyday environments cannot be accomplished with traditional
industrial robots. For example, collecting leaves in a park as visualized in Figure 1.1 de-
mands compliant behavior to guide a rake along various surfaces such as hard cobblestone
or soft meadows. Meanwhile, the robot has to constantly monitor the applied contact force
and adapt to uncertainties by utilizing a feedback-driven control strategy. This requires
compliant robotic manipulators, haptic perception, and carefully parametrized control
strategies respectively. This signifies that
“There is a need for physical compliance.”
In order to accomplish a chore such as collecting leaves properly, a robot needs advanced
cognitive reasoning capabilities to understand the world and the objects it interacts with.
The robot needs to know how to operate the tools to successfully accomplish the task. It
has to perceive the leaves and (potentially dynamic) obstacles, reason about the desired
world state (i. e. get the leaves accumulated), and plan goal-oriented tool motions in order
to achieve the desired effects. Mastering a task like this requires a robot to solve variations
of the problem in arbitrary environments. In particular, it has to be able to alter its
behavior w. r. t. the current state of the world for every trial that is carried out. In order
to truly understand the nature of the task, a robot must know what it is doing, how the
actions have to be performed, and why it is executing them. Moreover, the robot needs
to be able to analyze the task outcome and rate the performance. This way a robot will
eventually be able to improve the result by questioning its own decisions and schedule
additional actions. To achieve such cognitive abilities, it is necessary to embed the necessary
reasoning methods deeply within the control programs of the robot by means of artificial
intelligence (AI) reasoning methods. In other words,
“There is a need for artificial intelligence.”
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Figure 1.2: The concept of Intelligent Physical Compliance.
Even though robots have reached a high level of technical maturity in laboratory
environments by now, they are still far from being deployable to any of the envisaged
application domains. This is due to the fact that many tasks that are common and
mundane for humans constitute a challenging problem for robots, both in terms of cognitive
reasoning and motor skills. In particular, non-traditional robot tasks outside of factory
buildings require compliant contact and show task outcome that is difficult to model. That
includes the example of sweeping with a rake and other wiping tasks, as they occur in
cleaning and manufacturing applications. While modern robots may be able to physically
interact compliantly with their environment, they lack the cognitive abilities to interact
as sophisticated with the world as humans do. In fact, real world applications demand
compliant contact behavior and intelligent reasoning methods. This statement leads to the
fundamental hypothesis:
“There is a need for intelligent physical compliance.”
That is, a robot has to reason about compliant contact during every reasoning step as
visualized in Figure 1.2. In particular, this thesis will combine cognitive reasoning methods
from AI research and control mechanisms of robotics research to tackle the inherent issues.
In particular, a robot has to
1. Represent the actions, motions and the resulting effects of compliant interaction.
2. Plan the task execution symbolically and geometrically w. r. t. the desired effect.
3. Execute the actions with the right parameterization of the compliance controller.
4. Interpret the task performance based on semantically enriched haptic information.
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Unfortunately, researchers from AI and robotics have adopted different viewpoints on
robotic manipulation. AI reasoning methods often consider planning issues from a high-
level1 cognitive science perspective. Manipulation tasks are typically represented from a
scheduling point of view (Ghallab et al. 1998), where actions are modeled in a descriptive
manner with detailed symbolic pre-conditions and effects. If an AI researcher is asked
about the problem of collecting leaves in a park, the answer may sound as follows:
“First of all, the domain of the problem needs to be defined by means of an
ontology. For example, one has to specify that a rake is a tool to collect leaves
and it has to be carried by the robot to do so. The effect would be that the
leaves are accumulated afterwards. Knowledge-based reasoning strategies have
to be applied to infer that a rake has a certain probability to be picked up from
a garden shed. A logic planner can schedule the actions accordingly.”
This AI perspective describes exactly what the requirements are, and what has to be
done to achieve the desired effect, however, AI reasoning methods do not describe how to
successfully execute the sweeping task. The concrete process model of the cleaning action
is typically considered a black box that generates the desired outcome. The reasoning
methods do not concern themselves with the physical procedure that the robot needs to
firmly push the tool while applying a specific force profile onto the surface throughout
the motion. Subsequently, AI reasoning systems are typically incapable of explaining and
correcting errors caused by sub-optimal motion parameterization.
In robotics research, manipulation of objects is usually considered as a motion planning
and control problem. For motion planning, the main constraint to be satisfied is to find
collision-free paths to reach, pick up, and transfer the object to the destination. The
low-level2 robot controller is designed to execute the planned path as exactly as possible
by means of high-rate control cycles. A control engineer may formulate the problem of
collecting leaves in a park as follows:
“Sweeping motions can be realized by means of whole-body impedance control.
The tool motion would thereby be described by a moving virtual equilibrium point
for the tool center of the rake. A virtual potential force aligns the tool w. r. t.
the curvature of the target surface. Defining an appropriate Cartesian stiffness
at the end-effector results in compliant contact behavior that allows to cope with
environmental uncertainties and external disturbances.”
While this explanation describes how the task is executed, robotic control methods do
not know what the abstract goal of the contact is, as they lack abstract task information. It
is neither specified what a rake is nor what a proper outcome of the action should look like.
The effects to the environment are mostly neglected in robotics research. Traditionally,
robots are clueless about the purpose of their motions, and they are not aware of the
resulting changes to the world.
Solving everyday manipulation tasks that require compliant contact such as the accu-
mulation of leaves in a park is a multi-facet problem. It can be considered from many
perspectives. The complexity of compliant manipulation tasks is analyzed in Section 1.1,
in order to get a more profound understanding of the problem.
1The term high-level refers to the abstract nature of manipulation tasks w. r. t. the overall task outcome.
2The term low-level refers to specific properties describing the details of the manipulation procedure.
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1.1 A Survey on Everyday Compliant Manipulation
Research on robotic manipulation was dominated by simple fetch-and-carry tasks for a
long time. This domain was first introduced with the seminal blocks world benchmark
developed for the Shakey system (Nilsson 1984). Since then, robotics research demonstrates
scenarios that mostly include only very simple pick-and-place tasks. The involved actions
are very simple in nature and result in discrete instantaneous effects. A successful task
execution demands limited reasoning capabilities. A robot has to move toward the object
until it is reachable, it has to know the shape of the object in order to plan a suitable
grasp configuration for the hand or gripper, and it has to find a suitable spot on the
target surface to place the object afterwards. Consequently, robotic agents which reason
about this domain can abstract away from how actions are executed and model them using
relatively simple representations. If anything, compliance is typically considered for safety
reasons only.
In contrast, there are many more cases where compliant contact behavior is mandatory
for a successful task execution. For example, in case of high impact forces as observed
when hitting a nail with a hammer, humans actively adapt their joint stiffness by relaxing
their muscles to maximize the range of motion upon impact to dissipate the impact energy
(Grebenstein 2012). This behavior prevents damage of joints, bones, and muscles. Another
type of deliberate compliance is observed in insertion tasks (Stemmer et al. 2007). For
example, a person inserting a power plug will adapt the joint stiffness to automatically
align the pose of the plug to the power outlet. A third example is given in wiping tasks,
such as cleaning a mug with a sponge (Leidner et al. 2016b). In this example, lateral
forces are applied to remove dirt and absorb water while moving the sponge along the
surface of the mug. To do so, one has to act compliantly in order not to destroy the mug
while adapting the sponge carefully to the target curvature. Robots performing these
kind of tasks have to actively alter their stiffness parameterization w. r. t. individual task
requirements, in order to get into deliberate physical contact with the environment.
Especially wiping tasks pose an interesting case of compliant manipulation. Based on
the findings of a recently published study (Cakmak and Takayama 2013), wiping takes part
in almost half of all daily household chores. The motivation for this study was to identify
the main set of skills for future service robots. The authors have analyzed daily chore lists
and found out that cleaning is one of the most frequent household chores. In particular,
49.8% of the investigated chores were related to wiping surfaces of objects, furniture, or
rooms. The Cambridge dictionary lists the verb “to wipe” as
“to slide something, especially a piece of cloth, over the surface of something
else, in order to remove dirt, food, or liquid”.3
According to this definition, the main actors in wiping tasks constitute of the tool (i. e.
the cloth), the surface on a target object, and particles or liquids of different kind, from
now on to be referred to as the medium. Cleaning occurs in various forms with many
different goals including the cleaning of rooms, furniture and other objects by wiping with
a floor-cleaning cloth, a feather duster, or a kitchen sponge as used for washing the dishes.
However, this definition limits wiping to the act of dirt removal, as cleaning is the most
prominent example wiping task in domestic environments. It can also be found in many of
the earlier robotic application domains.
3http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/wipe
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Figure 1.3: Examples of wiping actions observed in everyday environments.
For this reason, vacuuming robots were among the first service robots to reach the
consumer market to perform cleaning tasks in the household (Forlizzi and DiSalvo 2006).
These robots are rather simple machines but are able to fulfill the tasks of vacuuming the
floor (some of them even mopping). However, these robots are only able to execute the
action they are designed for and therefore far from universal service robots.
In the long term, personal assistance robots may be used to clean immobilized persons
which is considered as one of the most important ADLs. In this case, it is critical not to
harm the person by carefully applying a sponge to the curvature of the skin yet not pushing
too hard. In disaster areas, a robot may be commanded to remove debris by sweeping it
aside in order to reach blocked regions easier. In planetary exploration robots have to solve
various tasks which require compliance. One example is the maintenance of solar panels
used to power a planetary research facility on Mars. As the harsh weather conditions on
Mars regularly form sandstorms, it is necessary to free the sensitive solar panels from dust
and sand by sweeping the dirt away.
While cleaning tasks represent a major branch of wiping actions, a more generic definition
is desirable to cover the entire spectrum of actions that show characteristics of wiping.
Besides cleaning, wiping may be considered as any task where a tool is slid along the
surface of a target object, in order to manipulate arbitrary media. Based on this definition,
the act of wiping represents a prototypical action for all domains that would benefit from
robotic assistance. Cleaning-unrelated wiping actions are observed in many manufacturing
applications including traditional manufacturing techniques such as woodworking, i. e.
grinding a wooden plank, painting a wall, or applying mortar to a brick wall. Furthermore,
compliant light-weight robots can be utilized to polish car parts in the automotive industry.
The wide variation of wiping tasks is illustrated in Figure 1.3.
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This point of view broadens the interpretation and understanding of wiping tasks
toward a more generic definition. This makes wiping an even more interesting prototype of
compliant manipulation. For this reason, the thesis aims to identify suitable representations
and reasoning strategies for wiping tasks. This investigations shall contribute to a more
profound knowledge on compliance in robotic manipulation. Accordingly, this work will
first analyze wiping tasks to find out what makes compliant manipulation such a difficult,
yet important problem. In the following, an attempt to redefine the act of wiping is
presented:
“The act of wiping describes a compliant manipulation procedure, where a tool
is slid along a target surface in contact by following task-oriented Cartesian
workspace trajectories. During contact, task-specific forces are applied along
the surface normal while a certain stiffness is adjusted to align with the surface
curvature. A medium on the target surface is this way indirectly manipulated
to satisfy the desired goal state.”
Based on this definition, the dissertation shall investigate wiping tasks as the running
example of compliant manipulation. The definition above is utilized as guideline to
investigate wiping in a more generic way. A robot which is able to reason about a given
task based on such abstract problem definitions shall be able to perform the majority of all
tasks in everyday environments. However, this requires a robot to map high-level cognitive
skills onto low-level dexterous manipulation abilities and back again. The following section
highlights the issues that have to be incorporated to master the act of wiping.
1.2 Problem Statement
To fully master wiping tasks, a robot must understand every individual instance of the
problem. It has to relate a new instance to previously executed ones and reason about
similarities and differences for each trial. Investigating the entire spectrum of wiping tasks,
it becomes apparent that many tasks matching the definition of wiping share the main
characteristics (i. e. the sliding motion to manipulate a medium). However, most likely,
they have different semantic goals. This makes it hard to develop generalized solutions
matching every type of wiping task. In contrast to robots, humans can easily understand
semantic differences and make crucial connections between related tasks. This knowledge
originates from the hypothesis that humans represent internal models of their actions
on a sub-symbolic4 level, as suggested by Kawato (1999) in his research on neurobiology.
A robot requires similar representations that can be accessed by means of semantically
annotated labels and improved based on real-world experience.
A robot has to be able to plan generalized wiping motions with adaption to the particular
environmental conditions. Humans are able to transfer the process model from one problem
to another. For example, a human knows that collecting leaves with a rake or collecting
shards of a broken mug with a broom is essentially a similar task. A human also knows that
one cannot skim detergent from a window pane with a rake or a broom. Moreover, humans
are aware of the effect of their actions. Consequently, humans plan their motion directly
w. r. t. the desired effect, i. e. directly in the effect-space5. Similar cognitive reasoning
mechanisms are required for robots. This way they would know exactly which motion has
to be executed for a given problem instance.
4Sub-symbolic parameters describe a process numerically, i. e. not only based on abstract symbols (words).
5The effect-space describes the manifold in which the effect occurs, e. g. the motion of dirt particles.
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Figure 1.4: Failed attempt to collect all shards of a broken mug. A robot has to be able
to detect the effects of its actions and relate them to previously conducted
predictions in order to estimate the task outcome qualitatively. This requires
substantial reasoning on the contact situation, the applied contact force, and
the compliance parameterization.
In addition, it is crucial for a robot to be aware of the low-level control modalities of
wiping tasks. That is, it has to know how much force has to be applied and how stiff it has
to react in order to successfully accomplish the task. For example, only by applying the
right amount of force and the correct stiffness, one is able to collect shards with a broom.
If the applied force is too low, the bristles of the broom bend around the shards and the
shards remain unmoved as it is visualized in Figure 1.4. If too much force is applied, the
bristles would bend too much and eventually relax abruptly such that the shards will
scatter instead of accumulate. For this reason, a human would know that it is better to
execute the task of sweeping with limited stiffness normal to the floor in order to adapt
the broom motion automatically to a motion in parallel to the floor.
Finally, a robot has to monitor and validate the task execution in order to ensure
high quality. Humans are capable of interpreting the quality of wiping actions based on
haptic perception, even with the absence of visual feedback. In particular, Flanagan et al.
(2006) highlight that haptic feedback does not only provide humans with the information
that contact occurred with the environment, but furthermore provides the basis for effect
inference, performance ratings, and even the detection of performance errors and failure
situations. In the following, it is outlined how this thesis will investigate these issues by
means of cognitive reasoning methods.
1.3 The Concept of Intelligent Physical Compliance
This dissertation aims to develop human-like, cognitive reasoning capabilities for robots in
the context of wiping tasks, in order to eventually gain new insights into the development of
a comprehensive set of cognition-enabled reasoning mechanisms for compliant manipulation
tasks. The deeply integrated ability to represent, plan, execute, and interpret actions
and effects of compliant manipulation is a key feature to master wiping tasks and other
compliant manipulation task in general as it has already been introduced in the context of
Figure 1.2. In this work, this fundamental ability is called Intelligent Physical Compliance.
The four elements of Intelligent Physical Compliance comprise the main research questions
of this thesis, outlined in the following sections.
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Figure 1.6: Actions relate motions to effects. motions result in effects and in return,
analyzing effects can be used to assess the performance of motions. Objects
properties are used to parameterize actions and the outcome of an action can
be used to refine object properties.
1.3.1 Representation
Figure 1.5: Representation.
The human ability to represent sub-symbolic knowledge
(Kawato 1999) for a wide variety of physical tasks is one
of the key features for many cognitive abilities, including
planning and interpretation of interaction with the envi-
ronment. Humans are able to relate a certain world state
(e. g. an accumulated pile of leaves) to a specific action
that must have been conducted in the past as visualized
in Figure 1.5. Accordingly, a suitable task representation
is the key to reason about robotic manipulation in a
generic way. The elements that need to be represented
include the objects that participate in the task execution,
the actions that these objects afford to a user or a robot,
the motions to resolve these actions, and the effects that
result from manipulating the object in the intended way, illustrated in Figure 1.6. These
representations influence all stages of reasoning. They are outlined as follows.
Actions: Actions relate motions to effects. An explicit representation of this relation
enables a robot to reason about motions in a goal-oriented manner. That is, dedicated
tool motions have to be planned in order to achieve the desired symbolic effects.
Accordingly, this work shall develop a novel action representation that combines
the symbolic description and the geometric procedure of actions. The so-called
Action Templates formalize the symbol grounding-procedure for arbitrary robot skills.
Action Templates provide the geometric procedure as executable Python code for a
specific symbolic action definition written in PDDL. A symbolic planner is applied to
generate a sequence of actions based on the symbolic header. The resulting sequence
is afterwards revisited, where the executable body is parsed and populated with
parameters according to the particular task instance.
Motions: In robotics, motions are typically represented by continuous, collision-free joint-
space paths that enable a robot to relocate objects in the environment. However,
collision-free motions are not applicable for compliant manipulation tasks such as
collecting shards with a broken mug. In particular, wiping tasks demand contact with
the environment. As such this thesis will develop a representation of wiping motions
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that incorporates contact situations between a tool and a target surface in form of
so called Semantic Directed Graphs (SDG). In addition to the geometric motion,
SDGs reincorporate the semantics of the problem. That is, the represented motions
correlate with the desired goal state, e. g. the accumulation of leaves. The reasoning
about motions is thereby tightly integrated with the representation of wiping effects.
Effects: Humans are able simulate their actions in advance through embodiment in order
to envision the consequences of their motions (Svensson and Ziemke 2004). In return,
humans are able to anticipate real-world effects based on these simulated models.
While this reasoning seems natural for humans, simulation-based effect inference
demands suitable representations for robots (Kunze 2014). In particular, a robot
requires an effect model for every class of actions it is supposed to master. The
representation developed for the example of wiping treats the medium as particles
on a two-dimensional surface that react w. r. t. the desired semantic goal state upon
contact with the tool. For example, while a sponge may push solid particles, liquids
are absorbed by a sponge. The compliance parameters influencing the effect are
therefore defined as object properties.
Objects: According to the concept of affordances introduced by Gibson (1986), the human
demand to manipulate the environment is mainly driven by the objects that humans
perceive. As a consequence, many research groups have tried to map the concept of
affordance on robotic manipulation (S¸ahin et al. 2007; Stoytchev 2005; Hart et al.
2015; Cruz et al. 2015). This is a natural approach since effects to the environment are
typically related to certain tool motions. Moreover, an object-centric interpretation
of quality (e. g. symmetry, group formation, and coherency of objects) is a natural
measure in everyday environments. For this reason, an object-centric approach shall
be applied here to incorporate all requirements for a cognition-enabled planning,
execution, and interpretation of compliant manipulation actions. With reference to
the earlier definition (Section 1.1), the main objects that participate in the act of
wiping are considered as the tool, the medium, and the target surface.
1.3.2 Planning
Figure 1.7: Planning.
In order to master a task in arbitrary environments, a
robot has to provide adaptive solutions. This involves
symbolic and geometric planning techniques that are able
to cope with the diversity of an entire task family. With
reference to the example at hand, a robot has to provide
generic planning solutions for arbitrary wiping tasks. A
robot has to estimate the workload in advance, plan
goal-oriented motions w. r. t. a specific geometric process
model, and predict the task outcome respectively in order
to execute the task most efficiently later on. The robot
has to perform geometric reasoning by means of task
descriptions formulated in a purely semantic form (e. g.
natural language). This problem formulation describes
what is referred to as hybrid planning. This involves the processing of knowledge (Tenorth
2011), the semantic reasoning procedures on this information, and the symbol grounding
problem (Harnad 1990), i. e. the mapping to geometric actions that result in the desired
changes to the environment (Mo¨senlechner 2016).
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Figure 1.8: The symbol grounding problem visualized at the example of collecting bread-
crumbs by wiping along the surface with a sponge. The geometric action
incorporates the wiping motion as well as the effect (i. e. the accumulated
breadcrumbs). Both have to be associated with the semantic meaning.
From a symbolic planning perspective, the problem definition is initialized w. r. t. the
current world state. Based on the state of the objects in the environment a symbolic
representation is generated. This representation serves as the basis for a symbolic planner
such as the Fast Downward planner by Helmert (2006) to solve for a given high-level goal
state. The resulting action sequence is the starting point to solve a task geometrically
by means of motion planning procedures as they are provided by the motion planning
framework OpenRAVE by Diankov (2010). However, in the context of wiping tasks this
means that a robot has to deliberately plan contact situations instead of avoiding collisions
which is usually the common sense in robotic motion planning.
Planning appropriate motions is not the only issue related to the symbol grounding
problem. In addition, the effects of actions have to be predicted. However, this is mostly
neglected in the literature. That is, a robot has to associate the effects of its action
w. r. t. geometric changes to the environment. The planned contact motions have to be
correlated with the semantic goal state such that the desired effect eventuates. The approach
introduced here is based on the particle representation for the medium. In particular, a set
of Cartesian motion planning methods will be associated with the semantically described
goal states for the medium by means of constraint definitions. The particles are simulated
such that they satisfy these constraints. The correlation between the final state of the
particle distribution and the constraint definition is utilized to estimate the quality of the
action. The outcome of this simulation does not only validate the feasibility of the robot
motions, but also indicate the expected performance of the real-world execution.
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1.3.3 Execution
Figure 1.9: Execution.
One of the key aspect in automated robot manipulation
is the question on how to parameterize actions to have
their desired effects. At the example of wiping tasks this
means that a robot has to parameterize the tool motions
and the required compliance setting (e. g. force and stiff-
ness) to manipulate a certain medium. The execution
of robot motions (see Figure 1.9) is typically considered
as a control problem. Torque control strategies, such
as impedance control (Hogan 1985) have to be applied
for compliant motions where external contact with the
environment is desired. The control strategy is outlined
in Figure 1.10 at the example of window cleaning. In a
nutshell, the desired tool motion is provided as a Carte-
sian trajectory to the controller. The Cartesian controller
realizes this motion while taking into account the specified stiffness and damping (Ott 2008).
In addition, supplementary control tasks can be realized by exploiting the redundancy of
the robot (Dietrich 2015). The resulting control torque adapts the tool orientation w. r. t.
the curvature of the target surface as the tool gets in contact with the environment. This
external disturbance results in the virtual Cartesian equilibrium point moving further “into”
the object, such that the end-effector deviates from the commanded Cartesian trajectory
and exerts a force. Moving in parallel to the target surface results in a wiping motion.
One major challenge with whole-body impedance controllers is the parameterization.
First of all, several control objectives have to be organized in a hierarchy (e. g. Cartesian
end-effector position, joint-space configuration, and self-collision avoidance). This hierarchy
is task-dependent and has to be defined in advance. Second, the control parameters
have to be designed in a way such that the desired effect occurs. That is, the reasoning
framework has to parameterize the motions, the stiffness, and the maximum allowed force
parameters based on the semantically described problem definition. In this work, the
earlier introduced Action Templates are used to define the task hierarchy and the control
parameters, respectively. The object-knowledge for the tool, the medium, and the target
surface are thereby incorporated.
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Figure 1.10: Whole-body impedance control scheme based on Dietrich (2015). The redun-
dant robot resolves the deviation of the spatial virtual equilibrium compliantly
while the tool is in contact.
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1.3.4 Interpretation
Figure 1.11: Interpretation.
The final step toward Intelligent Physical Compliance is
the semantic interpretation of physical contact, and the
accompanied loop-closure of the cognitive control concept
(Norman and Shallice 1980), which builds on the hypoth-
esis that humans primarily take conscious action in tasks
that require planning and decision making, and for error
correction. This means that a robot would have to un-
derstand its motions, interpret the deviations introduced
due to compliance, and assess the effect qualitatively to
recover as sketched in Figure 1.11. The developed pro-
cess models for wiping tasks highly exploit the fact that
the impedance controller automatically aligns with the
curvature of the target surface. While this exploitation
prevents the development of complex process models that integrate dynamic simulations,
the robot remains uncertain about the real contact until it touches the environment. To
overcome this issue, the robot has to analyze telemetry data of previously executed actions.
That is, it compares the desired contact with the actual contact situations. As soon as
contact occurs, the external disturbance forces the robot motion to deviate according to
the control law of the whole-body impedance controller. The tool aligns with the target
surface and the redundant joints of the robot resolve the residual deviation of the planned
trajectory. Consequently, the force at the end-effector increases until the parameterized
level is reached. At this point, the robot is able to infer that the desired contact is
established. The corresponding measurements are isolated in the logged data and utilized
to estimate the contact, the position, and the orientation of the target surface, respectively.
The force information is furthermore utilized to evaluate the performance of the action,
i. e. to assess the effect on the medium. Similarly to the planning step, the particle model
will be utilized for the evaluation. However, this time the contact force is available as
additional source of information. The controller force is added to the particle simulation
based on a likelihood function to simulate different variations of tool-medium-surface
combinations. That is, measurements that show contact force values close to the desired
force range have a higher likelihood to apply the effect to the particle distribution. Naturally,
the robot has to distinguish desired contact from undesired contact, e. g. collisions with
obstacles in the environment or human intervention as it is shown in Figure 1.12. As the
robot is now aware of the contact it is supposed to perform, the inverse method to the one
that detects the target surface can be applied to detect undesired contact. The method
allows to estimate the task performance not just as a scalar value, but it is able to estimate
it spatially. This enables a robot to precisely plan additional repair motions based on the
planning methods outlined earlier. As a result, the robot may question its own motions
and react to execution errors appropriately.
Finally, the qualitative values of the effect estimation are interpreted semantically. To
do so, the reasoning methods are integrated into the openEASE framework (Beetz et al.
2015). The numerical values obtained during task execution (e. g. joint positions, force
readings, object positions, and haptic percepts) are therefore post-processed and augmented
with semantically meaningful labels. This procedure results in human-comprehensible
information and can be inspected in form of narratives. For each time step, detailed
information about spatial and temporal coherences is available w. r. t. objects, actions,
and effects. Based on this, openEASE users can filter episodic memories by means of
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Figure 1.12: The humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin is disturbed during a wiping task.
Prolog queries (Sterling and Shapiro 1994). A user may request the system to process
relatively simple queries, such as “Visualize the trajectory segments in contact.”, or ask even
complex questions such as “Which sequence of motions result in a task performance greater
than 85%?”. This last step closes the cognitive control loop from natural-language-like
commands to human-comprehensible analysis.
1.4 Contributions
This dissertation combines cognitive reasoning techniques based on high-level abstraction,
together with low-level manipulation capabilities of compliant service robots, to develop
cognition-enabled reasoning methods for compliant manipulation. It contributes to the
theoretic formulation of the problem and proves the proposed methods through experimental
validation. The following list outlines the main contributions:
• An analysis of compliant manipulation tasks is presented to lay out the fundamentals
for the development of cognition-enabled manipulation skills for compliant robots.
Wiping tasks are identified as the most frequent compliant manipulation task. There-
fore, wiping tasks act as the running example for compliant manipulation in the
experiments conducted.
• The reasoning methods to represent, plan, execute and interpret compliant interaction
constitute the major contribution. In summary, the developed methods form the
concept of Intelligent Physical Compliance:
Representation: Action Templates are developed to form a suitable action represen-
tation to incorporate the semantic and geometric nature of robotic manipulation.
This representation is independent of robot capabilities and can be utilized to
describe even complex process models with context-sensitive intelligent behavior
emerging from compliant manipulation tasks.
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In order to investigate the effects of compliant manipulation, a particle model
to simulate the outcome of wiping motions qualitatively is developed.
Planning: A framework is introduced to plan arbitrary action sequences represented
by Action Templates. As part of this representation, process models are de-
signed to generate contact motions that result in the desired effect of compliant
manipulation tasks.
In the particular case of wiping actions, the introduced particle model is applied
to reason about different planning methods summarized as Semantic Directed
Graphs (SDG). Furthermore, the effect representation is utilized to predict
the performance of the planned motions qualitatively by means of kinematics
simulations.
Execution: The whole-body impedance control framework of the humanoid robot
Rollin’ Justin is combined with AI-based reasoning methods. In this regard, the
control level can be parameterized in accordance to the needs of specific tasks.
The control level shall be made aware of the desired situations and allow for
deliberate compliant interaction.
In return, the control model provides relevant information in form of continuous
sensor streams to allow for a meaningful semantic interpretation.
Interpretation: Reasoning methods to interpret episodic memories of compliant
interaction semantically are introduced. Logged robot telemetry is analyzed
w. r. t. the applied force and the position of a guided tool to isolate desired contact
situations. By applying the effect model introduced earlier, this knowledge is
used to validate the real-world outcome of the robot motions. The robot is
similarly enabled to identify false positive contact states such as the collision
with obstacles or human intervention.
The knowledge generated by the reasoning methods is annotated with seman-
tically meaningful labels. This provides the possibility to query the acquired
knowledge in a human-comprehensible form comparable to natural language, i. e.
Prolog queries. The data is made freely available to the openEASE community.
This way, fellow researchers are able to query the conducted experiments and
develop their own reasoning methods based on the findings of this thesis.
• The concepts are validated on the humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin. The main appli-
cation domain throughout the manuscript is related to domestic household chores.
However, as the robot is designed as a terrestrial and extraterrestrial service robot,
this work describes an outlook on compliant manipulation tasks related to robotic
planetary exploration within the METERON6 SUPVIS Justin mission led by DLR
with the partnering European Space Agency (ESA). During this mission, the hu-
manoid robot Rollin’ Justin will be commanded from the International Space Station
(ISS) to maintain a solar panel farm in a simulated Mars environment. This involves
the regular cleaning of the panels. To achieve this, the entire reasoning framework
is made accessible to an astronaut for human-robot interaction by means of an
intuitive user interface in form of a tablet application. This user interface shares
the knowledge-base of the robot with the astronaut while contemplating the current
mission objectives.
6http://meteron.dlr.de/
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1.5 Thesis Outline
This section recapitulates the content of the chapters and provides a reader’s guide as it
comments on the dependencies between them. In general, the thesis is arranged w. r. t.
the concept of Intelligent Physical Compliance such that the entire concept is introduced
successively should the reader choose to read the document sequentially. The interested
reader may, however, skip through some of the sections or revisit others to reconsider single
aspects. An overview on the thesis structure is given in Figure 1.13. In addition, it lists
the relevant publications in relation to the respective chapters.
Chapter 2 outlines the literature relevant to this thesis. This includes an overview of
the Rollin’ Justin system, principles of motion planning and generation, symbolic
planning and logic programming, as well as an outline on knowledge representation
and reasoning. For a more detailed literature review w. r. t. the investigated reasoning
methods, the reader may refer to the end of the individual chapters.
Chapter 3 recapitulates the problem of compliant manipulation and explains its impor-
tance for future service robots. It reviews the state of the art on taxonomies for
robotic manipulation and makes an attempt to apply the most suitable ones to com-
pliant manipulation. Eventually, the chapter develops the taxonomy for compliant
manipulation tasks and inherits nine prototypical wiping tasks respectively.
Chapter 4 describes the representations that are developed to plan, execute and interpret
compliant manipulation tasks. This chapter introduces the fundamental represen-
tations on which all other chapters build on, namely the object-centric knowledge
representation, the concept of Action Templates, the representation of wiping actions
in form of SDGs, and the particle model to represent the effect of wiping motions.
Chapter 5 discusses the symbol grounding problem and a hybrid planning framework as
potential solutions to it. It describes how the previously mentioned representations are
utilized to reason about compliant manipulation symbolically and geometrically. The
chapter concludes with a generic procedure to plan wiping motions with humanoid
service robots and rate the task performance in the effect space. The reasoning
methods are evaluated in several simulation experiments.
Chapter 6 elucidates the integration of the control framework into the AI-reasoning
methods. It introduces the concept of impedance control and describes how the
control level is parameterized and compliance is exploited to develop intelligent
compliant Action Templates. The method is applied to three elaborate experiments
executed by the humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin.
Chapter 7 explains the methods to infer contact situations from logged telemetry streams
and interpret them semantically. In particular, the representation of wiping effects is
utilized to assess the task performance of previously executed contact motions quali-
tatively. This chapter closes the cognitive control loop as it describes how the newly
acquired information about the task performance can be used to schedule additional
actions to increase the task performance. The chapter then discusses the integration
into the openEASE framework, which allows to infer nominal contact situations and
human interventions based on semantically annotated episodic memories.
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1.5 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2:
Fundamentals
Chapter 1:
Introduction
Chapter 3:
Classifying Compliant Manipulation
Chapter 9:
Conclusions
Chapter 4:
Representations for Compliant Manipulation
Compliant Manipulation Taxonomy (Leidner et al. 2015a)
Classification of Wiping Tasks (Leidner et al. 2016b)
Object-centric Action Representation (Leidner et al. 2012)
Action and Effect Representations (Leidner et al. 2016a,
Leidner and Beetz 2016, Leidner et al. 2018)
Parameterizing Compliance (Leidner et al. 2016b)
Chapter 8:
Applied Intelligent Physical Compliance 
Human-Robot Interface (Birkenkampf et al. 2014,
 Birkenkampf et al. 2017, Leidner et al. 2017)
Supervised Autonomy for Space Robotics  
(Lii et al. 2015a, Lii et al. 2015b, Lii et al. 2017)
Chapter 7:
Semantic Interpretation of Haptic Feedback
Chapter 5:
Planning Everyday Manipulation Tasks
Semantic Interpretation (Leidner et al. 2018)
Whole-Body Mobile Manipulation
(Leidner and Borst 2013, Leidner et al. 2014a)
Processing Wiping Tasks (Leidner et al. 2016a)
Haptic Contact Estimation and Effect Inference
(Leidner and Beetz 2016)
Chapter 6:
Compliance Parameterization and Task Execution 
Cognition-Enabled Control Framework
(Leidner et al. 2015a, Ott et al. 2015)
Figure 1.13: Overview of the chapters. The associate research papers are listed accordingly.
Chapters three to six are arranged w. r. t. the concept of Intelligent Physical
Compliance.
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Table 1.1: Main publications related to this thesis.
Reference Description
Journal:
Leidner et al. (2018)
Daniel Leidner, Georg Bartels, Wissam Bejjani, Alin Albu-Scha¨ffer, and Michael
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2018
Journal:
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1.6 Publication Note
Chapter 8 outlines a use case for compliant manipulation tasks and introduces topics
beyond the horizon of this thesis, namely the development of cognition-enabled
human-robot interfaces and their application to extraterrestrial space exploration.
The METERON SUPVIS Justin mission is introduced as motivational example. This
chapter may be of special interest for readers who are less familiar with robotics
research or interested in real-world applications for intelligent compliant service
robots. In particular, researchers from the field of planetary science may refer to this
chapter for insights on robotic space exploration.
Chapter 9 concludes the thesis with a summary of the contributions and discusses the
benefits and limitations of the chosen approach. Furthermore, a discussion on the
greater relevance of the developed methods is given w. r. t. the application to generic
compliant manipulation. This chapter describes an overview of the thesis and may
therefore be read by readers who wish to start with a condensed version of the thesis
findings.
1.6 Publication Note
This thesis builds on the findings of three journal articles, eleven conference papers published
on major international congresses on robotics research and artificial intelligence, and one
video submission, where some text passages are quoted verbatim. Part of this thesis is
currently under review as patent. These main publications are listed in Table 1.1. In
addition, two workshop contributions have been published (Leidner et al. 2014a; Leidner
and Borst 2013). Furthermore three conference papers (Roa et al. 2012; Leidner et al.
2015b; Hagengruber et al. 2017) have been co-authored, which are related but not addressed
within this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
Fundamentals
The successful performance of diverse wiping tasks requires dexterous and compliant robots,
appropriate motion planning and generation skills to establish desired contact, methods
for symbolic planning and logic programming, as well as representations and mechanisms
to reason about the components and effects of the actions. These domains form the
prerequisites which this thesis builds on. As such, they are outlined in the following
sections. A general overview on compliant manipulation in AI and robotics is presented in
Section 2.1. The humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin is introduced in Section 2.2. The available
algorithms for motion planning and generation are investigated in Section 2.3. Symbolic
planning and the related field of logic programming is revisited in Section 2.4. Finally,
knowledge representations and the accompanied reasoning mechanisms are reviewed in
Section 2.5. A literature review for the concrete implementation of the systems presented
in this document can be found at the end of each respective chapter.
2.1 Physical Compliance in AI and Robotics
In the last decades, there has been remarkable progress in the mechanical design and control
of compliant robotic manipulators. The mechatronic design of torque controlled light-
weight manipulators such as the light-weight robot III (LWR III) (Hirzinger et al. 2002),
developed at the German Aerospace Center (DLR), Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics,
enable robots to compliantly interact with their environment. The advanced robotic
systems that emerged from this development can truly be considered as the prototypes of
universal service robots. Especially humanoid and anthropomorphic robots are predestined
to support humans in everyday environments as they are designed to mimic human
capabilities. Groundbreaking examples of compliant humanoid robots are Twendy-One
developed at Waseda University (Iwata and Sugano 2009), the latest version of Asimo
by Honda Research (Sakagami et al. 2002), NASA’s Robonaut 2 (Diftler et al. 2011), the
Baxter robot distributed by Rethink Robotics (Fitzgerald 2013), and the humanoid robots
Toro (Englsberger et al. 2014) and Rollin’ Justin (Borst et al. 2009) developed at DLR.
Based on these systems, there has also been significant progress in the field of compliant
control of complex robotic systems. Impedance control strategies both in joint space and
Cartesian space allow for smooth motions and soft contact (Albu-Scha¨ffer et al. 2007b; Ott
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Figure 2.1: Excerpt of the research topics of AI and robotics.
2008). Advanced whole-body impedance control frameworks (Dietrich et al. 2012) facilitate
complex mobile manipulation procedures while simultaneously satisfying passivity, stability,
and safety of the system at all times. This development enables these robots to closely
co-operate with humans and get in soft contact with the physical world which is one of the
key features for everyday robotic manipulation.
On the other hand, AI plays a major role in the advancement of robotic systems. For
this reason, AI research has focused on the field of robotics early on. One of the first
robots with cognitive reasoning capabilities was the Shakey system (Nilsson 1984). The
program of Shakey included automated planning, navigation, and error recovery strategies.
The system could manipulate blocks fully autonomously by commanding simple actions,
e. g. “(push box1, (14.1, 22.7))”, or specifying abstract high level goals in form of
written sentences such as “use box1 to block door4 from room2”. In order to adapt
robot actions w. r. t. previously unseen environments, there has been significant research
efforts in the field of machine learning. As a result laboratory robots are able to enhance
known actions by applying reinforcement leaning strategies (Stulp et al. 2012b) and even
learn new actions from human demonstration (Billard et al. 2008). To manage the vast
information arising from robotic manipulation, AI research has recently shown strong
interest in knowledge-based reasoning systems such as the KnowRob framework (Tenorth
and Beetz 2009). This framework is able to provide a robot with the necessary information
to represent, plan and execute everyday manipulation tasks. In addition, the knowledge
processing service openEASE (Beetz et al. 2015) provides a platform to annotate episodic
memories of robotic manipulation with semantic labels. To this end, AI and robotics
researchers are able to query abstract questions in order to investigate big data manipulation
sequences in a human comprehensible form. Altogether these developments aim to replicate
human-like reasoning capabilities to eventually create cognition-enabled robots that are
able to catch up with human intelligence. However, the applications that are typically
investigated by the research groups in AI and robotics are mostly composed of rather
simple fetch-and-carry tasks.
Compared to fetch-and-carry tasks, compliant manipulation tasks demand significantly
richer and more complex actions. Detailed knowledge about the task and the involved
objects is mandatory. A robot has to reason symbolically and geometrically about the
parameterization in advance w. r. t. the desired goal state and the current state of the
environment. For example, depending on how a wiping motion is performed in terms of
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Stereo camera system
4 Asus Xtion sensors
2 DLR LWR III robot arms
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Omni-directional mobile base
2 IMU sensors
2 DLR Hand II end-effectors
51 position sensors
41 torque sensors
Figure 2.2: Sensors and actuators of the humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin.
direction of motion, tool alignment, and applied force one can remove sticky dirt, dry a wet
surface, or paint a wall. Consequently, the same motion can produce widely varying effects
depending on how it is executed. In order to accomplish the respective tasks successfully a
robot must carefully select the motion and force parameters in a continuous parameter
space within the bounds of the task. Moreover, the successful execution of wiping tasks
requires a substantial amount of geometric reasoning as the purpose of an action might be
the collection of particles, the spreading of particles, or the elimination of particles. This
reasoning also applies to the verification procedure, as the effects are non-trivial changes to
the manipulated objects. To overcome the complexity of compliant manipulation tasks, the
research efforts of AI and robotics should be combined. However, the two research fields
cover completely different perspectives on the problem definition. As a consequence, the
research directions deviate as illustrated in Figure 2.1. It sketches an excerpt of four core
research topics: The design and construction of compliant robotic manipulators, planning
and generation of robot motions, logic programming and symbolic planning, and finally,
the topic of knowledge representation and reasoning.
2.2 The Humanoid Service Robot Rollin’ Justin
Compliant manipulation tasks require robots with above average reachability, in order
to incorporate uncertainties introduced by the contact with the environment. Especially
wiping motions require high manipulability in order to achieve the desired effects for large
areas. Accordingly, humanoid robots are predestined for this kind of tasks. For this reason,
the humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin7 is utilized in this thesis to validate the developed
concepts.
7The upper body of the Rollin’ Justin was finished just in time for its first presentation at the
AUTOMATICA trade fair 2006 in Munich (Ott et al. 2006).
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Table 2.1: Overview of the actuators of Rollin’ Justin.
Actuator Active DOF Joint sensors
Torso 3 Position, torque
Arms 2 x 7 Position, torque
Hands 2 x 12 Position, torque
Neck 2 Position
Platform 8 Position
Total 51
This section introduces the architecture and the capabilities of Rollin’ Justin (Ott et al.
2006; Borst et al. 2007; 2009), which serves as the main concept realization and validation
platform in this thesis. The overall structure of the robot resembles an anthropomorphic
upper body mounted on a wheeled mobile base. With a height of about 1.9m it roughly
matches the dimensions of a male adult. It can reach objects at up to a height of up to
2.7m, yet pass through narrow doorways as little as 0.9m wide. This enables the robot to
operate in human environments and manipulate the objects designed for humans, such as
doors, furniture, tools, and objects of daily living. The robot can function as a completely
standalone unit, and can be operated without any cables as it is equipped with a battery
for about one hour of operation depending on the workload. All electronic components as
well as the computers to control the robot are integrated into the housings. The interface
to the robot is based on a Wi-Fi link, which allows to command the robot by means of
mobile devices such as tablet computers and smartphones. In addition to this, the robot
can be commanded via a speech recognition interface.
The mechanical construction of the robot integrates the concepts of modularity and
integrated design. The arms of the robot are modified DLR light-weight robots (LWR) of
the third generation (Hirzinger et al. 2002). The zero positions of the “elbow” joint is turned
to more closely resemble that of a human arm. In addition, the “wrist” joint is modified to
exhibit the properties of a hinge joint in order to reflect human wrist kinematics. The arms
consist of seven Degrees of Freedom (DOF) each, arranged in a roll-pitch-roll-pitch-roll-
pitch-pitch order. Each arm weighs about 14 kg and is able to lift 14 kg during slow motions,
and about 7 kg at maximum velocity. The hands of Rollin’ Justin are the four-fingered
DLR II Hands (Butterfaß et al. 2001) with three actuated DOF and one coupled last joint
per finger. An additional actuator allows to rearrange the palm configuration and change
the position of the thumb and the ring finger to facilitate grasping of smaller objects. The
arms of Rollin’ Justin are mounted on a light-weight torso with three actuated DOF and a
kinematically coupled fourth joint in the chest to force an upright position of the head.
The head rests on a pan-tilt unit and is currently equipped with a stereo camera pair to
perceive distant objects, an Asus Xtion motion sensing device for close range operation,
and an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) for equilibrioception. Altogether the upper
body weighs about 45 kg. All joints incorporate absolute position sensors. All upper body
joints except the two neck joints are equipped with link-side torque sensors which enable
advanced control strategies at 1 kHz for compliant whole-body manipulation to be detailed
in Chapter 6. The actuators and their sensors are listed in Table 2.1.
The mobile base allows Rollin’ Justin to reposition it self and extend the workspace
over wide areas (Fuchs et al. 2009). It is mainly constructed from commercial off-the-
shelf parts and contains the computers, the battery, and the majority of all electronic
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components. The base houses one more IMU and three additional Xtion sensors to perceive
the immediate vicinity visually and avoid collision with obstacles. The footprint of the base
can be extended by means of a parallel mechanisms. It can be locked to ensure stability
during manipulation and a small baseline for navigation. The parallel mechanism is not
actuated. Instead it can be reconfigured by means of active driving with the steerings and
the wheels. A passive suspension system allows Rollin’ Justin to overcome small obstacles.
The nonholonomic platform can realize omni-directional maneuvers in the two translational
directions and the rotation around the vertical axis. Altogether, Rollin’ Justin is most
suitable to accomplish the tasks that are discussed within this work.
2.3 Motion Planning and Generation
Executing motions with arms, hands, and the rest of the body is a natural procedure for
human beings that does not need any conscious mental computation. Even sophisticated
operations including the manipulation of multiple objects at once while avoiding obstacles
in the environment are possible in no time. In contrast, it is a non-trivial task for a robot
to plan and generate coordinated joint motions. In robotics, this problem is described
by the term motion planning. Motion planning is typically concerned with the search
for a collision-free path in the joint space, i. e. the configuration space (Cspace) of a robot,
where motions are planned to transit in between objects or transfer objects from one
position to another. However, in comparison to this, wiping motions and other compliant
manipulation tasks require paths that deliberately go into contact with the environment.
While collision-free motion planning is a well studied problem, this thesis will develop the
methodologies to incorporate deliberate contact as well. A survey on the most common
motion planning techniques is given by Latombe (1990). Traditional motion planning
algorithms can be divided into local methods and global methods.
Local motion planning methods are typically based on gradient descent on artificially
defined potential fields (Barraquand et al. 1992). While there are several derivatives of
this approach, the basic concept remains the same. In short summary, the initial position
qinit is defined as the source and the goal position qgoal is defined as a sink with attractive
potential. Obstacles are modeled as repulsive potential fields such that they are avoided
by the manipulator. Potential field methods require low computational effort. However,
due to their local nature these methods are vulnerable to getting stuck in local minima.
Global motion planning algorithms attempt to find a feasible plan in the entire search
space. That is, the entire Cspace is explored to avoid obstacles and narrow passages. The
most well known sub-class of global motion planning algorithms is defined by sampling
based strategies. These strategies are often biased to explore the free space as fast as
possible. Two popular examples are given by the Probabilistic Roadmaps (PRM) approach
by Kavraki et al. (1996) and Rapidly Exploring Random Trees (RRT) introduced by LaValle
(1998). PRMs define a path in two steps. First, a roadmap is generated by randomly
sampling configurations in the Cspace and connecting them locally. Second, the roadmap is
searched for the shortest path between the start and the goal configuration by performing a
graph search. This type of motion planning is especially useful for recurring tasks in static
domains. A frequent adaption of the algorithm is a lazy evaluation of the roadmap, which
allows to adapt quicker on changes in the environment (Bohlin and Kavraki 2000). Similar
to PRMs, the RRT algorithm samples random configuration in the Cspace. However, the
sampled nodes form a search tree rather then a map. New configurations are sampled
within a certain distance to the tree and directly connected to the closest leaf node. One of
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the most common variations of the RRT algorithm is the bi-directional search for a feasible
path (Kuffner and LaValle 2000). The goal-oriented nature of RRTs make them perfect for
onetime problems. As such they are better suited for service robotics applications where
the environment is less defined than in industrial settings.
Another common way to generate motions is the computation of Dynamic Movement
Primitives (DMP) (Schaal 2006). DMPs describe motions based on differential equations.
The parameterization of these equations (i. e. the shape of the trajectory) is most efficiently
conducted by means of supervised learning (Schaal et al. 2005). Instead of generating new
motions for every problem from scratch, it is proposed by Stulp et al. (2012b) to recall
previously learned DMPs and optimize the shape and the goal parameters likewise, in
order to adapt effectively to new problem instances.
The problems discussed in this work are highly versatile w. r. t. their domains, the involved
objects, the number of active DOF, and the desired goal of the actions. Accordingly, it
is most desirable to generate motions as flexible as possible. For this reason, the RRT
algorithm is applied to generate free space motions in the remainder of this thesis, if not
otherwise stated. In particular, the implementation of the bi-directional RRT algorithm
provided with the Open Robotics Automation Virtual Environment (OpenRAVE) is utilized
as standard motion planner (Diankov 2010). Whenever contact is desired, the motion
planning strategies developed within Chapter 5 are utilized.
2.4 Symbolic Planning and Logic Programming
Generic problem solving is a fundamental requirement to fully automate the operation of
robots. It covers the problem of finding a suitable set of actions or operations to reach
a desired goal state in a certain domain. As such, the field of automated planning was
established as one of the first topics of AI. The field discusses the problem, of how an
autonomous agent can generate a sequence of actions that lead to a certain goal-state,
i. e. a desired effect to the world. This problem is typically of purely descriptive nature,
where the described actions are treated as black-box that produce the described effects
without any further geometric reasoning. An overview on this topic is provided by Ghallab
et al. (2004). In the context of wiping tasks, this topic is considered with the integration of
wiping actions into the overall reasoning framework. In particular, it will be discussed how
the effects of wiping motions can be represented in such a way that a symbolic planner can
schedule the appropriate wiping action for a given problem instance.
Sometimes referenced to as symbolic planning (or simply planning), the field emerged
from the Stanford Research Institute Problem Solver (STRIPS) (Fikes and Nilsson 1971).
STRIPS describes both, a classical planning approach and a formal language to describe
planning domains. A STRIPS domain is defined by an initial state, a goal state, and
actions that are described by means of logic conjunctions and disjunctions of preconditions
and postconditions, i. e. effects. The STRIPS language is the predecessor for many action
languages to express problems in automated planning. The most common action language
nowadays is the Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) (Ghallab et al. 1998),
which is used in this thesis to describe the symbolic domains and problem definitions of
the tasks investigated.
Classical planning has evolved into many directions, including graph planning and
heuristic search, which are subject to active research. One graph planning approach of
particular interest for robotics research is the concept of Hierarchical Task Networks (HTN)
(Sacerdoti 1975). HTNs define the dependency between actions in form of a network.
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Similar to classical planning, an initial state is the starting point to solve a set of tasks in
a predefined domain. In order to reach a desired goal state in this domain, it is proposed
to recursively decompose a task into subtasks until a primitive task is reached that can
be resolved by a planning operator. As an example, HTN planning finds application in
human-robot interaction planning (Alami et al. 2006). Another well adopted planning
scheme is given with heuristic progression planning (Bonet and Geffner 1999). These types
of planners apply heuristic search strategies to find a solution for a desired goal state.
Depending on the problem different heuristics may perform better then others. As an
example, the Fast Downward planner proposed by Helmert (2006) resolves plans by first
applying heuristics to top-level goals, to eventually proceed downward in the task hierarchy.
The Fast Downward planner is applied as an out-of-the-shelve solution in the planning
framework introduced with Chapter 5. As the planner is based on PDDL syntax, it can
easily be exchanged in the future with different symbolic planners to extend the capabilities
of the framework and compare different symbolic planners w. r. t. their performance.
A topic related to symbolic planning is found with logic programming (Lloyd 2012). Logic
programming (sometimes associated with the research on computational logic) describes a
programming paradigm that aims to express facts and rules in a logical form. It is possible
to solve planning problems by defining the rules that declare how plans can be constructed
from a sequence of actions. However, logic programming languages are much richer in their
nature as they build on generic rules of deductive problem solving. Furthermore, logic
programming languages facilitate exhaustive search as they possess intrinsic backtracking
capabilities. As such, logic programming languages are predestined to query information
from large datasets. One of the first logic programming languages is Prolog (Colmerauer
and Roussel 1996). Developed in the early 1970s, Prolog has become the most popular
language for logic planning, evident in its ever growing community. In this thesis, Prolog
is not used to solve planning problems. However, Prolog is the language of choice for the
openEASE reasoning framework (Beetz et al. 2015). The openEASE framework allows AI
and robotics researchers to query big data from episodic memories of robot activities, where
Prolog is used to design queries as it is done in Chapter 7. Accordingly, it is fundamental
to this work. For a detailed introduction to Prolog programming, please refer to Sterling
and Shapiro (1994).
2.5 Knowledge Representation and Reasoning
The field of knowledge representations and the accompanied reasoning methods deal with
the question of how information can efficiently be represented for the use in computational
models (Sowa et al. 2000). The models are constructed from logic relations to eventually
create an ontology to better understand a certain domain. The creation of ontologies is
the attempt to interpret single entities, their classification and (hierarchical) relations, and
the singularization of similarities and differences. In the case of robotic manipulation, this
involves the representation of task knowledge in form of objects, actions, motions, and effects.
A robot with access to such information is potentially able to make intelligent decisions
w. r. t. the current environmental situation. Accordingly, a classification of compliant
manipulation tasks is conducted in Chapter 3, in order to gain a better understanding of
the investigated problem of compliant manipulation. Based on this, representations to
reason about wiping tasks will be introduced in Chapter 4. The particular representation
for wiping tasks includes the motion and the related effects of wiping actions.
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Formal representations are thereby important to generalize the reasoning process toward
versatile manipulation. A generic method to represent ontologies is developed with the Web
Ontology Language (OWL) (McGuinness et al. 2004). OWL describes a formal method to
link the terms of a certain domain by means of their semantic relation. As an example,
OWL is used by the KnowRob system (Tenorth and Beetz 2009) to describe the domain of
robotic manipulation tasks. The Cognitive Robot Abstract Machine (CRAM) (Mo¨senlechner
and Beetz 2011) provides the means to reason about the knowledge within this domain and
ground the semantic information of stored robot plans to executable commands. Besides
this, representing knowledge is closely coupled to the fields of symbolic planning and
logic programming, introduced in Section 2.4. As already stated, both PDDL and Prolog
may be used to define the relation between actions, objects, and effects, i. e. an ontology.
However, the stored information would be of symbolic nature only. There is no geometric
information available that could be used to transfer the descriptive action definition into
executable robot code. Nonetheless, PDDL is most common for planning methods and
thus favorable w. r. t. the scope of this thesis, which is concerned with the automated
planning of everyday manipulation tasks. Accordingly, Chapter 4 details the development
of a PDDL-based knowledge representation, which includes geometric process models that
output executable robot operations. The methods to facilitate this reasoning shall be
introduced with Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3
Classifying Compliant Manipulation
This chapter investigates the properties of compliant manipulation tasks in general, and
wiping tasks in particular, in order to gain a better understanding of the problem. As a
result, a taxonomy shall be presented to build the foundation for the development of suitable
representations to plan, execute, and interpret wiping tasks. In particular, a two-step
classification is proposed to first cover the symbolic nature of the contact for compliant
manipulation task in general, and subsequently classify wiping tasks according to the
geometric goal state of the medium. The developed taxonomies shall highlight the differences
and emphasize similarities between different compliant manipulation actions. This allows
software engineers to develop generalized robot actions beyond obvious similarities and
reduce the development effort significantly, especially when the actions are developed
independently of any robot and applicable to arbitrary domains.
Chapter 3 reviews the available classification approaches in order to develop a more
suitable classification matching the needs of compliant manipulation in robotics. Section 3.1
reviews the literature of related classifications for robot manipulation and makes an attempt
to categorize wiping tasks accordingly. Section 3.2 develops a novel taxonomy tailored
according to the needs of compliant manipulation tasks and their semantics. It is discussed
which implications the categorization of a task has for the reasoning procedure as well as
the applied control concepts. Finally, wiping actions are investigated in more detail in
Section 3.3 to develop the nine fundamental wiping actions.
The findings in this chapter are published in (Leidner et al. 2016b) and (Leidner et al.
2015a). In particular, a preliminary classification of wiping tasks was conducted in (Leidner
et al. 2016b). Based on this, an elaborate investigation on applied compliance in daily
environments has led to the final taxonomy of compliant manipulation tasks (Leidner et al.
2015a) as utilized to motivate the main concepts of this thesis.
3.1 Manipulation Taxonomies in Robotics Research
In the past, several manipulation taxonomies have been designed to categorize actions
w. r. t. different properties. In order to design a suitable taxonomy, one may apply an
object-centric approach (Wo¨rgo¨tter et al. 2013), motion-based viewpoints (Bloomfield et al.
2003), or an effect-based point of view (Vukobratovic´ and Potkonjak 1999). In addition,
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the available literature discusses classifications based on finger positions (Cutkosky 1989),
relative hand motions (Bullock et al. 2013), or geometric dimensions (Morrow and Khosla
1997). These taxonomies mostly rely on anthropomorphic kinematics and neglect the
effect to the environment. Accordingly, they are hardly applicable as blueprint to design
robot independent actions. This observations goes hand in hand with the traditional
development of robot actions. These actions specify the desired effect implicitly based on
the experience of expert users. This renders the robot clueless about the purpose of its
motions, such that it is unaware of the resulting changes to the world. In contrast, AI
reasoning techniques show how the effect of an action can be properly taken into account
by explicitly specifying preconditions and postconditions, i. e. effects. A classification that
incorporates both viewpoints would enable the development of generic actions that consider
geometric and semantic features likewise. Even though the available classifications are not
always designed w. r. t. robotic applications they have been widely adapted by robotics
researchers. Therefore, this section reviews the literature on manipulation taxonomies and
try to make an attempt to categorize compliant manipulation tasks respectively.
3.1.1 Related Work
The available attempts to classify manipulation can be separated into Grasp Taxonomies
and Manipulation Taxonomies. As a third class, this thesis lists Hybrid Taxonomies that
are derived from the two main classes.
Grasp Taxonomies such as the taxonomy by Kapandji and Honore´ (1970), were originally
developed to evaluate the grasping capabilities of human hands. In particular,
Kapandji and Honore´ utilized their taxonomy to evaluate the success of hand-surgeries.
One of the most well-known taxonomies in robotics is probably the taxonomy of
Cutkosky (1989). It consists of 16 grasp types ordered in a hierarchical tree based
on an elaborate study on a set of machining tasks. The main classes derived from
this study constitute power grasps and precision grasps. Based on this and many
other taxonomies, Feix et al. (2009) developed a comprehensive grasp taxonomy
that captures over 33 grasp classes. Grasp taxonomies have been widely adopted
in robotics research. They have been used to plan grasping procedures as shown
by Stansfield (1991). Grebenstein et al. (2011) describe how grasp taxonomies can
be used to develop anthropomorphic robot hands. Chalon et al. (2014) determine
the performance of anthropomorphic robotic hands. The problem with pure grasp
taxonomies is that they are not applicable to develop robot actions. That is, a grasp
cannot directly and exclusively be related to a certain type of action. Moreover, the
available grasp taxonomies are based on the kinematics of anthropomorphic hands
and therefore not suited for generic robotic manipulators. As an example, industrial
manipulators often only provide two-jaw grippers, or other exchangeable tools.
Manipulation Taxonomies differ from grasp taxonomies as they do not solely rely on the
configuration of a hand, but also consider the environment, i. e. the objects that are
manipulated. This is an important difference, since a certain object may be handled
with many different hand poses and one hand pose can be applied to several objects.
Only for some cases it is possible to infer the intended action based on how an object
is grasped (e. g. holding a screwdriver on the handle to turn a screw). While Grasp
Taxonomies are of purely geometric nature (i. e. they do only refer to actions or
effects to describe example cases), manipulation taxonomies may be sub-divided into
geometric and semantic classifications:
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Geometric Manipulation Taxonomies consider spatial relations between objects and
the environment over time. An object-centric classification has been conducted
by Morrow and Khosla (1997). The authors specify a set of primitive actions
in Cartesian space based on geometric constraints. They propose to formulate
more complex actions by concatenating several primitive actions. This approach
allows to schedule robot actions in an abstract form. However, the level of
abstraction is not suited for automated planning where semantic information is
necessary. Bloomfield et al. (2003) mainly classify haptic actions w. r. t. forces
and torques applied to the operators hand. The taxonomy is capable of describing
common situations observed in everyday household environments and industrial
machining tasks. However, as these parameters depend on the relative position
of the object to the hand, this taxonomy is hardly applicable to arbitrary robotic
manipulators. The hand-centric taxonomy introduced by Bullock et al. (2013)
classifies the relative motion of human hands w. r. t. the grasped or touched
object during a certain task. Similarly to Cutkosky, Bullock et al. define a
hierarchical tree structure to distinguish different classes of manipulation. The
two main classes are prehensile and non-prehensile manipulation. Based on
their findings, Bullock et al. (2013) investigate in-hand manipulation in more
detail. Eventually, they develop a taxonomy of translations and rotations of the
object in hand.
Semantic Manipulation Taxonomies mostly neglect the numeric meaning of geo-
metric relations. Instead, they consider motions and actions from an descriptive
point of view. Wo¨rgo¨tter et al. (2013) focus on assembly and dis-assembly tasks.
They classify actions according to the relation of arbitrary objects in space and
time. They derive a semantic classification for the investigated domain. The
main set of tasks consists of hand-only actions, separation actions, and release
determined actions. The authors outline how their taxonomy can be used to
schedule relatively complex assembly tasks. However, it is limited to this domain.
Vukobratovic´ and Potkonjak (1999) propose a taxonomy based on the semantic
description of contact situation between manipulated objects and the environ-
ment. They argue that such a taxonomy allows to make assumptions about the
dynamics of the tasks. Among others, the taxonomy comprises reaction force,
impact, contact friction, and deformation. Furthermore, the authors suggest to
develop a unified model to cover all effects mentioned. While, it is arguable if a
single procedure can result in actions with performant task execution for every
case the idea of generic process models is similar to the approach applied in this
thesis.
Hybrid Taxonomies are not too common in the literature. Only recently, Liu et al. (2016)
proposed a hybrid taxonomy. The authors attempt to combine traditional grasp
taxonomies with manipulation taxonomies by observing grasps in action. The authors
classify finger joint positions in relation to the action that is performed by annotating
the grasps with common English words. Accordingly, the taxonomy applies a mixed
geometric and semantic point of view. An interesting aspect of this work is the
insight that the grasp parameters for grasps in action are similar to the parameters
that are required to define impedance behavior (i. e. the motion, force, and stiffness
properties) of robotic manipulators. In fact, this observation matches the motivation
for this thesis outlined in Section 1.3
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3.1.2 Investigating Applicable Taxonomies
The classifications related to research on robotic manipulation are listed in Table 3.1. The
table is sorted according to the classification type and their relation (i. e. symbolic or
geometric). Not all taxonomies are applicable to classify compliant manipulation tasks.
Especially the listed grasp taxonomies are unable to make statements about the purpose
of actions. The taxonomy by Wo¨rgo¨tter et al. (2013) is limited to the domain of assembly
and disassembly tasks and therefore not applicable as well. The remaining taxonomies are
investigated closer w. r. t. the categorization of actions that requires compliant behavior.
The benefits and limitations of the corresponding classifications are extracted, such that
the requirements for a new taxonomy (matching the needs of compliant manipulation with
application to automated planning) can be formulated.
Table 3.1: Available manipulation taxonomies related to robotics research.
Type Publication Relation Applicable
Grasp Kapandji and Honore´ (1970) Geometric No
Grasp Cutkosky (1989) Geometric No
Grasp Feix et al. (2009) Geometric No
Manipulation Morrow and Khosla (1997) Geometric Yes
Manipulation Bloomfield et al. (2003) Geometric Yes
Manipulation Bullock et al. (2013) Geometric Yes
Manipulation Vukobratovic´ and Potkonjak (1999) Semantic Yes
Manipulation Wo¨rgo¨tter et al. (2013) Semantic No
Hybrid Liu et al. (2016) Mixed Yes
Compliant manipulation in Morrow and Khosla (1997)
The classification by Morrow and Khosla (1997) is an early attempt to “build a richer
library of robot capabilities in the manipulation domain” (Morrow and Khosla 1997).
The authors explicitly mention the deep integration of sensing capabilities into robot
programming primitives. With this in mind, the proposed taxonomy describes robot
actions as geometric primitives that are constrained in motion. For example, a cylindric
peg-in-hole task can be broken down to one possible transitional motion in parallel to the
peg/hole and one unconstrained rotation around the main axis of the peg/hole. Similarly
to the motion constraints, the primitives define which force interactions result in undesired
effects (e. g. jamming), and in which dimensions the robot shall comply in order to align
with the task-space. By combining multiple primitives one can describe more complex
skills. Developing actions based on this approach, a robot could be programmed to execute
compliant manipulation tasks. However, the task description does not specify what the
goal of this motion should be, since semantic information is missing for this taxonomy.
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Compliant manipulation in Bloomfield et al. (2003)
The manipulation taxonomy developed by Bloomfield et al. (2003) was designed to describe
haptic actions in disassembly tasks. The taxonomy mainly describes actions based on the
forces and torques required to solve the task, where special interest is given to the direction
in which force or torque is applied. The discrimination between forces and torques is
an interesting aspect of compliant manipulation. Depending on the type of feedback, a
skilled worker may alter the motion of a tool in order to accomplish a task. Yet, a generic
application to compliant manipulation tasks is hardly possible as this feature is mainly
dependent on how a tool is grasped. For example, grasping a brush at the handle results
mainly in torques, whereas grasping it close to the bristles results in forces. However, a
different grasp frame does usually not result in different effect.
Compliant manipulation in Bullock et al. (2013)
Bullock et al. propose a hand-centric classification of manipulation tasks based on geometric
relations. The authors attempt to explain the context of the manipulation w. r. t. the
hand position relative to the environment, the motion relative to the environment, the
configuration of the hand, and the applied force vector. In contrast to traditional grasp
taxonomies, it is possible to query information beyond the hand configuration such as the
relation to the manipulated object in terms of abstract symbols, such as whether there
is motion at contact or not. The main drawback of this taxonomy is that there is no
information provided on the purpose of the actions. Accordingly, it is not possible to plan
goal-oriented actions based on the manipulation descriptions provided.
Compliant manipulation in Vukobratovic´ and Potkonjak (1999)
Vukobratovic´ and Potkonjak investigate the interaction between two dynamic systems in a
general manner. Based on this, they develop an approach to model a robot interacting with
the environment. The authors pay special attention on the effect of the contact. Among
others, the discussed effects include forces and torques for rigid-body-contact, elastodynam-
ics in contact zones, friction observed during contact situations, elastic deformation, and
impact. A generalized control strategy for robot manipulation is developed based on the
inherited models. In fact, the identified effects play a major role in compliant manipulation
and influence the control strategy for robotic manipulators, respectively. Even though it is
not directly possible to identify single actions based on these effects, it is possible to group
classes of actions accordingly.
Compliant manipulation in Liu et al. (2016)
The taxonomy developed by Liu et al. (2016) is the result of careful observations of humans
performing daily activities. During their research, the authors noticed that many grasps
cannot exclusively be mapped to a certain task. To create a more meaningful classification,
Liu et al. propose to augment this seemingly different grasps by means of narratives, such
as the intended action together with the executed motion, the applied force, and specified
stiffness. As a result, a combined taxonomy is developed comprising semantic information
and geometric features. However, as with other grasp taxonomies, the proposed hybrid
taxonomy is designed to match human-like kinematics and therefore hardly applicable to
arbitrary robotic systems.
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In conclusion, none of the proposed taxonomies is able to satisfy the requirements
to describe compliant robotic manipulation with application to AI-based reasoning and
automated planning. In particular, most taxonomies focus on geometric properties and
ignore the abstract nature of the effect, i. e. the semantic meaning of the action. Vice versa,
the taxonomies that describe semantic aspects neglect the geometric realization completely.
The only taxonomy incorporating both aspects is proposed by Liu et al.. However, it
is limited to human-like hand kinematics. A generic taxonomy has to specify geometric
constraints in a more generic and abstract way, such that the execution of actions can
be described independent of the user or robot performing the task. For this reason, this
chapter develops a novel taxonomy on compliant manipulation incorporating robot actions
w. r. t. semantic information and geometric features likewise.
3.2 The Compliant Manipulation Taxonomy
Recent advancements in mechanical robot design and control enable the systems to get in
soft contact with their environment. However, the deployed robots can vary significantly.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop reliable, flexible, and generic robot actions, independent
of a robot specific kinematics (e. g. human hand kinematics). One way to overcome this
issue is to develop robotic manipulation actions from an object point of view rather
than relying on the robot capabilities. To minimize the development effort and to create
sustainable software modules, actions have to be arranged in a higher level of abstraction.
Therefore, this thesis proposes to classify compliant manipulation tasks w. r. t. the effects
to the world on a symbolic level of abstraction and not solely based on geometric features
and low-level control properties. The classification terms are therefore developed based on
the objects that participate in the task execution as it is visualized in Figure 3.1. Instead
of developing the taxonomy based on kinematics features, a symbolic analysis is conducted.
The classification is not limited to a specific manipulator or hand. Similarly it is not
distinguished between one or more manipulators.
Hand / ObjectEnvironment / TargetGripper / Object
Figure 3.1: An object-centric view is used to derive classification terms. Each classification
term describes an abstract view on the contact situation between the two refer-
ence systems, i. e. the hand-object system colored in black and the environment
colored in gray. It is thereby not of interest if the tool is guided by a robotic
manipulator (left) or a human hand (right).
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Injecting a syringe
Connecting a plug
Forging with a hammer
COMPLIANT MANIPULATION TASKS
EXTERNAL MANIPULATION
Holding an object
NO CONTACT
WITH ENVIRONMENT
CONTACT
WITH ENVIRONMENT
TASK-IRRELEVANT
CONTACT FRICTION
TASK-RELEVANT
CONTACT FRICTION
IN-HAND MANIPULATION
NO CONTACT
WITH ENVIRONMENT
CONTACT
WITH ENVIRONMENT
Placing an object
Cutting a branch with a saw
NEGLIGIBLE
DEFORMATION
SUBSTANTIAL
DEFORMATION
NEGLIGIBLE
DEFORMATION
SUBSTANTIAL
DEFORMATION
SUBSTANTIAL
PENETRATION
NEGLIGIBLE
PENETRATION
SUBSTANTIAL
PENETRATION
NEGLIGIBLE
PENETRATION
Cleaning with a sponge
Cutting with a shearSqueezing a lemon
Figure 3.2: Hierarchy of compliant manipulation tasks. For each leaf of the tree an example
action is given. The complexity increases from top to bottom in number of
parameters to be considered during the reasoning process. Note that neither
hand kinematics, nor the hand posture, nor the contact between the hand and
the grasped object are considered for classification.
The developed manipulation taxonomy is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Similarly to the
classifications of Cutkosky (1989) and Bullock et al. (2013), a hierarchical tree structure
is applied to guide the reasoning process. Depending on the depth in the tree, a robot
has to reason in more detail about the required parameters (see Section 3.2.3). The
taxonomy characterizes actions in a descriptive manner to make it complementary to
the action definition in automated planning (Ghallab et al. 2004): Each branch defines a
symbolic classifier related to the contact situation between an object or tool and a target
in the environment, without limiting how the contact is exerted in particular. In the
follow-up, generic process models can be derived by sub-categorizing each leaf node as
done in Section 3.3. Consequently, a concrete implementation based on the classification
has to integrate the respective parameters accordingly.
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3.2.1 Classification Terms
This section describes the terms of the taxonomy. The classifiers are selected to categorize
abstract action classes for automated planning. With each classifier, additional information
is available to reason about the underlying effects to the environment, an adequate set of
parameters, and the required control strategies (see Section 3.2.3). Since the approach is
object-centric, each classifier is chosen w. r. t. the nature of the contact between the two
reference systems, namely the hand-object system (black) and the environment, respectively
the target object (gray).
In-Hand/External
The first classifier defines whether the force is exerted within the manipulator or hand
(in-hand) or whether it originates from an external source in the environment (external).
This term is related to the concept of virtual linkage introduced by Williams and Khatib
(1993), which defines internal forces as forces within the grasp map of a manipulator.
Contact
This term defines whether the hand-object system makes deliberate contact with the
environment (resulting in reaction force) and whether a proper set of compliant control
parameters is crucial for the task performance. Force also originates without contact by
acceleration (e. g. by gravity) of a mass, which also includes simply holding an object, for
example.
Contact Friction
Contact friction is observed when an object is moved along the surface of another object
in contact. Force has to be exerted in parallel the surface in order to overcome the
friction. Friction may be irrelevant for certain manipulation tasks with small surfaces and
is negligible then. It can also be a substantial part of an action with relevance for the task,
as for example in cleaning tasks. Tasks involving friction are very sensitive to the direction
of motion which may require different stiffness settings for individual Cartesian directions.
As opposed to this, force is mainly exerted in other ways e. g. pressure, torque or upon
impact, if friction is negligible.
Deformation
Non-rigid object manipulation requires to reason about the deformation of objects during
the contact phase, but also afterwards if the deformation is persistent. Deformations occur
either in the object to be manipulated, or the environment, respective, the target object.
Geometric deformation may result in a different symbolic state for an object, e. g. it can
be an indicator for damage. Note that all contacts results in deformations in microscopic
scale which are neglected for the classification.
Penetration
Penetration occurs if the target structure can no longer accommodate the applied force.
Penetration may lead to significant, irreversible alteration of the geometric state of an
object including the full separation into multiple parts. This has to be considered on the
symbolic level. Research on tool-soil interaction has proven that active variable force and
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stiffness is necessary while deliberately penetrating an object (soil) due to the varying
resistance force (Leidner et al. 2015b). Note that any deformation can involve penetration
in microscopic scale which is neglected for the classification.
3.2.2 Example Actions
The provided example actions are representative for the combinations of the available
parameters and discussed in the following. As the taxonomy is object-centric, the classifi-
cation terms describe relations between the hand-object system and the environment. An
excerpt of example actions are listed in Table 3.2. Note that the example actions describe
snapshots of particular manipulation sequences for which the classification terms apply.
Table 3.2: Manipulation task examples based on the developed classification terms.
Category Example Tasks
In Hand - No Contact Squeezing a lemon,
moving a pen in-hand.
In Hand - Contact Cutting with a shear,
using a screwdriver.
External - No Contact Holding an object,
lifting an object,
throwing a ball.
External - Contact - Irr. Friction -
Neg. Deformation
Placing an object,
touching objects,
tactile exploration.
External - Contact - Irr. Friction -
Deformation - Neg. Penetration
Forging iron with a hammer,
wind a rope or cable,
folding paper.
External - Contact - Irr. Friction -
Deformation - Penetration
Injecting a syringe,
stirring with a spoon,
fork up food.
External - Contact - Friction -
Neg. Deformation
Connecting a plug,
inserting a key,
closing the lid of a pen.
External - Contact - Friction -
Deformation - Neg. Penetration
Cleaning a chalkboard,
scrubbing a mug,
ironing a shirt,
sweeping the floor with a broom,
painting a wall.
External - Contact - Friction -
Deformation - Penetration
Sawing a branch,
cutting bread with a knife,
excavate soil with a shovel.
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In Hand - No Contact
There is no contact between the hand-object system and the environment. Forces only
occur intrinsic to the hand, as the object is manipulated in-hand.
In Hand - Contact
The hand-object system is in contact with the environment. The interaction with the
environment propagates energy to the hand-object system. As a result, forces intrinsic to
the manipulator occur.
External - No Contact
In contrast to in-hand manipulation, the main actor of external manipulation is the manip-
ulator, i. e. the arm of the user/robot. Forces originate from accelerating a mass/inertia
where the acceleration also involves gravity.
External - Contact - Irr. Friction - Neg. Deformation
Classical rigid contact with rigid body motions where force is transfered as e. g. pressure,
torque, or impact. This action of task is typically executed without any notion of compliance.
External - Contact - Irr. Friction - Deformation - Neg. Penetration
Deformation occurs upon contact where friction is of lesser relevance or not salient to the
task, i.e. pushing, pulling, bending, or hitting something.
External - Contact - Irr. Friction - Deformation - Penetration
A rigid object deliberately penetrates another object. Penetration is often considered an
irreversible effect. The observed friction is significantly smaller than the resistance force
and therefore irrelevant to the task execution.
External - Contact - Friction - Neg. Deformation
A rigid object is in physical contact with another rigid object, guided by the contours of
the objects in a sliding motion. The sliding motion results in friction and jamming results
in transverse forces.
External - Contact - Friction - Deformation - Neg. Penetration
A soft object is guided along the surface of a rigid object or vice versa. Also both objects
can be soft. Usually the task involves a medium, which can be considered to be non-rigid
in a macroscopic view. Most of these actions can be summarized as wiping tasks, to be
detailed in Section 3.3.
External - Contact - Friction - Deformation - Penetration
Upon sliding contact, a rigid object penetrates the target deliberately. The penetration
effect is irreversible. Eventually, penetration can result in the full separation of one object
into two or more fragments.
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3.2.3 Discussion
Each classification term provides additional information for the reasoning process and
has to be considered during the task execution. According to the literature, especially
the required control strategies have to be selected w. r. t. the nature of the contact. For
example, squeezing a lemon mainly relies on compliant in-hand control strategies (Williams
and Khatib 1993; Wimbo¨ck et al. 2011), whereas inserting a plug can be efficiently solved
with Cartesian compliance at the end-effector, plus an appropriate strategy to prevent
the plug from jamming (Stemmer et al. 2007). A task without penetration can exploit
impedance-control with a dedicated stiffness to get in soft contact and wipe along a surface
(Hogan 1987). If penetration is a substantial part of the action, force has to be adapted
according to the penetration depth (Leidner et al. 2015b) or as soon as the penetration
occurs (Xie et al. 2010). The varying requirements have to be taken into account by a
properly parameterizable control framework (Dietrich et al. 2012). The control parameters
depend thereby on the physical parameters (e. g. mass, inertia, or center of mass) of the
objects involved in the task execution.
A generic classification can sometimes result in ambiguous cases where an action cannot
be assigned to one particular class. For example, different tasks may or may not involve
substantial friction depending on the actual state of the environment, e. g. pushing a door.
In some cases inaccurate parameterization can lead to undesired effects. For example, if a
sponge is used to clean a knife, too much force might lead to an entirely different action,
namely cutting the sponge with the knife. It is notable that the objects involved in the task
execution and the current environmental conditions always influence the task parameters,
independent of any classification and should therefore always be considered during the
reasoning process.
Furthermore, many tasks can only be described by combining multiple branches of the
tree. Especially handling electric tools requires to activate a button in-hand while exerting
force with the tool to the environment, such as drilling a hole with an electric drill. It
is also possible that a sequence of actions describes a particular skill more sufficiently.
For example, a peg-in-hole task may be defined as a combination of pushing, sliding and
inserting, to make the task execution more robust as illustrated in Figure 3.3. For this
reason, a classification of robot skills has to comply with abstract effect descriptions to
enable the automated planning of action sequences.
In general, the proposed classification can describe compliant manipulation tasks on
a high level of abstraction. The described classification terms convey the appropriate
control behavior for a classified task and are therefore valuable for the parameterization
of robot skills. However, the classificaion terms are too abstract to directly implement
concrete actions from it, since they only define the nature of the contact symbolically,
and not how the contact is geometrically established. Therefore, a two-step approach is
proposed to classify compliant manipulation tasks on both, symbolic and geometric levels of
abstractions likewise. Accordingly, each leaf illustrated in Figure 3.2 has to be revisited to
extract similarities to derive generic process models. This sub-categorization is conducted
for the category of wiping tasks in the following section.
1. Placing a peg 2. Sliding towards the hole 3. Inserting the peg
Figure 3.3: Example of peg-in-hole insertion as combination of three actions.
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3.3 Classification of Wiping Tasks
The main classification described in the previous section does not consider geometric
parameters, but rather more abstract symbolic parameters. However, to create a connection
between automated symbolic planning and geometric planning and parameterization of
robotic manipulation tasks, the abstract definitions have to be grounded in robot operations.
According to the analysis of Cakmak and Takayama (2013), this sub-classification is
conducted for the category of the most frequent household chores. The authors conducted a
survey to analyzed daily chore lists and found out that cleaning tasks are the most frequent
household chores. In particular, 49.8% of the investigated tasks are related to wiping
surfaces of objects, furniture, or rooms. Similar to the concept of this dissertation, Cakmak
and Takayama argue that “tasks within a certain category exhibit similar structures that
can be exploited while implementing robotic capabilities” (Cakmak and Takayama 2013),
where they explicitly address wiping and cleaning tasks.
Distribute
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Emit
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Figure 3.4: Matrix classification of wiping tasks according to the tool, the surface, and the
medium, versus the role of the medium. The tool (grasped by a human hand)
is abstracted as a rectangle capable of all illustrated actions. The motion of the
tool is indicated as a solid arrow. The surface is always shown on the bottom
of the corresponding matrix cell. It might be flat as illustrated, curved, or of
any other shape. The medium is shown shown in an abstract form in the initial
state (solid circles) and in the goal state after the action is performed (dashed
circles) where dashed arrows indicate the transition of the medium.
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In addition, a wide variety of cleaning-unrelated tasks based on the principle of wiping a
surface can be observed, e. g. painting a wall. Besides the tool-surface contact, wiping tasks
share another common component: the medium (particles/liquid between tool/surface,
e. g. dust or paint). In summary, these tasks can be formulated as guiding a tool along
a target surface while maintaining contact to manipulate some sort of medium. Wiping
fits in the group of External - Contact - Friction - Deformation - Neg. Penetration w. r. t.
the classification terms introduced in Section 3.2.2 (cp. Figure 3.2). Accordingly, mainly
friction and deformation have to be taken into account by the control strategy in contact.
However, the actions differ in their geometric process models. For example, sweeping with
a broom requires directed motions, while the trajectories in vacuuming may be random
in general. The actions have to be distinguished carefully in order to deal with these
differences in a generalized way. A sub-categorization is performed to extract geometric
process models for the different types of wiping. De facto, a two-step classification is
conducted to incorporate symbolic and geometric properties similarly.
3.3.1 Classification Terms
Similar to the contact analysis in the main classification, wiping tasks are not directly
categorized w. r. t. numerical or geometric features, but rather classify them based on
abstract terms to implicitly group actions with similar geometric structures. The tool-
surface-medium tuple8 is investigated, where the final geometric state of the medium
corresponds to the desired symbolic goal state. Based on this role of the medium, individual
process models can be derived. Nine action types related to specific sub-classes occurring
in wiping tasks were identified. The actions are grouped in the procedures of applying,
removing, and modifying the medium. Additionally, a tool-centric view, a surface-centric
view, and a medium-centric view are applied to categorize the actions. The resulting matrix
structure is illustrated in Figure 3.4 and explained from the top left to the bottom right:
Absorb
A medium is absorbed upon close vicinity to the tool. This may be caused by electrostatic
force as known from dusting, an air draft from a vacuum, or capillary action as seen
between a sponge and water. The effect is mostly unrelated to the direction of motion.
Skim
The final location of the medium is not of interest and is therefore illustrated as skimmed
from the surface. Removing snow from a car window is considered as skimming. The
direction of motion is defined by the individual geometric topology.
Collect
Collecting can be related to skimming. However, the medium has to be collected afterwards,
e. g. to remove it accumulated. Representative actions are collecting leaves with a rake or
sweeping up shards. The tool alignment w. r. t. the surface is crucial.
8The term tuple is generaly used to describe n-tuples in this dissertation.
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Emit
Emitting is the counterpart to absorbing. The medium is initially located on or in the tool
and is applied to the surface as it is done for painting a wall, for example. Typically, the
whole surface is involved.
Distribute
Distributing a medium is related to emitting a medium. However, the medium is already
located on the surface. Applying shoe polish is such a task. The task trajectory is important
to distribute the medium on the surface.
Process
Processing is a medium-centric action. The medium is used to alter the surface on purpose,
as done with cement, for example. It is also possible that the surface is only used to directly
manipulate the medium as done with cookie dough.
Scrub
Scrubbing merges an auxiliary medium with an unwanted medium (e. g. detergent and
dirt) by exerting force under repetitive motions to remove the unwanted medium. Many
cleaning tasks can be categorized as scrubbing, e. g. scrubbing the oven, scrubbing a pan,
or scrubbing the floor.
Grind
Grinding is often used in manufacturing such as planing wood. The medium is separated
from the surface and is often a waste product. The tool alignment is crucial for the result.
Note that grinding of a surface is considered as negligible microscopic penetration here.
Decompose
Decomposing splits the medium into smaller particles. More iterations can possibly lead to
smaller particles. Pestle with a mortar is one example.
3.3.2 Discussion
Figure 3.4 illustrates the versatility of wiping actions. The arrangement of the classes
corresponds to the wiping tasks introduced in Figure 1.3. For each action, numerous tools
might be suitable to achieve the desired goal. As for the main classification it is possible
that not all tasks can be described by only one process model. It is also possible that one
particular chore is actually a combination of several wiping actions such as mopping, which
is a complex combination of emitting, distributing, scrubbing, and absorbing.
The topology of a task can influence the parameter range of the executed action. For
example, the force required to move a medium is related to the medium size paired with
the surface friction, e. g. smaller shards are harder to remove from a carpet than bigger
ones. Also, time has a significant effect on some tasks. For example, if a mug is cleaned
right after being used, coffee leftovers can be removed with little effort. If a mug is cleaned
the next day, the required force will be higher and more iterations are necessary to remove
the leftovers. Hard-coding parameters is inappropriate. Instead, a process model has to
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incorporate a proper parameterization. The task parameters can be efficiently stored in
an object-centric prior knowledge-base. In the particular example of wiping tasks, the
Cartesian motion, the Cartesian stiffness and the maximal Cartesian force have to be
defined w. r. t. the tool-surface-medium tuple.
The sub-categorization of wiping tasks as defined in Figure 3.4 allows to allocate a
particular process models for each wiping task observed in everyday environments. In
particular, a symbolic effect verb catalog is derived including absorbed, skimmed, collected,
emitted, distributed, processed, scrubbed, ground, and decomposed. These symbolic descrip-
tors are applicable as predicates as defined in the Planning Domain Definition Language
(PDDL) (Ghallab et al. 1998), the standard language for automated planning. They can
be utilized to describe preconditions and effects for symbolic planning. This way, PDDL
can be used to define the desired state of the medium in an abstract form. Based on this
representation, a symbolic planner can schedule the required actions to solve the tasks
symbolically. However, the geometric procedure is still unclear. The representations to
cope with this issue are presented in the following chapter.
So far, a deeper investigation has been conducted for one concrete class of compliant
manipulation in detail, namely wiping tasks. As discussed in Section 3.2.3, the taxonomy
may have possible influence on the selection of appropriate control strategies. To verify
this, a more detailed analysis for each branch of the tree should be conducted. A possible
outcome could be a standard controller, respective, a distinct set of standard parameters
for each branch of the proposed classification. These general purpose strategies could
be utilized for previously unseen problems if no specialized control strategy is known to
the robot. Moreover, a distinct set of parameters for each branch of the tree could be
exploited to automate the parameterization process for new actions, new objects, or new
environments. Eventually, a complete set of actions covering each aspect of compliant
manipulation is desirable, yet even an incomplete set is already valuable. For example,
developing generic action templates for each wiping task according to Figure 3.4 can already
be utilized as basis for common cleaning tasks, which cover almost half of the tasks in
domestic environments (Cakmak and Takayama 2013).
3.4 Summary
This chapter introduced a taxonomy for compliant manipulation tasks by investigating the
physical contact situation occurring in various domains. Rather than defining a taxonomy
on purely geometric features, it was proposed to develop a more abstract taxonomy that
integrates the semantic nature of physical contact situations. In addition, a detailed
classification of wiping tasks was derived based on the relations observed for the tool-
medium-surface tuple, which is fundamental to every wiping tasks. The developed two-step
classification constitutes the starting point for the investigations in the remainder of this
thesis. In the following chapter it shall be utilized to derive the necessary representations
to plan everyday manipulation tasks.
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CHAPTER 4
Representations for Compliant Manipulation
Mental representations of objects, actions, motions and effects are fundamental to many
cognitive capabilities of humans. These four types of representations influence each
other significantly. The interaction between the different representation-levels is already
illustrated in Figure 1.6. In fact, there is evidence that humans maintain the knowledge
about actions w. r. t. particular objects (Hebb 2005) and that actions are represented in
the human mind by their outcome (Hommel 2009). For example, the typical action one
would connect with a broom is sweeping the floor. The desired outcome of sweeping the
floor is thereby the accumulation of dust and dirt in order to dispose it afterwards. This
reasoning seems natural for humans. However, it is not straightforward for robots to make
this connection. This chapter shall therefore develop suitable representations for robotic
manipulation that incorporate this reasoning. Accordingly, this chapter is fundamental for
the remainder of this thesis as it is emphasized in Figure 4.1.
Chapter 4 provides the necessary representations to solve compliant manipulation tasks by
means of autonomous robot manipulation. It proposes an equivalent to human-like mental
representations, which is one of the keys toward cognitive robots. The representations are
introduced in a top-down fashion based on the discussion conducted in Chapter 3. First,
a concept to represent task knowledge by means of hierarchical objects is introduced in
Section 4.1. Based on this, an action representation integrating symbolic and geometric
process models is described in Section 4.2. A representation to describe the effect on
the medium is presented in Section 4.3. Eventually, an effect-oriented representation to
describe wiping motions is developed in Section 4.4.
The proposed representations are based on the findings published in (Leidner et al. 2012),
(Leidner et al. 2014b), (Leidner et al. 2016b), (Leidner et al. 2016a), and (Leidner and
Beetz 2016). The hierarchical object model as well as Action Templates are introduced in
(Leidner et al. 2012) and refined afterwards in (Leidner et al. 2014b) and (Leidner et al.
2016b). The models to describe wiping motions and effects in a goal-oriented manner have
been introduced in (Leidner et al. 2016a) and later utilized in (Leidner and Beetz 2016) to
infer the effect of real-world wiping motions.
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Interpret
Execute
Represent
Plan
Figure 4.1: Representing Intelligent Physical Compliance.
4.1 Representing Task Knowledge as Object Properties
The representation of object knowledge forms the basis of the reasoning methods to be
introduced in this work. In a nutshell, an object-centric approach is introduced to allow a
robot to query every kind of information from an object. This may include the fundamental
physical properties such as the volumetric model or mass parameters. Moreover, each
object is equipped with a set of available handling instructions tailored to the needs of
automated robotic manipulation. This object knowledge underpins the planning, execution,
and interpretation of compliant manipulation tasks. This mindset is related to the concept
of affordances introduced by Gibson (1986). Affordances can be described as the set of
meaningful actions that an object affords to an observer, i. e. a human, an animal, or
maybe even a robot9. The following section will derive such a data structure based on the
well known approach of object-orientation.
As humanoid service robots have to interact with a wide variety of objects, it is necessary
to store their respective knowledge in a scalable manner, while maintaining a flexible way of
accessing the data. One possible solution to this issue is provided by the object-orientation
paradigm. As the name suggests, object-orientation is an artificial construct that imitates
the characteristic of real world objects. Consequently, describing real world objects in
an object-oriented manner is a natural process. The idea behind this approach is the
arrangement of information in an hierarchical manner. That is, each entity is represented
by an abstract “object”, or object class. Objects describe properties for an entity, including
parameters or functions. Special cases of a generic object class can be derived, where
some properties may be inherited, while others are redefined. For example, following the
object-oriented programming scheme one could define a generic class of tools and derive a
window wiper, which is a special tool to wipe windows. Object classes describe blueprints
9An overview of affordances applied to robotic manipulation is given by S¸ahin et al. (2007).
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_object
_wiper
. . . _tool
_window_wiper kaercher_wv50_wiper
toolframe
_structure
_window
mockup_window
goalregion skim action dimensionboundaries
Figure 4.2: Example ontology for the window wiper object class. The skim action is
populated w. r. t. the properties of the kaercher wv50 wiper and the properties
of the mockup window.
that are utilized to create concrete object instances. Depending on the instantiated object,
it is automatically chosen which implementation of a particular function should be executed.
For example, wiping a window with a window wiper is different from wiping a window with
a sponge. However, one does not have to select between two specific wiping actions when
handling either of the objects. Instead, the appropriate action is automatically selected.
Objects are categorized by functionality and hierarchically arranged in the object-oriented
paradigm. Each object class defines its particular object properties and available actions
(see Section 4.2). On the top most level, a generic object class describes universally
applicable properties that are inherited by all other sub-classes, such as the fact that every
object is described by a unique name. The object class is of abstract nature, i. e. it is
not instantiable during run-time, denoted by the leading underscore. In the hierarchy
levels below, the main classes of objects found in everyday activities are derived such as,
structures, tools or containers. Physical objects may be derived from these abstract
classes and inherit their properties. Object classes are later on instantiated to populate
the robots internal world model.
Action definitions are stored w. r. t. abstract object classes, while concrete parameters
are stored w. r. t. physical objects. The concept behind this idea is that objects of the
same class, typically share the way they are handled, while each object exhibits its own
parameter range. A concrete example of this procedure is outlined in Figure 4.2. The
window wiper class provides the information about the skim action for all kinds of window
wipers. This includes what the goal of the action is symbolically, as well as how it should be
performed based on geometric principles, i. e. by means of distinct robot operations. The
parameters for these operations are thereby defined by the particular type of window wiper
that is used to perform the action. In the example at hand, the kaercher wv50 wiper is
used. It contributes with certain parameters such as the wiper with, the force one should
apply, and the tool frame which is typically located at the center of the wiper blade. In
combination with the information that is provided by a particular window (i. e. the window
size and the region of interest), a robot is able to calculate the remaining parameters to
perform the task. The concrete implementation of actions is detailed in Section 4.2.
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4.2 Object-centric Action Representation
Action definitions in robotics and AI differ vastly in the level of abstraction. In AI
reasoning, action definitions are usually limited to the discrete description of preconditions
and postconditions. In automated planning, several domain specific languages have been
developed to describe the nature of tasks and actions. One of them is PDDL introduced
in Section 2.4, which is the de facto standard language for automated planning. The
single elements that are required to specify the action are listed as parameters. A list of
preconditions define the properties that have to hold such that the action is executable.
Similarly, effects list the nominal changes to the world state. While this descriptive
representation is sufficient to describe the outcome of the action, it is not specified how the
action has to be performed by the robot. A PDDL definition to describe a car polishing
action is listed in Listing 4.1 as an example for a real world scenario.
Listing 4.1: Exemplary PDDL action definition.
1 (: action polish:
2 :parameters (?p - polishing_device ?c - car ?m - manipulator)
3 :precondition (and (picked ?p ?m))
4 :effect (and (polished ?c ?m))
5 )
In industrial settings, robot actions are usually programmed by means of continuous
motion primitives, such as linear motions in Cartesian space (LIN) and joint-space motions
to preprogrammed joint positions (PTP). Additionally, a tool may be commanded to operate,
such as a gripper that opens or closes to grasp or un-grasp an object. The parameters
of the single operations are thereby predefined by an expert user. As an example, an
industrial polishing robot follows preprogrammed trajectories and activates or deactivates
the polishing machine at predefined positions. A set of preprogrammed Cartesian positions
can be processed to generate the motions for such an action as shown in Figure 4.3. In
the example at hand, the wiping motion is defined as the joint motion toward a certain
START position, followed by four linear Cartesian motions along the four points P1 to P4 to
traverse along the curvature of the car. Eventually, the robot returns to the HOME position
and the task is finalized. This program describes one way to polish a car with minimal
INI
PTP START
LIN P1
LIN P2
LIN P3
LIN P4
PTP HOME
END
P1
P2
P3
P4
polishing.krl
Figure 4.3: Classical program for a polishing action with a KUKA robot.
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effort and in the shortest possible time. In robotics research, motion planning algorithms
are utilized to plan collision-free joint-space motions w. r. t. a geometric world model. The
robot is defined based on a volumetric model of its links, given the forward kinematics
for the joints (Craig 2005). Inverse kinematics are used to convert Cartesian end-effector
positions into joint configurations (Buss 2004). Compared to industrial setups, this is an
advancement that enables a robot to cope with previously unseen environments.
Both, the symbolic as well as the geometric action descriptions have major drawbacks
that make it impossible to describe robotic manipulation tasks to their full extend. On one
hand, the symbolic description written in PDDL is only a descriptive representation of the
action. The polish action is merely a narration for the actual procedure. It does not include
any information on how the action should be performed. Instead, it outlines the constraints
of the action symbolically. The only precondition stated is that the polishing device needs
to be picked by the manipulator. The resulting effect is described by the word “polished”.
While humans are able to interpret this definition based on experience and observations, a
robot would be unable to execute the task solely based on this information. On the other
hand, the industrial specification for the same task is restricted to the particular example.
The motion of the robot is defined by means of constant values that happen to match the
contour of the car. A robot that executes this motion with a polishing device attached to
the end-effector may be able to solve the task of polishing a certain car. However, this
information is not explicitly stated and the action cannot be generalized to other cars or
objects. Consequently, the polishing effect can be considered a side-effect of the robot
motions. To truly foster intelligent behavior, a robot has to be aware of both perspectives
as it is incorporated by the concept of Action Templates.
4.2.1 Action Templates
Action Templates constitute the representation developed for this thesis to describe robot
actions based on symbolic predicates, as well as w. r. t. geometric process models. This
dualism is necessary to enable a robot to understand the meaning of an action on one
hand, and to realize the action by means of goal oriented tool motions on the other hand.
In general, Action Templates describe the symbolic header of an action based on PDDL
syntax, and the geometric procedure with executable Python code. An example Action
Template for a simple pick action is visualized in Figure 4.4. In this example, the action
describes the process of grasping an object to lift it from a surface. The Action Template
for this procedure is provided in a single file, stored w. r. t. the definition of the generic
object class. That is, every object that does not specify otherwise, can be picked up from
a target surface by a robot that has at least one manipulator available. From a symbolic
perspective, this seems to be a valid assumption. However, it has to be assessed if this
action is really feasible. Figure 4.4 illustrates this two layers of abstraction as two separate
blocks. The reasoning procedure is interleaved as it will be detailed in Chapter 5. In the
following, the segments are introduced individually.
The first segment is the symbolic header, repeated in Listing 4.2. This part of the code
is realized as a comment section within a Python file. The symbolic header holds the
PDDL description for the action. That is, it describes the symbolic preconditions and the
nominal effects for the action. The parameters are defined based on the object classes that
are available in the object storage. In the example at hand, the object of interest is of type
object, and can thus be any object that derives from the object hierarchy outlined in
Figure 4.2. A manipulator is required to grasp the object from a surface, which is the
super class for any object with one or more planar supporting planes, e. g. tables, shelves,
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Action Template: _object.pick
Geometric Representation
'''
(:action _object.pick:
    :parameters (?o - _object ?m - _manipulator ?s - _surface)
    :precondition (and(free ?m) (on ?o ?s))
    :effect (and(bound ?o ?m) (not(free ?m)) (not(on ?o ?s)))
)
'''
Symbolic Representation
def pick(self, manipulator, surface):
    ''' approach, grasp, and lift an object from a surface '''
    graspset = odb.get_property(self.type, 'graspset', manipulator) 
    for grasp_candidate in graspset:
        if grasp_candidate in self.history:
            continue
        self.history.append(candidate)
        grasp = grasp_candidate
        break
        if grasp is None:
            raise RuntimeError('no more alternatives') 
        else:
            self.grasp = grasp     
    operations = [
        ('move_hand', manipulator, g.approach_grasp),
        ('plan_to_frame', manipulator, g.approach_frame, self.frame),
        ('plan_to_frame', manipulator, g.grasp_frame, self.frame),
        ('bind', manipulator, self.name),
        ('move_hand', manipulator, g.pre_grasp),
        ('move_hand', manipulator, g.grasp),
        ('move_straight', manipulator, txyz(0, 0, 0.1))
    ]
    return operations
II
I
Figure 4.4: The Action Template for a pick action provided by the generic object class.
or trays. The preconditions that have to hold are that the object has to be located on
a surface, and that the manipulator is free (i. e. not holding something). The effects are
that the object is bound to the manipulator, the manipulator is not free anymore, and the
object no longer touches the surface.
Listing 4.2: Pick Action Template: Semantic header.
1 ’’’
2 (: action _object.pick:
3 :parameters (?o - _object ?m - _manipulator ?s - _surface)
4 :precondition (and(free ?m) (on ?o ?s))
5 :effect (and(bound ?o ?m) (not(free ?m)) (not(on ?o ?s)))
6 )
7 ’’’
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The second element of the Action Template describes the geometric process model
by means of executable Python code (see Listing 4.3). The code implements a function
that incorporates the same parameters as the PDDL definition (cf. line 3 in Listing 4.2).
All object parameters (denoted by the self pointer) are available within the scope of
this function. Moreover, the function can access the properties of all additional objects
that participate in the action (i. e. the robot manipulator and the surface object).
Consequently, the object.pick action is described based on the properties stored w. r. t.
the object that is grasped, the manipulator performing the action, and the object that
serves as the target surface. This information is the key to ground the symbolic meaning
of the Action Template to a geometric process model.
Listing 4.3: Pick Action Template: Geometric body.
1 def pick(self , manipulator , surface):
2 ’’’ approach , grasp , and lift an object from a surface ’’’
Each Action Template is structured in a similar fashion. Initially, geometric properties
required to implement the process model have to be gathered from the object storage. In
the example at hand, the grasp set of the object is accessed as listed in Listing 4.4. The
for loop in the code segment indicates that multiple grasps are available (cf. line 2). In
fact, almost every manipulation task can be solved in several different ways. For example,
multiple grasp sets are suitable to pick up an object from a surface. The alternative grasp
sets include the hand transformation and the finger configuration to approach the object
collision-free, as well as the final hand transformation and the finger configuration to grasp
the object. The reasoning mechanism to select the most appropriate alternative is detailed
in Chapter 5.
Listing 4.4: Pick Action Template: Knowledge-based definition of geometric parameters.
1 graspset = odb.get_property(self.type , ’graspset ’, manipulator)
2 for grasp_candidate in graspset:
3 if grasp_candidate in self.history:
4 continue
5 self.history.append(candidate)
6 g = grasp_candidate
7 break
8
9 if g is None:
10 raise RuntimeError(’no more alternatives ’)
11 else:
12 self.grasp = g
The gathered information is eventually utilized to instrument a list of operations that is
tailored to result in the desired outcome. An elemental operation may describe a primitive
motion in the Cartesian object space, a joint motion for the end-effector, or the realization
of a particular controller setting. In the example at hand, a sequence of robot motions
has to be generated in order to reach the object, grasp it, and lift it from the table as
it is done in Listing 4.5. The operations are implemented by means of robot specific
modules. For example, the plan to frame operation implements a joint motion for robots
with traditional manipulators (e. g. Rollin’ Justin). In contrast, the same operation may
be implemented as a sequence of flight maneuvers for a drone. This modular design is
discussed in Chapter 5.
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Listing 4.5: Pick Action Template: List of robot operations.
1 operations = [
2 (’move_hand ’, manipulator , g.approach_grasp),
3 (’plan_to_frame ’, manipulator , g.approach_frame , self.frame),
4 (’plan_to_frame ’, manipulator , g.grasp_frame , self.frame),
5 (’bind ’, manipulator , self.name),
6 (’move_hand ’, manipulator , g.pre_grasp),
7 (’move_hand ’, manipulator , g.grasp),
8 (’move_straight ’, manipulator , txyz(0, 0, 0.1))
9 ]
10 return operations
In conclusion, Action Templates provide the means to develop complex robot skills in
a generic form. While Action Templates are in principle independent of specific robot
capabilities, it is possible to integrate robot specific reasoning methods by means of external
modules. As a result, one particular skill can be made available for arbitrary robots with
different capabilities.
4.2.2 Action Templates for Compliant Manipulation
Picking up an objects is a well suited example to illustrate the basic concept of Action
Templates. However, defining an Action Template is not always straightforward, as it is
not always possible to map a particular symbolic predicate to a numerical outcome. For
example, pick-and-place tasks can be described w. r. t. the relocation of an object, which
can be represented by the translation and rotation of its transformation matrix. Only a
few simple primitive operations are required to describe the pick-up sequence for an object.
Most of the time it is thereby not even necessary to grasp the tool in a meaningful way, i. e.
not to solve a certain problem. For example, to only relocate an object, it is not necessary
to grasp a mug at the handle. This is only needed if, for example, a person wants to drink
from it. It is sufficient to select any grasp that is reachable to pickup the object. The
concrete parameterization of the action has a minor role.
In contrast, compliant manipulation tasks often require a much richer understanding
of the problem. Especially wiping actions are often ambiguous w. r. t. their purpose. The
same wiping motion may produce very different effects depending on how it is executed
exactly. Depending on how much force is applied, a wiping motions may dry a wet surface
or remove sticky dirt. When moving the wiper into contact with the target surface, the
robot has to react with compliant behavior to adapt the tool correctly. The compliance
parameters can therefore be defined as a property of the tool as depicted in Figure 4.5.
In particular, the concept of object impedance (Wimbo¨ck 2013) allows to define virtual
potential fields in the coordinates of the Tool Center Point (TCP) of an object. For
example, the desired contact force, as well as the desired Cartesian stiffness can be defined
w. r. t. the TCP of the window wiper which is located in the center of the wiper blade. The
controller of the robotic manipulator reacts thereby compliantly, such that the tool aligns
w. r. t. the curvature of the target surface. The integration of compliance parameters as
part of Action Templates will be detailed in Chapter 6.
The same reasoning applies for the effect of wiping motions. In comparison to the
pick-and-place tasks, it becomes obvious that the relocation of the tool (e. g. a sponge or a
window wiper) is not the desired effect of wiping actions. In fact, the classification of wiping
tasks discussed in Section 3.3 reveals that the main goal of wiping tasks is to manipulate
a medium. The successful execution of wiping tasks requires a substantial amount of
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Geometric Representation
'''
(:action _window_wiper.skim:
    :parameters (?t - _tool ?m - _medium
                 ?s - _surface ?a1 - _manipulator)
    :precondition (and (picked ?t ?a1)
                       (applied ?s ?m))
    :effect (and (not (applied ?s ?m)))
)
'''
Symbolic Representation
Action Template: _window_wiper.skim
def skim(self, medium, surface, manipulator):
    ''' skim the medium off the surface '''
    trajectory = self.get_task_trajectory(target.dimension)      
    initial_frame = trajectory[0]
    initial_config = robot.get_configuration()
    operations = [
        ("plan_to_frame", manipulator, tool.grasp_frame, initial_frame),
        ("set_stiffness", manipulator, tool.tcp, tool.stiffness),
        ("set_force", manipulator, tool.tcp, tool.force),
        ("follow_task_motion", manipulator, trajectory, tool.grasp_frame),
        ("plan_to_config", initial_config),
    ]   
    return operations
II
I
Figure 4.5: The Action Template for a skimming action as it is provided by the abstract
window wiper class.
geometric reasoning as the purpose of wiping might be the collection, the distribution,
the absorption of particles or any of the other tasks introduced in Figure 3.4. In order
to perform the commanded tasks successfully the robot has to carefully select the task
parameters in a continuous parameter space. These aspects have to be incorporated within
a representation of wiping actions, such that a robot to is able to reason about individual
task parameterization. In order to incorporate this within the concept of Action Templates,
an Action Template can refer to more complex code elements such as planning algorithms
for goal-oriented wiping motions as it is detailed in the following sections.
4.3 Representing the Effects of Wiping Actions
According to the classification of compliant manipulation tasks conducted in Chapter 3,
compliant manipulation tasks shall be represented w. r. t. the semantic contact situation
between the manipulated objects and the environment. This high-level of abstraction
allows to define semantic actions in accordance with the descriptive manner of the action
definitions for automated planning (Ghallab et al. 2004). To further derive geometric
process models, wiping actions have to be geometrically represented based on the relation
between the tool, the medium to be manipulated (e. g. particles or liquids), and the target
surface. Consequently, service robots need an abstract representation of wiping effects in
order to reason about wiping actions in a generalized form.
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Figure 4.6: Change estimation of the particle distribution in contact with a sponge during
wiping. A uniform particle distribution is is assumed in the example at hand.
Upon contact with the sponge, the particle model is updated w. r. t. the prop-
erties of the medium. Here, solid particles are simulated to be pushed by the
sponge.
The medium in wiping tasks, as defined in Section 3.3, is representative for arbitrary
liquids or particles with different properties. For example, the medium in absorption tasks
may be a variation of dust, dirt, or liquids. Possible media in skimming tasks would be
water, detergent, or snow on the windshield of a car. Example media for collect tasks
include the shards of a broken mug, leaves, or rubble. In order to incorporate these
significantly different types of media, a qualitative medium representation is proposed
based on a particle distribution model projected to a planar target surface
P =
{
(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn) |xi, yi ∈ R∧
xmin ≤ xi ≤ xmax ∧ ymin ≤ yi ≤ ymax
}
,
(4.1)
where n particles (xi, yi) are distributed within the boundaries of the target surface
(xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax). A random particle distribution is shown in Figure 4.6. The
scenario shows a kitchen environment where the humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin is instructed
to collect bread crumbs distributed on a chopping board. In some scenarios, the medium
can be perceived visually if the particles are big enough or the liquid is not transparent.
However, especially water and other transparent liquids or dust and other small particles
are very hard to perceive in camera images. Consequently, the real distribution of the
medium cannot be modeled by the robot. In this case, a uniform distribution is assumed
as it is shown for the initial particle distribution in Figure 4.6.
The main purpose of the proposed particle representation is to have a naive predictive
model of the effects of wiping actions. The applied tool-particle contact model considers
the exact CAD data of the tool and the position of each particle. Depending on the type
of the tool and the properties of the medium (i. e. solid particles or liquids), the contact
results in different effects. For example, if a sponge is simulated to wipe a liquid, the
resulting effect is the absorption of the liquid, which is implemented as a delete operation of
the respective particles. In case of a solid medium, the contact with the sponge pushes the
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(a) Pushing solids. (b) Deleting liquids.
Figure 4.7: The particle model to represent effects of wiping motions. On the left, the
particles are pushed such that they accumulate in front of the sponge. On the
right, the particles are deleted as they touch the sponge.
particles in parallel to the direction of the tool motion. This contact behavior is utilized to
simulate the collect and the skim actions. The different effects on the manipulated medium
are visualized in Figure 4.7.
Automated planning solutions applied for AI-based reasoning typically describe desired
state changes St0 → Sg as semantic postconditions (i. e. effects) in a descriptive manner.
Accordingly, a cognition-enabled robotic systems has to be able to ground abstract high-
level commands to geometric procedures. That is, it has to interpret human-comprehensible
task definitions such as (collected breadcrumbs chopping board), and generate the
respective tool motions. Therefore, the proposed particle distribution model allows to
define abstract goals by means of changes to the particle distribution P t0 → Pg. In
particular, it is possible to describe the desired state change based on constraint definitions
for the particle set. Based on this description, a geometric planner can be developed to
generate goal-oriented tool motions. The constraint definitions for all identified wiping
actions are defined as follows.
Absorbing
The absorb action is the first action to be investigated in this work. It occurs e. g. in
vacuuming, dusting, or soaking up water with a sponge. The particle effect (i. e. the
absorption) is independent of the tool motion, as long as contact is made with the entire
region of interest. The particular effect of the action is that all particles are bound to the
tool and vice versa removed from the target surface, such that
Pg,absorb = ∅ . (4.2)
Collecting
The second removal action is to collect the medium, where the particles are pushed upon
contact with the tool. The goal state Sg is geometrically represented by a dedicated goal
node ngoal on the target surface. This goal region is limited to the maximum extent of
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the tool, represented by the diameter ds. The effect is an accumulated pile of particles,
representable as
Pg,collect =
{
(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn) |xi, yi ∈ R∧
||(ngoal,x, ngoal,y)− (xi, yi)|| ≤ ds/2
}
.
(4.3)
Skimming
Skimming is related to collecting the medium. Upon contact with the tool the particles are
pushed away. The semantic goal Sg for this action can be described as a geometric state
where all particles are located outside the boundaries of the target surface. Depending on
the task, only a subset of boundaries of the target surface may be used to specify the valid
goal region, where
Pg,skim =
{
(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn) |xi, yi ∈ R∧
(xmin > xi ∨ xi > xmax ∨ ymin > yi ∨ yi > ymax)
}
.
(4.4)
Emitting
The emit action is the counterpart to the absorb action. Initially the tool holds the medium.
The medium is emitted as the tool gets into contact with the target surface. The semantic
goal Sg for this action is to distribute all particles uniformly on the target, such that
Pg,emit =
{
(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn) |xi, yi ∈ R∧
xi ∈ U(xmin, xmax) ∧ yi ∈ U(ymin, ymax)
}
.
(4.5)
Distributing
The goal function Sg for the distribution of particles is the same as the goal of the emit
action. However, the initial state is different as the particles are already located on the
target in this case. The goal is described by the uniform distribution U of the particles in
both dimensions of the target surface
Pg,distribute =
{
(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn) |xi, yi ∈ R∧
xi ∈ U(xmin, xmax) ∧ yi ∈ U(ymin, ymax)
}
.
(4.6)
Processing
Processing describes an approach to distribute a medium w. r. t. a complex goal function,
defined by a task specific and possibly inhomogeneous target area Gr(x, y). In the simplest
case, it can be described as a subset of the collect action. However, it might be that certain
directions to reach the goal location are non-permissible due to geometric constraints. The
goal function Sg can be grounded as
Pg,process =
{
(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn) |xi, yi ∈ R∧
xi, yi ∈ Gr(x, y)
}
.
(4.7)
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Scrubbing
Scrubbing is categorized as one of three modification actions (cf. Figure 3.4). That is, the
properties of the medium are actively altered by the influence of a tool. Accordingly, the
particle model cannot describe the goal state by means of a certain goal location. Instead,
more abstract goals are defined10.
In case of scrubbing, one medium of type a (initially hold by the tool) influences a second
medium of type b in such a way, that it is not anymore adhesive to the target surface.
Therefore, the matching constraint definition describes a state in which each particle of
type a is exclusively bound to a particle of type b.
Pg,scrub =
{
(xa,1, ya,1), . . . , (xa,n, ya,n), (xb,1, yb,1), . . . , (xb,m, yb,m) |
xa,i, ya,i ∈ R ∧ xb,j , yb,j ∈ R ∧ (xa,i, ya,i) = (xb,j , yb,j)
}
.
(4.8)
Grinding
The grinding action is typically found in manufacturing. It describes the procedure to
remove parts of the surface by repetitive motions with a tool. Accordingly, the medium
originates from the surface and it is less relevant in terms of the semantic goal Sg. Yet, the
skillful motion of a tool may eventually result in a state where the medium is uniformly
degraded, such that
Pg,grind =
{
(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn) |xi, yi ∈ R∧
xi ∈ U(xmin, xmax) ∧ yi ∈ U(ymin, ymax)
}
.
(4.9)
Decomposing
The decomposition of the medium is the attempt to divide the medium into its sub-
components by applying pressure. It can be semantically described by a state Sg in which
each particle is subdivided into two smaller particles a and b, respectively, where
Pg,decompose =
{
(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn) |xi, yi ∈ R∧
(xi, yi) → (xa,i, ya,i), (xb,i, yb,i)
}
.
(4.10)
These constraint definitions are the basis to qualitatively reason about the effect of
wiping actions and rate the performance accordingly. Throughout the remainder of this
thesis the three removal actions absorbing, skimming, and collecting will be investigated
w. r. t. the developed particle model. It will be shown how this qualitative representation
can be applied for simulation based prediction, as well as the evaluation of previously
executed wiping motions recorded by means of episodic memories. Therefore, position
information and force information is combined in simulation in order to account for real
world effects as detailed in Chapter 7. This allows to update the effect prediction as well as
the anticipated performance estimation. Eventually, the robot is able to question its own
motions and reschedule additional wiping actions to increase the performance subsequently.
The following sections describe how wiping motions are represented that match the goal
definitions described above.
10Abstract goals cannot accurately be described by means of geometric constraints of the particle distribution.
Especially the description for the decomposition action (4.10) is therefore not anymore conform with
the standards of set-builder notation.
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4.4 Representing Wiping Motions
A general definition for the act of wiping has been developed in Chapter 1. It defines wiping
motions as motions where “a tool is slid along a target surface in contact by following
task-oriented Cartesian workspace trajectories. During contact, task-specific forces are
applied along the surface normal while a certain stiffness is adjusted to align with the
surface curvature.”. Accordingly, wiping motions have to be represented by means of a tool
trajectory and an appropriate set of compliance parameters. The latter one can be realized
by means of object properties as described in Section 4.1. A desired contact force vector
can be defined w. r. t. the TCP of the tool. Ideally, the stiffness values can be designed such
that the tool aligns with the curvature of the target surface. However, the tool trajectory
depends on the dimensions of the target surface, the distribution of the medium, and the
desired goal state, i. e. the particular wiping task. It is not trivial to define goal-oriented
wiping motions in a generalized form.
The geometric principle behind wiping motions can be considered as a coverage path
planning problem (Gabriely and Rimon 2001). The wiping motions have to cover the entire
region of interest for a target surface (e. g. a table surface), given a certain distribution
for a medium to be manipulated (e. g. dirt). Based on this, the removal actions to be
investigated can be formulated w. r. t. the coverage of a target surface within the bounds of
the proposed particle distribution model. For example, if a robot shall be commanded to
remove spilled coffee from a table, it will have to cover the entire table in the worst case,
but at least the regions with spilled coffee. Furthermore, each action has to satisfy the
anticipated semantic goal state. In the example at hand, the absorption of the coffee would
be the main goal. In this thesis, such problems are represented by means of Semantic
Directed Graphs (SDGs)
SDG = f(P , Sg, Gt0) , (4.11)
which are specified as a function of the particle set P , the semantic goal state Sg, and the
initial geometric state of the environment Gt0 . Altogether, SDGs project a graph structure
on a planar surface, where
• each node ni represents a waypoint (i. e. the position and orientation) for the Cartesian
tool motion w. r. t. the TCP of the handled object,
• the edge (ni, ni+1) connecting two nodes represents the interpolated tool motion in
contact with the surface.
This section shall only introduce the representation of SDGs. The concrete implementa-
tion and the generation of the graphs will be detailed in Section 5.3. To give an outline,
three particular example SDGs are visualized in Figure 4.8. The graph nodes (cyan boxes)
are initially distributed w. r. t. the target surface and the initial particle distribution P
(black dots), creating the basis to plan different wiping actions. Semantically meaningful
connections (blue lines) are made in order to achieve the desired effect, i. e. absorbing, skim-
ming, or collecting particles represented by the green boxes (see Section 5.3.1). To achieve
this, each SDG exhibits its own strategy to concur with the goal state Sg, represented as
constraint definition for the particle distribution Pg. The principle direction of the tool
motion is thereby aligned with the direction of the graph edges (ni, ni+1), i. e. pointing
toward the next node in the graph as visualized by the coordinate systems. However,
the orientation may be adapted in order to avoid collisions with the environment Gt0 or
circumvent unreachable joint configuration as it will be detailed in Section 5.3.2.
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(a) Absorbing
(b) Skimming
(c) Collecting
Figure 4.8: Example of SDGs for the three removal actions. The nodes ni are visualized
by cyan boxes. The edges ni, ni+1 are shown as blue lines. The goal positions
are highlighted as green boxes.
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Notably, the developed representations to reason about wiping actions differ significantly
from the methods described in the relevant literature. A survey on the state of the art on
representations for general robotic manipulation, and more specifically, for representations
of compliant wiping tasks, is given in the following section.
4.5 Related Work
Knowledge representation and reasoning is a complex research field on its own. This section
lists the relevant literature that deals with the representation of objects, actions, and effects
for robotic manipulation. Special attention is given to the representations that incorporate
features for compliant manipulation and wiping tasks in particular. It is already stated
in Chapter 2 that PDDL (Ghallab et al. 1998) and Prolog (Sterling and Shapiro 1994)
present two of the most common solutions to represent objects, actions, and effects for
robotic manipulation from a symbolic point of view. However, several representations exist,
which attempt to combine symbolic features with geometric implementations in order to
ground abstract action definitions to executable robot operations.
Several authors apply object-centric reasoning to define robot manipulation skills. Kall-
mann and Thalmann (1998) propose to store articulation trajectories within the scope of
objects in order model the interaction between human agents and so-called Smart Objects
in virtual worlds. Among others the authors propose to store object intrinsic properties,
information on how to interact with the object, and object-specific behavior models. This
approach is derived from the methods developed by Levison (1996), who proposes to use the
well known object-oriented paradigm to classify objects and augment the symbolic domain
with hierarchical properties and actions. These actions are populated with concrete data
at run time. Based on this, as symbolic planner can be utilized to plan a sequence of agent
actions. In case of failure the symbolic planner is forced to re-plan. Another approach for
modeling object data has been proposed by Belkin (2010); Gheta et al. (2010). The authors
propose a world representation that is fed by an object-oriented prior knowledge base and
the robots sensor inputs to represent internal robot states. This world representation serves
as the belief state of the robot, which is utilized as information hub for the sub-components
of the robot control program.
The concept of affordances has been widely adopted as design principle of robot actions.
A survey on the topic was given by S¸ahin et al. (2007). Dalibard et al. (2010) introduced
the concept of Documented Objects, i. e. objects that provide manipulation information to
a robotic agent. In particular, Documented Objects describe articulation trajectories for
moveable objects such as doors and drawers. An inverse kinematics approach is utilized to
translate this information into robot joint motions. A similar approach based on geometric
action representations to teleoperate a robot is introduced by Hart et al. (2015). The
authors propose to use Affordance Templates to command robot actions on-line. The
approach is based on templates in form of CAD models that provide common interaction
possibilities, such as pushing a button, opening a lid, or turning a valve. This approach was
utilized for the DARPA Robotics Challenge. There is no symbolic action representation
provided as the templates are designed for general purpose use. A related approach is given
with Object-Action Complexes (OACs) introduced by Kru¨ger et al. (2011). OACs describe
a symbolic representations of continuous sensorimotor experience. They are defined as a
triple consisting of an execution specification, an effect prediction function, and a statistical
success measure. OACs can be applied to various problems ranging from low-level reactive
behavior to high-level deliberative planning with application to robotic manipulation.
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Another possible way to define robot manipulation task is the design of constraint
based motion descriptions. A formal method suitable to describe actions in the context
of for automated planning was introduced by Bartels et al. (2013). They describe a
constraint-based approach for the representation of robot actions. The deep integration of
this representation with the robot control framework allows to specify geometric interaction
on a semantic level. As an example, the authors describe how a robot can be commanded to
flip a pancake with a spatula. A similar approach is presented with the iTaSC framework.
Vanthienen et al. (2013) describe how this framework can be used to describe the force-
interaction procedure during table wiping task.
A recently introduced data-driven manipulation procedure is concerned with the use
of the Internet as knowledge resource for robots (Tenorth et al. 2011). On one hand, the
authors try to interpret informations from do-it-yourself web pages for humans (Beetz
et al. 2011). On the other hand they develop a world wide web for robots called KnowRob
(Tenorth and Beetz 2009; Waibel et al. 2011; Tenorth et al. 2012). A robot can download
information about its environment, the included objects, as well as complete action recipes
to execute a given task rather than solve it from scratch. Symbolic connections are linked
by using the ontology web language OWL (McGuinness et al. 2004).
Kunze et al. (2011) suggest to represent robot actions by means of event calculus
(Kowalski and Sergot 1989). In particular it is shown how the interaction of a robot
in a physics simulation can be logged and translated into symbolic time-interval-based
first-order representations. Based on this representation it is possible to describe events
based on narratives that are grounded to numerical values. Furthermore, Kunze et al.
introduce an approach to reason about the semantic effect of tools interacting with the
environment based on naive process models. The authors propose to utilize dynamic
simulations to envision the effects of robot actions. As part of this simulation, a particle
model is introduced that reacts with certain behavior as the particles get in contact with
objects and tools. In one particular example, the effect of a sponge contacting liquids is
simulated, which results in the absorption of the liquid. A more abstract representation is
provided by Pablo Lana et al. (2015). They represent robotic manipulation tasks in an
algebraic form, which incorporates poses, velocities and forces. The work is of particular
interest as the authors evaluate their approach in a simulated window cleaning experiment.
4.6 Summary
The mental representation of objects, actions, motions, and their effects is one of the keys
toward human-like cognitive reasoning capabilities. Humans use these representations for
problem solving and the prediction of task outcomes. In this chapter, an equivalent of these
representations was developed for robotic agents. The basis was given with the hierarchical
representation of functional object classes. The object classes provide the knowledge
that is required to represent actions and their effects, respectively. In particular, Action
Templates were introduced to describe actions from an object-centric perspective, ground
symbolic action descriptions to geometric process models, and parameterize primitive robot
operations. Semantic Directed Graphs (SDGs) were introduced to represent wiping motions
based on a goal-oriented graph model. In addition, a particle model was introduced to
represent the effect of wiping motions on a qualitative level. As a result, wiping motions
can be directly represented in the effect-space. In summary, the introduced representations
are fundamental for the reasoning methods developed in the remainder of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 5
Planning Everyday Manipulation Tasks
This chapter constitutes the second of the four main chapters in the concept of Intelligent
Physical Complianceas depicted in Figure 4.1. It addresses the question on how symbolic
task descriptions can be translated into meaningful robot operations in the context of
wiping tasks. To achieve this, three main elements are investigated, namely, symbol
grounding and planning with symbols, planning algorithms for mobile manipulation, and
effect-space planning for wiping tasks. The aspects of symbol grounding and semantic
planning will be discussed in Section 5.1. The reasoning about mobility will be covered
in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 will show how wiping motions can be planned based on the
representations introduced in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, and how this representation can
be used to predict the performance of the action qualitatively.
The findings presented in this chapter are based on the following articles. The hybrid
reasoning approach is introduced in (Leidner et al. 2012), later refined in (Leidner et al.
2016b), and extended toward mobile manipulation in (Leidner and Borst 2013; Leidner
et al. 2014b). The concept of effect-space planning for wiping tasks was mainly developed
in (Bejjani 2015; Leidner et al. 2016a) and extended in (Leidner et al. 2018).
5.1 Symbol Grounding and Semantic Planning
The ability to plan the execution of manipulation tasks based on mental simulations is one
of the keys to master the various problem instances that humans encounter in their everyday
life. According to the concept of cognitive control (Norman and Shallice 1980), conscious
problem solving is especially conducted for new situations and failure recovery. A human
will generate a plan to solve a given task by subdividing the problem into elemental actions
and operations. These actions and operations are mentally processed and the outcome
is compared to the desired goal state. For humans, this reasoning is done effortlessly.
However, this issue poses a challenging problem for robots. In particular, a robot has to
reason about the desired goal state from a symbolic point of view and translate it into a
geometric equivalent. This abstraction is not straightforward and requires concrete process
models that match the symbolic outcome. Moreover, a robot may have to concatenate a
set of actions to reach a goal. Furthermore, it has to incorporate possible failure states
arising from deviations on the geometric level. For example, even though the symbolic
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Interpret
Execute
Represent
Plan
Figure 5.1: Planning Intelligent Physical Compliance.
precondition for a pouring action is to hold a bottle, it becomes geometrically unfeasible
to pour from a bottle if the bottle is grasped at the outlet. An alternative grasp has to be
selected in order to execute the task successfully. Depending on the task, it might even be
necessary to choose an entirely different sequence of actions to solve the problem. This
problem is commonly referred to as symbol grounding (Harnad 1990).
The symbol grounding problem raises the question on how purely symbolic mental
representations can become meaningful, by connecting them to objects, actions and effects
in the real world. In that sense, it is the question how symbols get their meaning. In
cognitive science, this is often considered a problem that is very hard to solve in general
as it is for example argued by the Chinese Room Argument11 (Searle 2001). In the
particular case of robotics, symbol grounding refers either to the problem of generating
motor commands for robotic manipulators from AI-level action representations (i. e. action
grounding), or to the problem of representing effects of robotic manipulation by means of
abstract symbols (i. e. effect grounding). Both problems are not trivial and discussed in
this thesis. The problem of action grounding is discussed within this section. The problem
of effect grounding is investigated in Chapter 7.
Creating artificial cognitive intelligence is an attempt to create human-like intelligence.
As a part of this, symbol grounding becomes one of the biggest challenges that has to
be solved, before universal service robots can be deployed in everyday environments.
One particular issue is thereby the lack of a generic representation to describe actions
in terms of symbolic descriptions, as well as w. r. t. geometric process models. With the
introduction of Action Templates, this thesis proposes one possible way toward such a
generic representation. However, it is important to integrate this representation into the
greater picture. Action Templates are therefore established as the fundamental building
block to take part in semantic planning. Semantic planning, as it is described here,
11The Chinese Room Argument argues that a person would be able to answer written Chinese questions,
given all answers by means of Chinese symbols, without knowing the meaning of the symbols.
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World Representation Geometric Reasoning
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Robot-specific Reasoning Modules
PDDL Converter & Symbolic Planner
Figure 5.2: The flow chart for solving manipulation tasks within the object context.
incorporates symbolic planning on one hand, and geometric planning on the other hand.
One possibility to tackle this issue is combined task and motion planning, sometimes
referred to as hybrid planning. The following section proposes a hybrid planning system
based on object-centered reasoning.
5.1.1 Object-centered Hybrid Reasoning
This section introduces the concept of hybrid reasoning as an attempt to solve arbitrary
robotic manipulation tasks by means of object-centered action descriptions, i. e. Action
Templates. Task requirements vary w. r. t. the objects that participate in the task execution,
the environmental conditions, and the robot that executes the actions. This demands
detailed knowledge about the task and the involved objects. Therefore, it was proposed
in Section 4.1 to categorize objects in a hierarchical structure w. r. t. their functionality
and additionally store process models to define arbitrary manipulation instructions. This
information is utilized here to reason about robotic manipulation tasks. The architecture
is outlined in Figure 5.2.
The object storage (upper left) provides prior knowledge for all available objects. The
objects are hierarchically arranged and categorized by functionality as introduced in
Section 4.1. Objects of the same class share the same process models to handle them and
can therefore be manipulated in the same manner, but under consideration of their specific
properties such as size and shape. The world representation (lower left) provides the current
state for the environment of the robot. Objects as described in the object storage are
instantiated with specific symbolic and geometric properties. Action Templates are utilized
for hybrid planning (marked blue). As introduced in Section 4.2, Action Templates consist of
two segments. The first segment provides symbolic action definitions for symbolic planning
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Algorithm 5.1: Geometric reasoning procedure.
Input: The symbolic transition T sym generated by the symbolic planner,
containing the list of actions to be simulated.
Output : The geometric transition T geo, which contains the list of low-level
commands Φ to be executed by the robot. The outcome is based on the
simulations conducted for each action αi, yielding a list of operations Ω
1 T geo ← List()
2 while Length(T sym) 6= 0 do
3 solved ← False
4 αi ← GetListEntry(T sym, 0)
5 for σj ∈ YieldAlternatives(αi) do
6 Ω← ParseActionTemplate(αi, σj)
7 Φ← SimulateOperations(Ω)
8 if Φ = ∅ then
9 continue
10 T geo
⌢ 〈Φ〉
11 RemoveListEntry(T sym, i)
12 solved ← True
13 break
14 if solved = False then
15 return List()
16 return T geo
in the PDDL language (upper right). The second segment specifies geometric instructions
as executable code to implement the symbolic effects by the use of geometric reasoning
modules such as navigation, motion planning or dynamics computations. Individual
robot components are thereby addressed to solve the commanded task on the geometric
level (lower right). Action Templates constitute the main element for the approach on
object-centered hybrid reasoning in a two-step approach:
First, the current world state is parsed in order to generate a symbolic domain description.
Therefore, all objects that are currently instantiated are queried for the actions they
afford. This information is gathered from the symbolic header of the Action Templates.
Additionally, the symbolic properties are collected from the knowledge base. With this
information, and the additional information of the object types, it is possible to describe a
fully qualified PDDL domain file and the PDDL problem definition. The symbolic domain
is thereby only filled with information of the current state, which limits the search space
to a minimum. Based on this, a symbolic planner is able to generate a symbolic transition
leading to the desired goal state.
In the second step, the main part of the Action Templates is revisited in order to ground
the symbolic action definition to geometric process models. The geometric reasoning
procedure is listed in Algorithm 5.1. The Action Templates αi are sequentially parsed
for their operations Ω. This is done for each step of the symbolic transition T sym that
is generated by the symbolic planner. If one geometric reasoning step is successfully
simulated, the resulting robot commands Φ are added (T geo
⌢ 〈Φ〉) to the geometric
transition vector T geo. The next actions are simulated until the entire symbolic transition
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Figure 5.3: Example parameterization of the geometric process models of the skim Action
Template with different wipers and windows. The target surface is highlighted
in red. The derived tool trajectories are drawn in blue.
is processed. If one particular action cannot be simulated in the intended way, it is revisited
with an alternative parameter set σj . Possible errors include insufficient reachability,
collisions with obstacles, or missing task information such as grasp sets for a particular
manipulator. The set of available alternative parameters depends on the particular action.
For example, a pick-up action may provide alternative grasp orientations and configurations
to grasp an object from different angles. The set of available alternatives to place an object
consists of possible locations on the target surface. The modules to simulate the geometric
execution are provided by the robot performing the tasks. Accordingly, specific needs and
requirements can be incorporated. For example, an unmanned aerial vehicle has to use a
different geometric planner for motion generation than a ground-based humanoid. In the
case of Rollin’ Justin out-off-the-shelf software is used almost exclusively. In particular, the
Fast Downward planner by Helmert (2006) is used for symbolic planning and OpenRAVE
by Diankov (2010) for geometric planning.
Action Templates define process models at the highest possible level of abstraction to
provide generic control strategies. Individual variations are defined at the object level, i. e.
scrubbing a plate with a squared sponge applies the same Action Template with different
parameters (e. g. different trajectory, force, and stiffness). If necessary, it is nonetheless
possible to specialize the process model for specialized object types. This concept is
illustrated in Figure 5.3 at the example of skimming a window with a window wiper.
Depending on the window pane a different trajectory design might be required. This
concept is applied to windows directly, or objects that contain windows such as the bus on
the right. The examples in this section are hand-crafted for illustration purposes. A more
generic solution to plan wiping motions is presented in Section 5.3. The trajectory design
is stored as part of the window object. It is determined through parameters provided by
distinct tools to calculate concrete Cartesian workspace motions for the execution.
5.1.2 Backtracking
The description in the previous section assumes that there exists at least one alternative
parameter set for each Action Template that leads to a successful task execution. However,
it is quite likely that one step of the geometric reasoning procedure fails to succeed for
all of the available alternatives. Should the predefined set of alternatives turn out to
be insufficient, geometric backtracking is initiated to find a prior action with remaining
alternatives to start over. This extension is listed in Algorithm 5.2 from line 15 to 20. If the
for-loop is aborted without any remaining alternatives, the last Action Template αi−1 is
re-inserted into the stack of the symbolic plan. With the revisited iteration of the while-loop,
the YieldAlternatives function in line 5 returns the remaining alternatives that have
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Algorithm 5.2: Geometric reasoning with integrated geometric backtracking.
Input: The symbolic transition T sym generated by the symbolic planner,
containing the list of actions to be simulated.
Output : The geometric transition T geo, which contains the list of low-level
commands Φ to be executed by the robot. The outcome is based on the
simulations conducted for each action αi, yielding a list of operations Ω
1 T geo ← List()
2 while Length(T sym) 6= 0 do
3 solved ← False
4 αi ← GetListEntry(T sym, 0)
5 for σj ∈ YieldAlternatives(αi) do
6 Ω← ParseActionTemplate(αi, σj)
7 Φ← SimulateOperations(Ω)
8 if Φ = ∅ then
9 continue
10 T geo
⌢ 〈Φ〉
11 RemoveListEntry(T sym, i)
12 solved ← True
13 break
14 if solved = False then
15 if Available(αi−1) then
16 InsertListEntry(T sym, αi−1, 0)
17 RemoveListEntry(T geo, i− 1)
18 continue
19 else
20 return List()
21 return T geo
not yet been evaluated for the particular Action Template. This is achieved due to the
fact that Action Templates maintain an internal status of their previous parameterization
from earlier execution attempts. Accordingly, a new branch in the search tree is expanded
each time an Action Template is revisited as it is visualized in Figure 5.4. This way, the
algorithm explores the entire search space, spanned by the sequence of actions matching
the symbolic transition. If the provided symbolic transition is completely unfeasible, it is
removed from the symbolic domain and the symbolic planner is called once again in order
to find an alternative solution on the symbolic level as shown in Figure 5.5. The figures
illustrate the selection of geometric alternatives, the geometric backtracking mechanism, as
well as the symbolic backtracking step in the conceptual example of scrubbing a mug.
In the example at hand, the robot is commanded to clean the inner side of a mug with
a sponge brush. As described in Section 4.1, the available actions to handle the objects
are provided by the object storage in the form of Action Templates. In addtion, the
object storage holds task relevant information such as grasp configurations and symbolic
properties (e. g. the fact that a mug has to be grasped in order to clean it). Both objects
have to be picked up first, and a detergent has to be absorbed by the sponge. Only if these
preconditions apply, can the scrubbing action be scheduled. The anticipated effect is that
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Symbolic transition
Scrub
Geometric transition
pick:
mug right
pick:
sponge left
scrub:
sponge mug
Goal state:
scrubbed mug
Figure 5.4: Alternative parameter sets and geometric backtracking are used to find a
feasible configuration to clean the inner side of a mug with a sponge. Given
the choice made for the first alternative, the hand is covering the mug, which
prevents any sucessful task completion.
Symbolic transition
Scrub
Geometric transition
pick:
mug left
handover:
mug right
pick:
sponge left
scrub:
sponge mug
Goal state:
scrubbed mug
Figure 5.5: None of the alternatives explored in Figure 5.4 are sucessful, such that symbolic
backtracking has to be initialized. The symbolic planner explores the symbolic
state space anew. As a result, the planner adds a handover action such that
the inner side of the mug can be cleaned.
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the dirt is scrubbed away from the mug. The available alternatives for the pick action
consist of two different grasps for the mug, one grasp configuration for the sponge, and four
different orientations to scrub the mug with the sponge, where the robot is free to choose
the manipulator for the particular actions (i. e. left or right). As visualized, the top grasp
is not suitable to scrub the mug with the sponge since all alternatives to clean the mug
with the sponge are colliding with the right hand of the robot. Figure 5.4 visualizes two of
the four attempts that are simulated in order to infer the feasibility of the scrubbing action.
The algorithm backtracks to the first action with available alternatives, which is the pick
action for the mug. However, based on the initial position of the mug (i. e. bottom-down
on the table), the robot is unable to pick it up in order to clean the inner side, assuming
there is only one top grasp and one bottom grasp available.
As a consequence of insufficient alternatives to grasp the mug from the side, the hybrid
reasoning algorithm has to backtrack symbolically. By removing the possibility to directly
grasp the mug with the right hand, the symbolic domain is pruned in such a way, that the
symbolic planner has to schedule a different sequence of actions. That is, the mug has to
be grasped with the left hand first. As the left hand grasps the mug from above, it can be
handed over to the right hand in a bottom-down fashion. Afterwards, the left hand can be
used to pick the sponge from the table. Eventually, this allows the robot to clean the mug
as the inner curvature of the mug is no longer blocked by the right manipulator.
The backtracking mechanism is an exhaustive search algorithm. The reasoning procedure
is therefore complete within the bounds of the discrete search space defined by the available
alternatives for all scheduled Action Templates. The method is guaranteed to find a solution
if one set of alternatives describes a feasible geometric action sequence. Consequently, it
can be stated that the more alternatives are available for the individual Action Templates,
the higher the probability to find a feasible solution.
5.1.3 Execution
This chapter is mainly focusing on the motion generation aspect for robotic manipulation.
The integrated hybrid reasoning procedure plans the motions based on symbolic and
geometric goal states. The output of this procedure is a full set of robot commands to
perform the task in the real world. This includes all the necessary controller commands. In
fact, Action Templates are designed to integrate symbolic parameters, geometric motion
parameters, and control parameters. This aspect is detailed in Chapter 6, where the
fundamental controller design for compliant manipulation, the parameterization of the
control level, and the concrete execution will be discussed at the example of several wiping
tasks executed with the humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin.
5.1.4 Discussion
Symbol grounding is a major challenge for autonomous robot manipulation. Only by
reasoning about this issue, can a robot execute meaningful actions based on abstract task
specifications. This section presents an approach to solve this issue by using functional
object classes. Action Templates are arranged in the object context to describe arbitrary
process models. They are used to populate the domain of a symbolic planner and ground
the geometric actions to the robot. Within an Action Template, arbitrary sub-components
of a robot can be addressed. This concept brings the desired goal and the corresponding
action description into focus rather than the capabilities of a robot. Effects to the world
are thus applied in a natural way.
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5.2 Mobile Manipulation
Mobility is crucial for service robots in human households. Objects in human environments
are widely spread over different rooms and different storage positions. Even simple fetch-
and-carry tasks require a robot to navigate from one object to another. The main cause
for moving toward an object is inssuficient reachability. However, finding a suitable base
position to manipulate a certain object is not trivial. Limiting factors are collisions with
obstacles, end-effector kinematics, and the reachability of the manipulator.
Especially, compliant manipuilation tasks occupy extended Regions of Interest (ROIs).
Having a closer look on compliant manipulation tasks, it becomes evident that these tasks
often occupy more workspace than a similar task without compliance. For example, placing
an object on a table can be solved without relying on compliant contact since the complete
trajectory is known before it is executed. When inserting a peg into a hole, a robot has to
execute additional, previously unknown evasion motions to avoid jamming the peg. These
motions might require to significantly extend the nominal workspace of the action. It is
therefore crucial to optimally place the manipulator such that it does not fall into local
minima, nor collide with obstacles, or fail to reach the target configuration. This problem is
even more obvious in the running example of wiping tasks. Wiping tasks are often applied
to large regions such as window panes, table surfaces, the entire floor of a room, or maybe
even the entire area of a park as it was depicted in the introductory example shown in
Figure 1.1. In such cases, it is advantageous to place the robot optimally to maximize the
reachability for these regions, such that it does not have to reposition itself unnecessarily
over and over again.
An approach to generate robot motions that match a symbolic goal state has been
proposed in the previous section. Only motion planning algorithms for robotic manipulators
were discussed in the proposed architecture. One could simply extend the motion planner
by the DOF of a mobile base to solve mobile manipulation tasks as shown by Schulman
et al. (2013). However, if the goal position to manipulate an object is ambiguous, this
approach cannot be applied directly. For example, one does not always know where to
place a mug on a shelf, before the shelf has been approached. The concrete goal position
depends on the space that is blocked by other objects, the reachability of the robotic
manipulator, and the desired orientation for the object to be placed. In particular, this
extends the goal position, to a goal region. Consequently, it is not possible to define an
exact goal pose, nor a specific configuration beforehand. Therefore, a novel approach to
solve this issue is discussed in this section. The approach takes advantage of pre-calculated
reachability information to find the most adequate base position in terms of reachability
for the objects involved in the task execution.
5.2.1 Reasoning about Reachability
Manipulating objects with a mobile robot raises the question of finding a suitable position
to place the mobile base of a robot, such that task-related objects become reachable.
Zacharias et al. (2007) suggest to use Capability Maps as external module for symbolic
planners to answer this question with geometric background knowledge. Capability Maps
describe a discrete representation of the workspace of robotic manipulators. The Capability
Map for the right arm of the humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin is visualized in Figure 5.6.
The picture illustrates Rollin’ Justin in its zero-position, i. e. with all joint values set to be
zero. This pose presents the maximal extentension of the robot, naturally matching the
border of the Capability Map.
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Figure 5.6: Cross section of the Capability Map for Rollin’ Justin’s right arm.
For each of the individual voxels in the workspace of the manipulator of the robot, the
reachability index is computed
r =
R
N
, (5.1)
where N is the maximum number of hypothetically reachable discrete positions in the
voxel, and R is the number of positions which are reachable for the manipulator. The color
coding of the map illustrates the reachability for each voxel, where dark red is unreachable
(r = 0.0) and dark blue is fully reachable (r = 1.0). The maximum reachability index
rmax for the arms of the humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin is 0.833. That means there is no
position in the workspace of the robot that is reachable from any possible orientation. This
is true for most robotic manipulators. However, the illustration reveals that there is a
coherent region in the workspace of the robot that shows particularly good reachability.
This coherency can be exploited in the search for optimal robot base positions.
It is shown that reaching for objects (Stulp et al. 2012a) as well as following workspace
trajectories (Zacharias et al. 2009) can be guided by the use of capability maps. In particular,
Stulp et al. (2012a) calculate feasible positions to reach for an object under consideration of
the reachability of the robot. Zacharias et al. (2009) propose to query Capability Maps to
optimize the base position of a robot to realize Cartesian task trajectories such as opening
a cupboard.
This section expands these approaches to cover whole ROIs in the workspace of the
manipulator. The regions are gathered out of the object database and may vary depending
on the type of object. Small objects that a robot can manipulate with one manipulator
(e.g. mugs and bottles) form a ROI based on the dimension of the object bounding box.
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Figure 5.7: Optimal intersection of the capability map for the right manipulator and the
ROI of a window wiper on the left, and the optimal intersection for the ROI of
a window on the right.
Bigger objects define a ROI according to their purpose. For example, tables and shelves
define their ROIs based on the dimension of the storage surface. The key is to maximize
the mean reachability for these areas, by optimizing the reachability index for the robotic
manipulator within the boundaries of the ROI. The mean reachability value rroi is therefore
optimized by adapting the base position pbase of the robot and the configuration of the
torso qtorso,
xmax = argmax
x∈D
rroi(x) , (5.2)
where x = (pTbase, q
T
torso)
T . The initial seed to optimize the location of the base is defined
by the current object position. The joint values for the initial torso configuration are set to
be upright. The optimal intersection between the capability map of the right manipulator
and the ROI of a window wiper and a window is shown in Figure 5.7. The ROI for the
window wiper is defined by the object bounding box, while the ROI for the window is
defined by the area of the window pane as it is stored in the object database
The solution vector xmax is obtained by maximizing the mean reachability within the
region of interest in the restricted domain D, in order to cover a large set of possible
geometric alternatives. The restrictions in D originate from kinematic and dynamic
constraints such as collisions, minimum clearance, joint limits and torque limitations, where
the current geometric state is considered for evaluation, including all objects that are
grasped by the robot.
An A* planner (Hart et al. 1968) is used to navigate to the closest possible collision-free
target position as described in Algorithm 5.3. Depending on the object the appropriate
ROI ϕ is selected. The A* planner searches for the shortest pathX to reach this goal in the
map λ, which is represented by a discretized grid. The robot cannot reach the exact goal
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Algorithm 5.3: Integrated navigation algorithm.
Input: The object O, providing the Region of Interest ϕ.
Output : The workspace trajectory X.
1 reached ← False
2 λ← CreateEmptyMap()
3 ϕ← GetROI(O)
4 X ← List()
5 while reached 6= True do
6 X ← A*(λ, ϕ)
7 if CheckCollision(X) = False then
8 reached ← True
9 else
10 UpdateMap(λ)
11 if CheckReachability(ϕ) ≥ 0.1 then
12 reached ← True
13 xend ← OptimizeReachability(ϕ)
14 X ⌢ 〈xend〉
15 return X
position as it is derived from the origin of the target object and therefore fully occupied.
The map is thus initially empty and the planning algorithm is used to explore the map.
Therefore, the path has to be checked for collisions afterwards. In case of collisions, the
respective map positions are marked as obstacles. If the robot is close enough to reach the
object (rroi ≥ 0.1), the final position qend is optimized as shown in (5.2). The procedure is
repeated until a feasible path is found or the complete map is explored without success.
Reasoning about navigation is integrated into the geometric planning loop listed in
Algorithm 5.2. It does not appear in the symbolic transition. Although it would be possible
to add an additional (reachable ?o ?m) precondition to the respective Action Templates
this would generate unnecessary overhead as it is illustrated in Listing 5.1.
Listing 5.1: PDDL definition for a reachable pick action
1 (: action _object.pick:
2 :parameters (?o - _object ?m - _manipulator ?s - _surface)
3 :precondition (and (free ?m) (on ?o ?s) (reachable ?o ?m)))
4 :effect (and (bound ?o ?m) (not (free ?m)) (not (on ?o ?s)))
5 )
This predicate would force a robot to navigate to a certain object in every symbolic
step. However, there is no geometric feedback in pure symbolic planning to reason about
this decision. Additionally the generality of the symbolic domain decreases since the
extra precondition has to be considered for every action. Using hybrid reasoning, this
decision can be postponed to the geometric reasoning step. Instead of directly executing an
Action Template, the reachability for the action-related object is first validated w. r. t. the
object ROI. The navigation function as described in Algorithm 5.3 is executed when the
reachability is beneath a minimal reachability threshold of rmin = 0.5 rmax, which means
that the object must be at least 50% reachable by the robotic manipulator. After the
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object is within reach, the Action Template is parsed and executed. No symbolic overhead
is generated this way. A seamless integration of the navigation module within the hybrid
reasoning procedure is achieved.
5.2.2 Whole-Body Motion Planning
The initial navigation toward an optimal base position is not always sufficient to solve a
manipulation tasks. Especially wiping motions often extend over wide areas. In this case
it is necessary to move the base of the robot coordinated with the upper body and the
arms, in order to reach the entire target surface. For example, with a width of 1.5m and a
height of 1.0m, the window pane of the window introduced in Figure 5.7 is too large to
follow the Cartesian task motion by only using the arm of the robot. Even with the aid of
the torso it is not possible to maintain the contact with the window along the complete
trajectory. Especially in the corners, the reachability index decreases until the task gets
unfeasible, not to mention the reduced capability to compensate for possible disturbances
during task execution. Consequently, the mobile base is mandatory to accomplish the task.
The additional degrees of freedom of the mobile base can be considered by the applied
discrete inverse kinematics solver. The additional DOF are thereby added based on the
Action Template logic. This way, the base follows the lateral movement of the end-effector,
respectively the window wiper, along the window pane to extend the workspace of the
robot as it is visualized in Figure 5.8. As one can see, the robot moves to the left to shift
the reachable workspace of the right manipulator. Otherwise, the left hand side of the
window would be outside the initial reachability (red area).
Figure 5.8: Simulation of whole-body motions to solve the window wiping task. The robot
executes wiping motions from the left to the right, starting at the top of the
window pane. The large area requires the robot to use its right arm, the torso
and the mobile base to reach the entire window.
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Figure 5.9: The workspace trajectory for wiping the window (left) and the corresponding
reachability index r for the end-effector along the complete trajectory (right).
Two plots in Figure 5.9 illustrate the task execution. The first plot (left) shows the
commanded six-dimensional task trajectory of the window wiper blade. It correlates to the
motions visualized in Figure 5.8. It is represented as overlay on the simulated window pane.
Blue segments are touching the window. Green segments have no contact. The second
plot (right) illustrates the reachability index r for the end-effector position of the right
manipulator for all wiping motions along the window pane. The solid, black plot indicates
the discrete reachability index r. It is close to the maximum value rmax (blue, chain-dotted)
and never below rmin = 0.5 rmax (green, dashed) along the trajectory due to optimal base
position and torso configuration. For comparison, the colors for the thresholds correspond
to the color scheme used for visualizing the Capability Map in Figure 5.6 to Figure 5.8.
It can be observed that the reachability is relatively high along the complete trajectory.
Maintaining such a high reachability provides more space for reactivity, potential evasion
movements, disturbances to be compensated, and additional control tasks that have to be
executed. This is achieved due to the optimal positioning of the robot w. r. t. the maximized
reachability rroi before the actual execution. The reachability index decreases over time
since the lower part of the window pane is harder to reach for the robotic manipulator. Even
though the task maintains theoretically feasible unless the reachability index converges to
zero, it is notable that this is only achieved due to the fact that the lateral motion along
the window pane is supported by the mobile base of the robot.
5.2.3 Discussion
Capability Maps provide a powerful tool to bridge the gap between symbolic planning and
mobile manipulation as it was intended by Zacharias et al. (2007). The representation
can be accessed quickly and is therefore suitable to query larger goal regions in order to
abstract away from distinct goal positions toward whole ROIs. Optimizing the reachability
for an initial manipulation position is thereby often sufficient to reach a specific goal region
from different orientations and with additional space to respond to unforeseen events such
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Figure 5.10: Illustration of the robotic agent Rollin’ Justin skimming the windshield of a
car and scrubbing the hood with a sponge.
as external disturbance. However, the investigations in this section are only of preventive
nature. Maintaining a high reachability along a trajectory indicates a high reactive
potential, yet it is not guaranteed that joint limits and singularities can be circumvented
while generating joint motions w. r. t. a predefined workspace trajectory. Using a discrete
inverse kinematics to calculate global joint motions may thus still lead to local minima since
both planning and execution are based on local methods. Moreover, compliant execution
of the motions may lead to different joint states, possibly resulting in singularities or joint
limits. Huaman and Stilman (2012) resolve joint motions with a given Cartesian trajectory
based on a discretized Jacobian null space and a backtracking mechanism to prevent local
minima and additionally avoid obstacles. A similar approach is therefore investigated in the
following section to extend the workspace of robotic manipulators beyond the boundaries
of Capability Maps.
5.3 Effect-Space Planning of Wiping Motions
The research roadmaps for autonomous robots (Christensen et al. 2013; Liepert et al.
2014) envisage that robotic agents manufacture products in close physical cooperation
with their human co-workers or in the more distant future as helpers that enable old or
disabled citizens to live their lives more independently. Such robotic agents would have
to be capable of taking over a substantial part of the human daily household chores. As
already emphasized, wiping tasks are thereby most frequently observed. Accordingly,
generic methods to cope with arbitrary instances of wiping tasks are mandatory. It is not
sufficient to hardcode wiping motions as it was done in Section 5.1.1.
With reference to the classification conducted in Chapter 3, the nature of wiping tasks is
defined w. r. t. the relation between the tool, the surface, and the medium to be manipulated.
The tool orientation, and the direction of motion are thereby crucial aspects for the task
performance. For example, cleaning the body of a car can be solved by repeatedly moving
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a sponge in random orientations and directions along the car surface. Skimming snow from
a windshield is only successfully if each wiping motion is directed toward the edge of the
window, having the tool properly aligned as it is illustrated in Figure 5.10.
One of the most essential aspect of a manipulation action is its effect to the environment.
Automated planning systems take this into account by describing actions based on their
pre-conditions and effects. Similarly, it is desirable for a robot to plan actions w. r. t. the
anticipated effect, i. e. directly in the effect-space. The effects of wiping actions cannot be
described based on discrete changes to a single object. As described in Chapter 3, it is the
effect to an abstractly defined medium that is the essence of these actions. Humans possess
a general understanding for almost any task. This makes it possible to imagine a procedure
they have never seen before based on verbal communication and common sense reasoning
(Hayes 1978). This abstraction from symbolic descriptions toward the effect-space of an
action is probably the most powerful cognitive ability of humans, unparalleled in its nature.
Accordingly, effect-space planning is most desirable for the evolution of cognition-enabled
service robots as it is discussed in the following sections.
The effect-space for wiping motions is represented by the particle distribution model
introduced in Section 4.3. The first step (Section 5.3.1) to plan wiping motions in this
space is to cover the target area, i. e. distribute a set of graph nodes ni and developed the
graph according to the semantic goal state. In a second step (Section 5.3.2), the framework
generates the matching whole-body robot motions.
5.3.1 Reasoning about Cartesian Wiping Motions
The reasoning algorithms developed in this section are based on the particle distribution
model P and the so called Semantic Directed Graphs SDG = f(P ,Sg,Gt0), which are
represent wiping motions based on the symbolic goal state Sg and the volumetric model
of the environment Gt0 . As introduced in Section 4.4, SDGs are based on the fact that
wiping motions can be considered as coverage path planning problem. An example for this
problem is shown in Figure 5.11, where the chopping board provides the target surface.
Figure 5.11: Simulated particle distribution on the target surface in the chopping board
scenario. The initial distribution of the particles is randomly sampled. This
can be assumed for any barely perceivable medium, such as small breadcrumbs.
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Figure 5.12: The chopping board defines the target surface and thus the boundaries for the
particle distribution. The visualized collision sphere matches the size of the
sponge in Figure 4.6. It is visualized for the graph node positions ni, where
green is valid and red in collision with the environment.
The node distribution for the surface coverage is restricted by the current state of the
geometric environment Gt0 , i. e. the volumetric model for geometric planning of wiping
motions. Each node of the graph covers a region that is equivalent to the dimensions of the
tool. The dimension is approximated by a spherical model, which is implemented to explore
the target surface as shown in Figure 5.12. The spherical model is utilized to validate
hypothetical node positions during the graph development procedure. A node position is
valid if the sphere is not in collision with the environment (except for collisions with the
robot, the tool, and the target surface). The collision sphere diameter is defined as
ds = ||T aoe|| , (5.3)
where T aoe is the area of effect of the applied tool only (e. g. the nozzle of a vacuum
cleaner). The full extent of the tool is not directly considered, as this might be much bigger
than the actual required space. For example, moving the nozzle of a vacuum cleaner under
a bed is sufficient to absorb the dust. The task can be accomplished although the vacuum
cleaner itself is too big to fit under the bed.
Three different coverage strategies have been investigated, namely a discretized grid
(GRID), Rapidly Exploring Random Trees (RRT) (LaValle 1998), and a Kernel Density
Estimation (KDE). The methods are compared in Figure 5.13, where red dots mark the
resulting graph nodes.
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Figure 5.13: The coverage strategies utilized to explore the target surface. The visualized
area corresponds to the obstacle free chopping board surface.
Discretized Grid
The first coverage strategy constitutes a simple grid heuristic. The radius, ds/2, of the
collision sphere is used to calculate the grid resolution within the bounds of the target area.
The grid-based strategy is uninformed and may be applied if no prior knowledge on the
particle distribution is available.
Rapidly Exploring Random Trees
RRT (LaValle 1998) is a well established method in research on path planning and
exploration. The algorithm samples a random configuration qrand in the free space C,
calculates the nearest neighbor qnear, and extends the tree starting from this configuration
toward qnew, which incorporates the maximal expansion length qdelta. For the approach,
q ∈ R2 and qdelta = ds/2. The algorithm is biased to explore uncovered regions and it is
therefore predisposed for the region coverage problem. The RRT can be augmented to
reject nodes that are too far away from the particles to include prior knowledge about the
particle distribution.
Kernel Density Estimation
The third strategy to be investigated is a Gaussian KDE to estimate particle probability
regions within the particle distribution P :
K(x) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
e−||P i − x||2/h2 , (5.4)
where h is the bandwidth of the kernels. The multivariate KDE is visualized as a contour
plot on the right in Figure 5.13. This continuous representation is used to select the most
significant peaks with a clearance of ds, which places the nodes naturally at the position
with the highest effect. This approach is most beneficial if prior knowledge about the
distribution is available, e. g. perceived by a vision system, or estimated based on haptic
feedback (see Chapter 7).
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Figure 5.14: Top view of the developed graph structures for the three prototypical removal
actions absorb, collect, and skim. The goal nodes are marked in yellow. The
goal nodes for the skim action are located at the top, outside the boundaries
of the plot.
The calculated nodes ni serve as the starting point to grow SDGs with different semantic
goals Sg. As the coverage strategy may affect the task performance, it will be evaluated how
the execution time and the task performance are influenced (based on the goal definitions
in Section 4.3) in the remainder of this section. In the following the distribution generated
by the KDE is used to outline the graph generation for the three removal actions identified
in chapter Chapter 3 (compare Figure 5.14 with Figure 3.4).
The three removal actions have to be implemented in correspondence with the constraint
definitions in Section 4.3. In fact, the geometric process models of these actions need to
produce the desired effect to the particle distribution P . For example, the desired effect of
the absorb action is to remove all particles from the surface, by simply getting in contact
with each particle to trigger a delete operation. However, collecting and skimming require
directed tool motions to have the particles pushed toward a certain goal area (collect), or
pushed from the edge of the surface (skim), respectively. Suitable standard solutions for
these issues can be found in the literature on graph theory.
Absorbing
A possible solution for the absorb action is the Traveling Sales Person (TSP) algorithm.
Hess et al. (2012) showed that this is an effective approach to solve unconstrained robotic
wiping tasks in a generalized manner. The outcome is a natural curved motion covering all
nodes of the graph.
Collecting
The collect action requires to direct the graph to a certain goal region, i. e. a single root
node. In graph theory this problem is described by a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST)
(Graham and Hell 1985). The distance between the nodes serves thereby as cost function
with a maximum connection length lmax = ds.
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Skimming
Skimming is related to collecting and therefore implemented as multiple MSTs. The goals
are represented by multiple goal nodes outside the edges of the target surface. Depending
on the object that provides the target surface, only a subset of edges may be valid. For
the chopping board, only the edge facing the robot is defined as goal region (right in
Figure 5.14). As a result, multiple trees expand toward the closest goal node.
5.3.2 Generating Whole-Body Joint Motions
The development of SDGs in Cartesian space is only a first estimate for the feasibility of
the planned wiping motions. The collision sphere model is utilized to check for collision
free translational motion of the TCP along the developed graph structure. However,
the orientation of the tool is not considered until now. Similarly, the joint state of the
robot has to be integrated into the reasoning process to verify the overall feasibility. It is
most desirable to move the tool perpendicular to the planned motion, such that as many
particles as possible are effected. However, for some cases it is required to rotate the tool to
circumvent collisions or local minima in the joint space. Additionally, the highly redundant
robot may sometimes be able to resolve local minima on its own by selecting a different
joint configuration beforehand.
The graph structure of an SDG represents Cartesian tool motions that serve as the basis
for whole-body robot motions. The underlying problem to resolve a Cartesian path into
joint motions is formulated as path following problem. For each Cartesian pose x on a
Cartesian path X, the robot has to find a joint velocity q˙
q˙ = J†x˙+ (I − J†J)q˙0 , (5.5)
here J† is the generalized inverse of the Jacobian matrix (e. g. the Moore-Penrose pseudo-
inverse (Buss 2004)). The left term on the right hand side of the equation minimizes the
Euclidean norm of the joint velocity. The right term on the right hand side of the equation
exploits the redundancy of the manipulator to satisfy secondary criteria, e. g. avoidance
of collisions or local minima. The joint velocity q˙ and the joint acceleration q¨ must not
exceed the limits of the robotic manipulators. Moreover, the resulting joint path Q must
not collide with any obstacle nor the robot itself. These issues are particularly challenging
for humanoid robots with a high number of DOF, as the search space grows exponentially
with the number of joints.
An inverse kinematics based approach to the path following problem is proposed by
Konietschke and Hirzinger (2009). This algorithm is based on non-linear optimizations,
which allows Rollin’ Justin to track arbitrary Cartesian trajectories on-line. However, the
algorithm does not consider collisions with obstacles nor the robot itself. The local method
is prone to fall into local minima, such as singularities in the joint space. A global path
following approach is proposed by Huaman and Stilman (2012). The authors propose a
deterministic approach that exploits the redundancy in the discretized Jacobian null-space
of the robotic manipulators. The algorithm implements a breadth-first backwards search
procedure. Local minima or obstacles can thereby be circumvented by backtracking to
previous joint configurations. The major drawback of this method is high computation
time. It is advised to exploit local path following methods whenever possible and utilize
global search-based methods only if all local alternatives are revealed to be unfeasible. This
poses a trade-off between planning time and completeness while it mitigates the drawbacks
of the methods.
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Algorithm 5.4: The path following algorithm to resolve SDGs in joint space.
Input: The initial joint configuration qni , the goal node ni+1, and the step-size δ
Output : A continous joint path Q
1 xstart ← CalculateToolPose(qni , xgrasp)
2 foreach xgoal ∈ IterateFreeDOF(ni+1) do
3 Q← List()
4 X ← Interpolate(xstart, xgoal, δ)
5 foreach xi ∈X do
6 xeef,i ← xi · xgrasp
7 qi ← FindIK(xeef,i)
8 if IsValid(qi) then
9 Q ⌢ 〈qi〉
10 else
11 break
12 if Length(Q) = Length(X) then
13 return Q
14 return List()
Typically, path following algorithms aim to follow a given Cartesian path as exactly as
possible, where all six dimensions of the task are tracked (i. e. three translational dimensions
and three rotational dimensions). However, this poses unnecessary restrictions for wiping
tasks. For instance, a sponge may be rotated along the normal of the target surface to yield
better reachability without significantly decreasing the wiping effect. Another example is
the cleaning motion of a window wiper which has to be moved orthogonal to the wiper
blade in order to achieve the desired effect. However, rotating the wiper along the main
axis of the blade does not impair the cleaning result. To this end, a path following method
is proposed, which is aware of the free tool DOF available in the Cartesian space.
The overall path following procedure to plan wiping motions w. r. t. the redundancy of
the robot and the Cartesian space is defined as follows. Initially, the local path following
method described by Konietschke and Hirzinger (2009) is applied, with additional checks
for collision between the robot and the environment to follow the Cartesian tool motions of
the SDG. The sequence in which the SDG branches are processed depends on the wiping
action. The absorb motions consists of a single path and is therefore unambiguous. The
branches developed for the collect and skim actions are resolved iteratively, starting from
the leaf node closest to the initial tool pose. The motion propagates backwards to the root
node of the respective branch.
The procedure to generate continuous joint motions between two nodes is outlined in
Algorithm 5.4. The TCP poses are derived from the nodes in the graph. Each node ni is
oriented toward the next node ni+1 in the branch. The resulting poses (i. e. the translation
and orientation) for the nodes are utilized to calculate the initial hypothesis for the start
pose xstart and the goal pose xgoal of the TCP as formulated in (5.5). The edge (ni, ni+1)
in between the nodes is interpolated to resolve the constraints of the path following task.
Ideally, all interpolated poses xi are reachable and collision free so that the robot can
manipulate the tool accordingly12. However, in cluttered environments it is likely that
12The default orientation xgoal,0 is most effective w. r. t. the manipulation of the medium, i. e. the particles.
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Figure 5.15: Visualization of the tool orientation in case of collision and no reachability.
Initially, each node ni is oriented toward the next node ni+1. The tool rotation
is interpolated along the Cartesian path, i. e. the edge (ni, ni+1) between this
nodes. If a configuration along this path is in collision (left), or unreachable
(right), the free tool DOF are exploited.
some of the edges in between two nodes may be blocked by obstacles. Additionally, the
robot may face local minima (see Figure 5.15). In either case it is backtracked to the initial
pose xstart, where an an alternative goal pose xgoal is selected w. r. t. the free DOF of the
tool. The procedure is repeated until all alternative combinations in the discretized search
space of the free DOF are evaluated. If no successful path can be found, the global method
described by Huaman and Stilman (2012) is applied, which is guaranteed to find a path if
one exists (given enough time). If no feasible inverse kinematics solution is found at all, the
node is abandoned and the algorithm moves on with the remaining nodes of the branch.
It is notable that a Cartesian impedance controller alone would not be suficient to solve
the described path following problem, as the controller is not aware of the surrounding
obstacles it could collide with.
5.3.3 Reachability Extension
For now, the wiping tasks investigated in this section have been considered as globally
realizable in terms of reachability. However, it is quite common for wiping tasks in everyday
environments to extend over large areas as emphasized in Section 5.2.2. Some example tasks
are vacuuming the floor, wiping larger windows, and cleaning whole table surfaces. These
tasks require to reposition a mobile manipulator in order to cover the entire task region.
This thesis, proposes to incorporate this issue by introducing extended Semantic Directed
Graphs (eSDG), which augment the graph nodes ni with reachability information for the
robotic manipulator. This information is used to reposition the base of the robot during
the manipulation planing procedure. The reachability analysis introduced in Section 5.2.1
is adapted in this section by augmenting the reachability information for each graph node
in the eSDG structure. This allows the robot to optimize its base positions for smaller
sub-graphs of the eSDG and the underlying particle distribution model, respectively.
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Figure 5.16: The eSDG collect graph consists of three clusters visualized by the cyan nodes,
connected by purple lines. As the goal is located on the right (yellow node),
the cluster on the left is resolved first (transparent robot). The A* algorithm
is used to navigate between the clusters.
The sub-graphs of eSDGs, reffered to here as cluster, are computed according to Algo-
rithm 5.5. Initially, there is one cluster C for all nodes. The robot base position xbase is
optimized w. r. t. the mean reachability for the nodes in the cluster (5.2). For each node
ni, the reachability indices ri are calculated under consideration of the free DOF provided
by the tool (see Algorithm 5.4). Based on the earlier investigations (see Section 5.2.1),
an area is considered as sufficiently reachable if the mean reachability for the involved
poses is higher than 0.5 rmax. The cluster and the corresponding base position are stored
if all nodes are sufficiently reachable. If a sub-set of nodes is unreachable, the K-Means
algorithm is applied to split the cluster into two new clusters (K = 2). The two cluster
centers are initialized with the center of the reachable nodes R, and unreachable nodes
U , respectively. An alternative approach would be to select the clusters according to
the initial reachability estimation, i. e. using R and U directly as new cluster. However,
in comparison, the proposed approach yields larger connected areas rather than smaller
scattered regions. The algorithm is executed recursively.
The eSDG clusters extend the reasoning procedure for wiping actions, such that each
cluster implements the strategy of the main graph, i. e. absorbing, collecting and skimming.
Moreover, the individual clusters depend on each other. For the collect action, each cluster
implements the collect strategy with an intermediate goal. The clusters have to be executed
in the right order, such that all motions propagate toward the goal node of the overall
action as it is visualized in Figure 5.16. The extended procedure for the skim action is
more complex. The clusters that are not connected with the goal region (i. e. the edge
of the target surface) have to be executed at first. The inner clusters for the skim eSDG
can therefore be considered as collect actions. Afterwards the outer clusters are executed,
such that all particles are removed from the target surface subsequently. In contrast, the
clusters of the absorb action may be executed independently. The A* algorithm (Hart
et al. 1968) is applied to navigate in between the base positions of the clusters.
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Algorithm 5.5: Extended SDG function, ExtendSDG(C, eSDG).
Input: The initial cluster C, and the eSDG structure
Output : The eSDG structure, including a list of clusters C and their base
positions xbase
1 xbase ← OptimizeBasePose(C)
2 R← List()
3 U ← List()
4 foreach ni ∈ C do
5 ri ← CalculateReachability(ni, xgrasp)
6 if ri >= 0.5 rmax then
7 R[i]← ni
8 else
9 U [i]← ni
10 if U = ∅ then
11 eSDG ⌢ 〈C,xbase〉
12 else
13 foreach Ci ∈ KMeans(C, Centers(R, U)) do
14 eSDG← ExtendSDG(Ci, eSDG)
15 return eSDG
5.3.4 Combined Wiping Actions
In some cases wiping actions may be combined to serve a higher level goal. A common
example is the disposal of breadcrumbs into a trash can as it is visualized in Figure 5.17.
If the robot would be commanded to skim all particles into the trash can with a single
skim action, the result would not be satisfactorily as the goal region defined by the target
surface is not specific enough. In case of the chopping board, the goal region is defined
as the edge of the board pointing toward the table edge. Since the trash can is smaller
than this area, most of the particles would end up outside the trash can instead of inside
as intended.
A possible solution to this is to plan multiple wiping actions. The combination of multiple
actions to solve a greater goal was already outlined in Figure 3.3. In the example at hand,
the robot is commanded to execute a collect action in the first place to accumulate all
particles next to the trash can. The accumulated particle distribution is used as input for
the subsequent skim action by utilizing the KDE method to generate a new SDG. As a
result, all particles are skimmed off the chopping board right above the trash can.
5.3.5 Effect Prediction and Evaluation
The particle distribution model introduced in Section 4.3 is utilized to predict the effect
of the planned wiping motions in simulation. The performance is rated according to the
constraint definitions stated in Section 4.3, which are formulated to match the underlying
process model of the respective prototypical removal actions encoded as graph structure
of the SDG. As the task performance may depend on the initial node distribution on the
target surface, this sub-section evaluates the different node distribution strategies w. r. t.
the investigated wiping actions. The evaluation is conducted in three different scenarios.
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Figure 5.17: A combination of a collect action (left) and a skim action (right) is used to
dispense all particles into a trash can (red).
Scenario I constitutes the chopping board scenario illustrated in Figure 4.6. For scenario
II, the same environment is assumed without the chopping board, such that the particles
are distributed on the entire table surface as shown in Figure 5.16. Scenario III is a car
cleaning scenario, where the target surface is approximated by a planar target surface
aligned with the windshield of the car that was introduced with Figure 5.10.
The sponge introduced with the example wiping task shown in Figure 5.10 is used in all
experiments in order to obtain comparable results w. r. t. the task performance. All actions
are considered as unreachable, such that the eSDG strategy applies and the optimization
time is incorporated in the evaluation. All three coverage strategies (i. e. GRID, RRT,
KDE) are paired with the three removal actions (i. e. absorbing, collecting, skimming)
and evaluated w. r. t. the traveled Cartesian distance in contact with the surface, the
computation time, the execution time, and the task performance. The calculation of the
computation time involves the node distribution, the cluster optimization, and the path
following algorithm. The collision check time using OpenRAVE (Diankov 2010) is included
for all of these steps. The execution time is based on a maximum velocity of 1 rad/s
joint speed, and a maximum joint acceleration of 2 rad/s2. The maximum base velocity is
limited to 0.5m/s, and a maximum acceleration of 1m/s2. The performance measurement
is conducted according to the constraint definitions (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4). Accordingly, the
metric for the absorb action can be described as the number of deleted particles, the collect
action is evaluated based on the number of particles within the radius rs around the goal
node ngoal, and the metric for the skim action is the number of particles pushed outside
the boundaries of the target surface. All results are based on the average of five trials with
different initial particle distributions. The results are listed in Table 5.1, Table 5.2, and
Table 5.3. For each scenario, one particular planning procedure is visualized. In the table
top scenario with the chopping board, the collect action is shown in Figure 5.18. In the
second scenario (Figure 5.19), the absorb action is illustrated, where Rollin’ Justin has
to absorb all particles on the table. Figure 5.20 illustrates the last scenario in which all
particles have to be skimmed off the windshield of a car.
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Table 5.1: Evaluation of the chopping board scenario.
GRID RRT KDE
Absorb
Cart. dist. [m] 1.52 1.41 1.90
comp. time [s] 45.96 57.12 62.00
exec. time [s] 18.01 25.92 27.71
performance [%] 84.25 85.00 95.75
Collect
Cart. dist. [m] 1.54 1.45 1.90
comp. time [s] 69.89 68.48 72.24
exec. time [s] 16.17 32.42 43.28
performance [%] 86.50 86.75 90.50
Skim
Cart. dist. [m] 1.81 1.62 2.01
comp. time [s] 107.17 44.25 90.57
exec. time [s] 32.11 26.51 45.81
performance [%] 88.00 80.25 97.00
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.18: Simulation-based effect prediction for the collect action in the chopping board
scenario. The particles contact behavior is visualized over time.
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Table 5.2: Evaluation of the table top scenario.
GRID RRT KDE
Absorb
Cart. dist. [m] 4.34 4.10 3.24
comp. time [s] 144.47 312.45 169.92
exec. time [s] 41.30 66.96 52.485
performance [%] 77.00 79.50 70.50
Collect
Cart. dist. [m] 3.68 3.60 2.92
comp. time [s] 110.92 161.60 270.56
exec. time [s] 65.71 83.36 62.14
performance [%] 70.25 69.25 41.75
Skim
Cart. dist. [m] 5.48 4.95 3.75
comp. time [s] 211.14 260.34 255.58
exec. time [s] 113.37 122.76 102.48
performance [%] 71.75 66.50 53.00
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.19: Simulation-based effect prediction for the absorb action in the table scenario.
The particles contact behavior is visualized over time.
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Table 5.3: Evaluation of the windshield scenario.
GRID RRT KDE
Absorb
Cart. dist. [m] 4.44 4.84 4.69
comp. time [s] 314.04 423.21 417.66
exec. time [s] 77.59 111.90 66.11
performance [%] 90.13 90.50 91.00
Collect
Cart. dist. [m] 4.97 4.76 4.22
comp. time [s] 885.45 262.55 428.05
exec. time [s] 112.47 116.26 97.56
performance [%] 48.50 39.25 62.75
Skim
Cart. dist. [m] 5.58 5.65 5.89
comp. time [s] 325.97 212.34 199.03
exec. time [s] 108.18 103.29 96.03
performance [%] 94.50 88.50 88.50
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.20: Simulation-based effect prediction for the skim action in the windshield sce-
nario. The particles contact behavior is visualized over time.
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5.3.6 Discussion
The proposed particle distribution is a suitable representation to estimate the outcome of
wiping motions in compliant contact. It is applicable to predict the effect of wiping motions
generated with the different coverage strategies and measure the task performance w. r. t.
the constraint definition for the three removal actions. The combination of local and global
joint motion generation strategies provides an effective trade-off between planning times
and completeness. In combination with the extension toward wide areas, the algorithm
is most suitable for solving arbitrary wiping tasks. In conclusion, the approach enables
a robotic agent to reason about the task performance of wiping actions as it is aware of
the desired state change of the particle distribution. This allows to decide for the most
effective strategy to clean a surface given a certain problem instance.
The different coverage strategies vary widely in performance for the individual settings.
This allows the robot to reason about the most effective coverage strategy given a concrete
problem definition. In case of lesser obstructed environments (as for example posed by
the chopping board scenario and the windshield scenario) the KDE mostly outperforms
the other methods w. r. t. the performance metrics defined in Section 4.3. However, the
KDE coverage strategy seems to be biased by obstacles as it is less efficient for the table
scenario. In particular, one can observe that the graph constructed based on the KDE
often results in collisions with the environment which renders the nodes unreachable. This
phenomenon is reflected by the poor path length and the low performance. The GRID
heuristic and the RRT algorithm perform equally good for most of the scenarios. However,
the GRID heuristic is not impaired by probabilistic effects and can thus be used to create
repeatable results.
In conclusion it can be stated that the task performance for a specific scenario depends
highly on the selected coverage strategy. A robot may have to test all available coverage
strategies for a given scenario in order to figure out and execute the most effective one. While
this is a drawback for one-time tasks, this observation can be exploited to improve recurring
tasks, e. g. industrial manufacturing tasks, such as polishing the surface of a car. These
tasks can be autonomously optimized w. r. t. the execution time or the task performance
by iterating over the available coverage strategies and vary the coverage parameters (e. g.
rs). Moreover, the robot can continuously improve on the task performance by integrating
episodic memories of previous executions into the reasoning process. For example, the task
performance of previous trials can be used to benchmark future trials with alternative task
parameters, e. g. a different tool alignment. The generic approach can be utilized to solve
previously unseen wiping tasks, only given the desired semantic goal and the geometric
properties of the tool and the environment. In this regard, this approach constitutes a
valuable addition for autonomous robots.
5.4 Related Work
Hybrid reasoning, by means of a combination of symbolic planning and geometric planning,
is mandatory for autonomous solving of manipulation tasks. By only giving a high-level
command, a robot has to reason about the symbolic order of the actions to fulfill (e. g.
picking a mug before placing it in a cupboard with the available resources), but also
about the geometric execution (e. g. how to pick and place in particular with the specific
capabilities of the robot).
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Several approaches have been proposed to solve manipulation tasks based on combined
symbolic and geometric reasoning. Dornhege et al. (2012) ground symbolic actions based
on PDDL (Ghallab et al. 1998) by adding semantic attachment modules. Wolfe et al.
(2010) directly integrate external geometric solvers into a symbolic Hierarchical Task
Network (HTN) planner. Karlsson et al. (2012) invoke geometric actions during the
symbolic planning phase and propose geometric backtracking in case of failure. Kaelbling
and Lozano-Pe´rez (2011) focus their work on symbolic and geometric planning under
uncertainty for mobile manipulation. However, when mobility is required to solve a task it
is necessary to additionally reason about the question where to place a robot.
The topology of a manipulation scenario is crucial for the success of a task. Depending
on the position of a robot, objects are possibly out of reach. Manipulating such an object
is thus unfeasible. Zacharias et al. (2007) propose to use Capability Maps to represent
the workspace for robotic manipulators. Capability maps can be used to position the
mobile base best possible to manipulate objects or follow workspace trajectories (Zacharias
et al. 2009). Stulp et al. (2012a) use capability maps to guide the positioning of a mobile
base to so-called Action-Related Places to manipulate objects under uncertainty w. r. t.
the performed action. Semantic maps, as generated from sensor input by Nu¨chter and
Hertzberg (2008) are used by Galindo et al. (2008) in combination with symbolic planning
to command mobile robots to reach a desired goal location. Vahrenkamp et al. (2013)
propose an inverse reachability approach to find suitable base positions for a particular 6D
target position. After the robot is positioned most optimally, it has to reason about the
geometric process model of the task it is ought to execute.
In the particular case of wiping a surface, this process model is often considered as a
coverage path planning problem (Latombe 1990), where a robot has to find a path (i. e. for
a cleaning device) connecting all nodes of a graph in a time- or effort-optimal way. Okada
et al. (2005; 2006) apply an inverse-kinematics-based programming approach to compute
whole-body motions for the tasks of sweeping the floor, vacuuming the floor, and washing
the dishes with a humanoid robot. Urbanek et al. (2004) demonstrated how machine
learning can be used to teach a robot different movement primitives by demonstration in
the context of wiping a table. While humans can implement different wiping strategies this
way , the meaning behind the motion is not transferred to the robot. Gabriely and Rimon
(2001) consider the coverage problem arising for a mobile robot such as a autonomous
lawn mower. They propose to sub-divide the search space into a grid and apply variations
of the Spanning Tree Covering (STC) algorithm to cover the area. Hess et al. (2012)
describe an approach to autonomously compute cleaning trajectories for redundant robotic
manipulators guiding a sponge on 3d surfaces. They utilize a variation of the Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP) and resolve the joint motions of the robotic manipulator by
nulls-space optimization in a discretized Jacobian null-space along the Cartesian path (see
(Huaman and Stilman 2012)). The approach does not integrate different semantic goals
and is therefore only applicable to undirected tasks, such as vacuuming or dusting.
5.5 Summary
The human mind is evolution’s most powerful computing machine. It enables humans
to ground symbolic task descriptions to meaningful geometric procedures, and provides
the means to plan effect-oriented actions for arbitrary problems. In combination, this
allows humans to plan everyday manipulation tasks efficiently and effortlessly. This
chapter proposes the methods to mirror these human cognitive skills based on machine
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intelligence. This problem is challenging, but also indispensable to the creation of robots
with human-level intelligence. This chapter presented a suitable set of planning methods to
solve everyday wiping tasks, which span almost half of all daily household chores Cakmak
and Takayama (2013). In particular, it was shown how Action Templates are integrated
into an object-centric hybrid reasoning procedure that integrates symbolic planning with
geometric planning in a generic way. The concept was extended with mobility reasoning
to incorporate tasks that operate over an increased workspace, such as cleaning windows.
Moreover, the geometric reasoning procedure defined in the main part of Action Templates
was supported by fundamental effect-space planning methods. That is, a concept for goal-
oriented planning of wiping motions was proposed based on a particle distribution model.
This model was furthermore used to predict the effect of the robot motions qualitatively. In
conclusion, the developed methods allow a compliant robot to plan semantically meaningful
whole-body wiping motions. The compliant execution strategy shall be detailed in the
following chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
Compliance Parameterization and Task Execution
This chapter tackles the problem of compliance parameterization and task execution. In
particular, it investigates how purely kinematically planned tool motions can be converted
into context-aware, physically compliant joint motions of the humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin.
It describes the concepts and methods that enable a robot to interact compliantly with the
environment. It builds on the reasoning methods introduced earlier, providing joint motions
for goal-oriented wiping motions. The parameterization and execution of these motions are
explained here, in order to achieve the desired effects, i. e. the manipulation of a particular
medium. Section 6.1 introduces the fundamental concepts of compliant robot controll in
general and impedance control in particular. Section 6.2 builds on these concepts to show
how a whole-body impedance controller can be integrated into the reasoning framework
developed in Chapter 5. The method is evaluated in Section 6.3. Altogether, this chapter
describes the third part of the Intelligent Physical Compliance concept, i. e. the execution
of compliant manipulation tasks with autonomous robots as it is repeated in Figure 6.1.
The findings formulated in this chapter are mainly based on three articles. The integration
of low-level whole-body impedance control into the high-level AI reasoning framework was
outlined in (Leidner et al. 2014b) and later refined in (Leidner et al. 2016b; Ott et al. 2015).
The compliant interaction strategies have been mainly developed in (Leidner et al. 2016b).
6.1 Control Strategies for Compliant Interaction
Soft physical interaction is the principal characteristic of many household chores and
industrial manufacturing tasks. Humans use their sense of touch and haptic perception
to detect contact with the world and the relaxation of their muscles to react compliantly.
The stiffness of the muscles is adapted w. r. t. the expected or actual contact situation
(Grebenstein 2012). For example, when the impact force is not exactly known (e. g. for
unforeseen collisions) a human would stiffen all involved muscles in order to prevent tissue
damage. In contrast, humans react elastically in case of foreseen impacts (e. g. when
landing after a jump). This concept is commonly referred to as variable stiffness. In
robotics, variable stiffness can be realized through sensory feedback control (active) or
with mechanically compliant components (passive). Accordingly, a robot can be capable of
active compliance or passive compliance, respectively.
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Interpret
Execute
Represent
Plan
Figure 6.1: Executing Intelligent Physical Compliance.
Active compliance can be effectively realized by means of integrated joint torque sensors.
These sensors provide modern light-weight robots with the ability of compliant interaction
based on torque control strategies. Especially the concept of impedance control (Hogan
1985) poses an interesting concept for active compliance, as it matches the requirements of
robotic wiping tasks (Hogan 1987). The impedance control idea is based on the concept
of virtual springs. A manipulator will deviate from its motion in the presence of external
forces and torques. The extent of this deviation is determined by a user-defined, virtual
stiffness. Rather stiff robots, like the LWR III13 (Hirzinger et al. 2002), can this way
interact compliantly with their environment.
Passive compliance is often realized by means of Variable Stiffness Actuators (VSA) that
contain real mechanical springs and auxiliary drives to modify their stiffness. The DLR
Hand Arm System (Grebenstein et al. 2011), for example, is a flexible anthropomorphic
robot arm realized based on this principle (Friedl et al. 2011; Wolf et al. 2011). In
comparison to the DLR LWR III, it is intrinsically elastic as it is designed based on flexible
elements. The springs in the actuators allow for compliant manipulation under rough
conditions. As an example, the Hand Arm System is able to operate a heavy pneumatic drill
to perform a drilling action. The elasticity of the system compensates for the vibrations
and impacts such that the actuators remain undamaged.
This chapter focuses on the concept of active compliance, as all experiments are conducted
with the humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin which is assembled from two LWR III. Most
approaches for active compliance control rely on a profound knowledge of the robots
kinematics and dynamics. The kinematics for robotic manipulators is typically described
by the joint coordinates q ∈ Rn, where n is the number of joints or actuated DOF,
respectively. The workspace of the robot (in control theory, typically referred to as the
operational space (Khatib 1987)) is spanned by the joint coordinates and can be formulated
13The LWR III is constructed from harmonic drives. These gears are intrinsically elastic. However, the
elasticity arising from this component is of minor magnitude and thus neglected here.
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as x(q) ∈ Rm, where m refers to the dimensions of the operational space, e. g. 6 for the
complete Cartesian space at the end-effector. Humanoid service robots such as Rollin’
Justin exhibit a large number of DOF. If m < n, the robot is kinematically redundant,
i. e. it possesses more joints than required to reach a given operational-space task. This
redundancy can be utilized to solve additional control tasks in the so-called null space of
the robot (see Section 6.1.2). In general, the relation between the joint configuration q and
the operational-space coordinates x of a robot can be expressed by forward kinematics. The
inverse kinematics describe the mapping from the operational space x to the joint space q.
For redundant robots, the ambiguity has to be resolved in order to make this mapping
unique, as it was explained in (5.5). While forward kinematics and inverse kinematics
describe the relation of joint-space positions and operational-space positions, the relation
between joint-space torques τ and generalized, operational-space forces f (including forces
and torques) was not explicitly mentioned in the previous chapters. In general, this relation
can be formulated as
τ = J(q)Tf , (6.1)
where J(q) is the Jacobian matrix. However, it is addressed by Hogan (1985) that the
interaction between two physical systems cannot be formulated based on either the position
or the force alone. Accordingly, an operational space controller for compliant physical
interaction has to incorporate both positions and forces in one control law. One possible
way to achieve this is presented with the concept of impedance control.
6.1.1 Impedance Control
Impedance control describes an approach to map velocities to forces, by altering the
mechanical impedance of a robotic manipulator by means of active control (Hogan 1985).
This becomes necessary if the robot has to interact compliantly with its environment.
It was interpreted by Hogan that this formulation is a natural consequence of the way
physically interacting systems should be represented. In particular, Hogan argues that
the environment should be represented as an admittance, which describes a mapping from
forces to positions, and the robot should be represented by an impedance, describing the
inverse model.
The regulation case for a Cartesian impedance controller is described here based on the
illustration of Dietrich (2015), visualized in Figure 6.2. The input for the operational space
controller xdes is here treated as a Cartesian end-effector coordinate, which is introduced
as the spatial, virtual equilibrium point in Figure 1.10. Deviations at the end-effector
x − xdes result in forces f cmd ∈ Rm exerted by the robot. In case of physical contact with
Impedance
control
Torque
control Robot
Compliant inner control loop
+
-
.
Figure 6.2: Cartesian impedance control loop (Dietrich 2015).
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the environment, the virtual equilibrium point cannot be reached, and a residual external
force f ext remains. The end-effector position x and the end-effector velocity x˙ are used as
feedback. As a result of the contact situation, the external force counteracts the controller
force f cmd . The transposed Jacobian matrix maps this force to a torque command τ cmd.
The torque controller output is denoteted as the motor torque τm. The compliant behavior
is realized by feedback of τ in the inner control loop.
In conclusion, one can observe that the inner control loop is the compliant part, while
the outer control loop increases the stiffness of the overall closed-loop system. Based on
this concept, small- to medium-level stiffness settings can be adjusted. However, further
increasing the stiffness toward higher levels results in eventual destabilization. This range
of operation makes impedance control the perfect controller for compliant manipulation
tasks that require limited positioning accuracy as observed for the example of wiping chores.
By additionally clamping the controller force to a certain maximum, it is furthermore
possible to limit the exerted force according to the task requirements (e. g. allowing only
small forces for scrubbing glasses, while higher forces can be exerted to clean a skillet). The
main drawback of this method is that the robot has to deal with the remaining steady-state
error, as the impedance control law does not include an integrator. In addition, external
loads have to be estimated and compensated accordingly, which is especially hard for
unknown objects and objects with varying center of mass, e. g. a bottle of water. One way
to circumvent this issue is to increase the stiffness. However, this also influences the task
outcome. Accordingly, the parameterization has to be performed carefully, i. e. such that it
does not affect the desired high-level goal of the commanded task. As a rule of thumb,
only the directions of contact should be parameterized softly, if possible. For example,
using a broom to clean a floor it is necessary to set a compliant behavior for the downward
direction and the rotation around the brush, while it is strongly advised to set higher
stiffness values for the forward direction and the upward direction in order to force the
broom to travel along the desired trajectory. Otherwise, the tool might get stuck at some
point and the robot fails to solve the task as indicated in Figure 1.4. This, and some other
example parameter sets are discussed in Section 6.3. Additionally, it might be desirable to
specify different stiffness settings for different body regions or different manipulators/arms
of a robot. In order to achieve this, the impedance controller has to be embedded into a
whole-body control framework.
6.1.2 Hierarchical Whole-Body Control
While it is natural for humans to execute whole-body motions, it is a non-trivial task for a
robot control framework to synchronize multiple manipulators and the mobile base of a
(legged or wheeled) humanoid robot. In particular, a Cartesian position for one end-effector
(e. g. one arm) can potentially be reached with an infinite number of joint configurations,
i. e. the joint motion as well as the final joint configuration are ambiguous. While this seems
to be a problem at first, it can be exploited by the control framework to solve additional
control tasks simultaneously. That is, it is not only necessary to move the end-effector to
the virtual equilibrium, but it is also desirable to execute this motion without traveling
through singularities, without running into joint limits, and while self-collisions are avoided.
As soon as multiple control tasks are executed simultaneously, it is mandatory that the more
important tasks are executed with a higher priority and subordinate tasks are executed
with lower priority. For example, while it is often desirable to reach the commanded goal
position for the end-effector, it is even more important to avoid collisions with obstacles
and surrounding humans. Moreover, while in contact, it is not trivial to determine which
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part of the kinematic chain shall remain in the initial position and which joints have to
deviate in order to resolve the internal motions originating from the physical interaction.
This becomes even more crucial if this decision influences the stability properties of the
system. For this reason, a whole-body control framework has to monitor the internal state
of the individual control tasks and eliminate discrepancies between them. Experience has
shown that this is best incorporated by establishing a hierarchy for the individual control
tasks. In the whole-body control framework implemented on Rollin’ Justin, a strict task
hierarchy with m priority levels is realized via null space projections (Nakamura et al. 1987;
Siciliano and Slotine 1991), which is a standard tool in redundancy resolutions. The overall
control torque can be formulated as
τ = τ 1 +
m∑
i=2
N i(q)τ i , (6.2)
where the indices describe the priority levels, such that j < k means that j has higher
priority than k. Each of the lower level control actions τ i for 1, i ≤ m is projected onto
the null space of all higher priority control tasks according to the respective null space
projector N i(q). Several different types of null space projectors are available with different
properties. Among others, one can select between statically consistent (Albu-Scha¨ffer et al.
2003) or dynamically consistent (Khatib 1987) null space projections and successive or
augmented null space projections (Antonelli 2009). Furthermore, one specific task may
require a high tracking performance (Operational Space Formulation (Khatib 1987)), while
another tasks requires improved contact/physical interaction behavior with guaranteed
stability (Compliance Control (Ott 2008; Dietrich et al. 2013)). However, as this exceeds
the scope of this thesis, one may refer to the overview on null space projections as given
by Dietrich et al. (2015). More interesting in this context is the type of the control task
and the respective parameter set. An overview is given in Table 6.114. In the following,
the most relevant control tasks are described based on potential fields15.
Cartesian Impedance
Cartesian impedance (Hogan 1985; Ott 2008) is the primary control task to solve manipu-
lation tasks in the Cartesian operational space. Cartesian impedance at an end-effectors
constitutes one of the basic functionalities for any service robot. The Cartesian impedance
is modeled as a mass-spring-damper system in the Cartesian directions of the TCP. This
results in a compliant behavior for the robotic end-effector. The planning layer has to define
the virtual, spatial equilibrium point xdes, the stiffness, the damping, and the maximum
permissible Cartesian forces/torques. The control torque is
τ car = −
(
∂Vcar(q,Ccar)
∂q
)T
−Dcar(q,Ccar)q˙ , (6.3)
where Vcar denotes the spatial spring potential and Ccar describes the parameterization,
e. g. the potential stiffness, the trajectories, and maximum Cartesian forces. Damping is
injected by the positive definite damping matrix Dcar(q,Ccar). Detailed information on
Cartesian impedance control can be found in Ott et al. (2008).
14Although the parameterization of control tasks depends on several factors, it is not mandatory to define
all parameters for every single action. In this case, general-purpose default values apply.
15Reactive control task for robots are most frequently defined based on artificial attractive or repulsive
potential fields (Khatib 1986), where the gradient is used in the control action.
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Table 6.1: Overview of the parameters for the control tasks. Note that all parameters
are instantiated with general-purpose values. The overall controller parameter
vector is defined as C = (Ccar,Cjnt,Csca,Cmes,Csav,Cg) .
Description Value Parameters
Cartesian impedance Ccar
Stiffness (3 transl., 3 rot.), trajectories, damping,
max.Cartesian wrench (3 transl., 3 rot.)
Joint impedance Cjnt Stiffness (n joints), trajectories, joint damping
Self-collision avoidance Csca
Stiffness (in collision direction), thresholds,
emergency stop conditions, damping ratios
Avoidance of end stops Cmes Stiffness (n joints), joint damping
Singularity avoidance Csav
Stiffness (in singularity space), thresholds,
damping (in singularity space)
Gravity compensation Cg Loads (mass, inertia, center of mass)
Cartesian impedance is a crucial feature for resolving wiping tasks. Since it is most
effective to treat all wiping actions as robot-independent problems, all assumptions on
force and stiffness are made w. r. t. the involved objects and therefore in Cartesian object
space (Wimbo¨ck 2013) and later transformed into the original joint coordinates.
Joint Impedance
In contrast to Cartesian impedance, joint impedance does not map the operational space
to the joint space, but it is defined directly in joint space. The control torque is
τ jnt = −
(
∂Vjnt(q,Cjnt)
∂q
)T
−Djnt(q,Cjnt)q˙ , (6.4)
where Vjnt denotes the spring potential, the parameterization is specified by Cjnt, and
Djnt(q,Cjnt) is the p.d. damping matrix related to the joint impedance.
Joint impedance can be applied to arbitrary subsystems of a robot, such as an arm or
the torso. This is particularly useful for bi-manual tasks, such as sweeping with a broom.
In this case, the torso can be set to be stiffer than the arms to ensures a steady torso
posture while external disturbances can be compensated at the same time.
Self-collision Avoidance
Especially for robots with many DOF, self-collision avoidance poses a major issue due to
the large number of possible collisions between body parts. A reactive collision avoidance
technique has been developed for Rollin’ Justin (Dietrich et al. 2011). It is based on
artificial, repulsive forces between potentially colliding links. For each collision direction, a
desired mass-spring-damper relation is implemented. The control torque is
τ sca = −
(
∂Vsca(q,Csca)
∂q
)T
−Dsca(q,Csca)q˙ , (6.5)
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where Vsca denotes the repulsive potential which is parameterized in Csca. Among others,
the parameters contain the safety distance between links where the brakes are engaged
(emergency stop), the potential stiffness, and the distance threshold at which the controller
starts to generate repulsive forces. The damping is injected via Dsca(q,Csca).
Self-collision avoidance may selectively be disabled for tasks where multiple manipulators
work close to each other such as in the hands while washing the dishes.
Avoidance of Mechanical End Stops
Avoiding mechanical end stops is one of the standard control task in robotics. Similar
to the self-collision avoidance, artificial repulsive potentials are designed around the end
stops, such that this control task is only active close to them. Otherwise, it is inactive.
The control torque is
τmes = −
(
∂Vmes(q,Cmes)
∂q
)T
−Dmes(q,Cmes)q˙ , (6.6)
where Vmes denotes the repulsive potential and Cmes is responsible for the parameterization,
e. g. the stiffness and the thresholds. Damping is injected via Dmes(q,Cmes).
Singularity Avoidance
With reference to Section 5.2.2, it is important to maintain a high manipulability throughout
the entire execution of a task, in order to be able to properly react upon unexpected events
or disturbances. For this reason, it is important to avoid singularities. Various methods
are known in the literature. However, the representations based on the kinematic and the
dynamic manipulability measure (Yoshikawa 1990) are among the most popular ones. The
control torque can be described as
τ sav = −
(
∂Vsav(msav(q),Csav)
∂q
)T
−Dsav(q,Csav)q˙ , (6.7)
where Vsav is the potential to repel from singular configurations, the manipulability measure
is denoted by msav(q), and Csav parameterizes the control task by defining the stiffness and
the manipulability thresholds (Ott 2008). Again, damping is injected via Dsav(q,Csav).
Just like mechanical end stops and self-collisions, singularities can additionally be avoided
by providing roughly approximated reference trajectories to be used in combination with a
joint impedance controller (6.4). This is done by calculating inverse kinematics solutions
for discretized steps along the Cartesian task trajectory during the geometric reasoning
step (cf. Section 5.3.2). Nevertheless, it is mandatory to parameterize the control tasks
w. r. t. the current state of the environment, in order to react upon unforeseen disturbances
such as humans in the workspace of the robot.
Gravity Compensation
Gravitational effects can be compensated by simulating a gravity model of the system
online (Ott et al. 2004). The respective control torque can be written as
τ g =
(
∂Vg(q,Cg)
∂q
)T
, (6.8)
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where Vg denotes potential of the gravity vector parameterized by Cg, which contains
information about the mass, the inertia, and the center of mass for all links of the robot
and manipulated objects.
Platform Control
Nonholonomic, mobile platforms are mostly controlled via kinematic controllers. The robot
follows a commanded trajectory while implicitly complying with the rolling constraints.
In the case of Rollin’ Justin, such a control law has been implemented by Giordano et al.
(2009). The controller expects a trajectory in the plane of motion, i. e. in one rotational
and two translational directions.
Mobility is inevitable to solve manipulation tasks that occupy wide areas (e. g. cleaning
the floor or wiping large windows). Moreover, combining the mobile base with additional
joints is required to execute whole-body motions. Whether to move only a subset of joints,
arms, and torso, or to include the mobile base for solving a given task has to be defined
during the reasoning process.
Altogether the control tasks span a large parameter space as one can see in Table 6.1.
The control framework alone cannot parameterize this space meaningfully, semantically
speaking, i. e. by incorporating the task-specific requirements. This is due to the lack of
semantic information on the control level. Accordingly, this problem has to be forwarded
to the reasoning layer, which is the subject of the following section.
6.2 Controller Parameterization
Free space motions that are executed with an impedance controller can be modeled in such
a way that the motion of the robot is relatively accurate with a marginal tracking error. In
contact, the motion deviates naturally. The deviation of the motion results in a force at the
end-effector. This causality can be exploited in the design of compliant manipulation tasks.
In order to prevent damage to the robot and the environment, it is strongly recommended
to limit the exerted forces to a certain maximum. The parameterization of these values
cannot be done by the control level itself as it has no knowledge on the high-level task
context. Only by integrating high-level task reasoning with low-level impedance control
an appropriate parameterization can be achieved. An overview of this cognition-enabled
controller concept is given in Figure 6.3.
6.2.1 Trajectory Design in Contact
Symbolically, the effects of an action are meant to be described according to the classification
of compliant manipulation tasks conducted in Chapter 3. The symbolic planner selects the
correct action based on the current symbolic world state, i. e. the available tools and the
given task to solve. In the example of wiping actions, this means that the action involves
the tool-medium-surface tuple. The geometric parameterization as well as the controller
parameters are selected to meet the requirements of the particular instance of the task. This
parameterization is performed during the reasoning procedure. Depending on the parameter
type a part of the object knowledge is responsible for the parameterization. The hierarchy
can be set during the execution of the Action Template. An example parameterization for
the accumulation of shards using a broom is outlined in Figure 6.4. Here, the self-collision
avoidance is of top priority, which is often the case when multiple manipulators interact
simultaneously with the environment. Second, the Cartesian impedance is parameterized.
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Figure 6.3: Overview of the cognition-enabled controller concept. The whole-body controller
is parameterized by the reasoning introduced in Chapter 5. In return, the
controller provides episodic memories to interpret the task outcome to be
detailed in Chapter 7.
The Cartesian task trajectory specifies the virtual, spatial equilibrium point over time,
where the information about the object mass and the center of mass have to be incorporated
as well. The desired contact behavior is regulated based on the forces and torques in
the operational space. Additionally, a joint trajectory may be provided to generate a
predictable whole-body motion that avoids singularities and joint limits.
On the geometric level the task is described according to geometric relations between
the involved objects. However, the compliant behavior of the real robot is difficult to
model; even when excluding possible elastic contact behavior between tool and surface. To
solve this issue human task knowledge is exploited by integrating the control level into the
reasoning step. This is done by defining the Cartesian trajectory for the TCP xtool w. r. t.
the virtual, spatial equilibrium point xdes for the end-effector. The trajectory is computed
w. r. t. the involved objects and their properties, e. g. the mug radius defines the circular
trajectory for the sponge. In this example, only translational motions are commanded.
At control level, the compliance parameters are defined. The rotations of the tool are
introduced by defining the Cartesian object stiffness and the maximum Cartesian contact
force. Deviations on contact are neglected during planning time. The resulting Cartesian
control torque τ car according to (6.3) enables a compliant robot to adapt itself to the
curvature of the target surface resulting in a deliberate deviation of the end-effector from
the commanded Cartesian trajectory
xact = xdes + xdev (q,C,f ext) . (6.9)
Herein xact(q) describes the forward kinematics based on the link side measurements
(see Figure 6.5). It contains both the translation pact(q) of the TCP and its orientation,
depending on the chosen representation (e. g. via Euler angles). The term xact(q) can
be represented as the combination of the commanded TCP position/orientation xdes and
the deviation xdev between this commanded and the actual TCP position/orientation.
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Figure 6.4: The conceptual parameterization of the control level. The objects that partici-
pate in the action span the parameter set. The respective object elements that
parameterize the control level are listed on the left, the influenced controller
task is listed in the center, and the execution effects that are mandatory to
fulfill the desired task outcome are listed on the right.
The deviation is subject to the parameterization C of the whole-body controller and the
external forces/torques f ext.
The control level alone cannot guarantee a successful task execution by only following
the Cartesian virtual equilibrium, since the applied local control methods are vulnerable to
get stuck in local minima. Furthermore, collisions with the obstacles other than the robot
cannot be prevented that way. Therefore, a roughly approximated reference trajectory
is provided during the reasoning step by computing discrete inverse kinematics solutions
along the task trajectory (cf. Section 5.3.2). During run-time, the reference trajectory is
interpolated to provide an input for the joint impedance controller based on (6.4). The
joint impedance control action is projected onto the null space of the Cartesian impedance
resulting in an overall whole-body motion of the robot, maintaining contact and free of
local minima. Additional control torques for self-collision avoidance τ sca (6.5), avoidance
of mechanical end stops τmes (6.6), and singularity avoidance τ sav (6.7) are computed with
lower control task priority to react on unforeseen events.
6.2.2 Controlling the Contact Force
The discussed control concepts are integrate into the compliant whole-body impedance
framework introduced by Dietrich et al. (2012). The soft physical contact behavior is a
natural outcome of this framework. It does not apply a force-control strategy, but rather
exploits the compliant impedance behavior to realize compliant motions into the target. At
the example of wiping tasks, this results in a motion that is aligned with the target surface.
The controller force at the end-effector is saturated to match the desired contact force.
The controller force f cmd results from the Cartesian impedance controller, defined by
the virtual elastic potential V and the damping matrix D. It is saturated and transformed
into the joint space by the transposed Jacobian, such that
τ = −JT S
((
∂V
∂x
)T
+Dx˙
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
f cmd
,
(6.10)
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Figure 6.5: The compliant control strategy can be exploited to simplify the planning of
in-contact motions. The commanded state for the tool xtool, resulting from
the virtual, spatial equilibrium xdes of the right end-effector, is geometrically
unfeasible. In contact, the parameterization of the robot forces the correct
alignment of the tool (including deformations) to solve the task (see xact).
where S is the saturation function for the two force terms f spring = (∂V/∂x)
T plus
fdamper =Dx˙. The external contact force f ext counteracts the controller force f cmd under
the assumptions of a static case with negligible model uncertainty. The transformation of
the TCP is thereby defined as
Htcp,i = Hact,i · H−1grasp , (6.11)
where the homogeneous transformation matrices H∗ correspond to the task space coor-
dinates x∗. The grasp transformation matrix Hgrasp is assumed to be constant during
the task execution. That is, the tool is firmly grasped by the robot such that it does not
significantly move in the hand of the robot. This way, the mechanical deformations of the
tool can be neglected, which corresponds to the illustration in Figure 6.516.
As a result, the manipulated tool aligns naturally with the target if the Cartesian stiffness
is carefully parameterized. The forces are limited such that the task-specific requirements
can be met. In conclusion, impedance control with saturated Cartesian forces is highly
recommended for the execution of wiping motions.
6.2.3 Discussion
The control strategy for a particular process model can be represented by a distinct Action
Template. The process model involves the symbolical meaning and the geometric execution
of the control strategy. The required sub-symbolic parameters such as task frames or
regions of interest are provided by the involved objects. Additionally, the actual controller
parameterization (including the maximum permitted contact force and the end-effector
16Alternatively, one could improve the design of the trajectory, such that the tool follows the curvature
of the target surface accurately. By additionally defining a bias force, the controller would converge
toward the desired contact.
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Table 6.2: Table of tool-specific parameters. The Cartesian force and the Cartesian stiffness
parameters are given w. r. t. the visualized frames.
Z
X
Y
Z
X Y
Y
Z
X
Action Template sponge.scrub wiper.skim broom.collect
Actuators both arms, torso
one arm,
torso, base
both arms,
torso, base
Control Hierarchy
τ car, τ jnt,
τmes, τ sav
τ car, τ sca,
τ sav, τ jnt, τmes
τ car, τ sca,
τ jnt, τmes, τ sav
Trans. Stiffness
x, y, z [N/m]
400, 400, 800 100, 500, 1000 1000, 500, 300
Rot. Stiffness
θx, θy, θz [Nm/rad]
30, 30, 60 500, 10, 10 200, 10, 500
Cart. Force Limits
x, y, z [N]
±20, ±20, ±20 −∞/+10,±∞, ±∞
±∞, ±∞,
−10/+∞
stiffness) is inherent. Preprocessed by a human programmer, this task-related knowledge is
used to encode the desired compliant control behavior for the wiping action according to its
classification. Such a behavior can hardly be generalized by using local control strategies
only. Moreover, there is no geometric planner known which could possibly simulate such
a behavior sufficiently stable in a generalized way. Therefore, the control level and the
reasoning level have to act jointly.
Using Action Templates to program and parameterize robotic manipulation actions is
beneficial since the programmer is motivated to define the process model based on predicted
physical behavior and human task knowledge, which is otherwise hardly transferred to the
control level of a robot. In the following section, this approach is demonstrated for three
whole-body wiping tasks executed on Rollin’ Justin.
6.3 Execution of Compliant Wiping Motions
This section evaluates the control strategy and the parameterization of the whole-body
impedance controller in practice. Three distinct everyday household chores are planned
and executed. The experiments are designed as whole-body manipulation tasks inspired by
natural everyday household chores in human environments. The first experiment addresses
the mug scrubbing task already introduced in the previous section. The second experiment
is a window wiping task in which the robot has to clean a large window with a one-handed
window wiper. The third experiment is a sweeping task where shards of broken dishes
have to be collected by bi-manually handling a broom. Each experiment demonstrates
one particular wiping class. Due to the classification and the resulting varying process
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Figure 6.6: The humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin scrubbing a mug with a sponge.
models the tasks have to be parameterized differently. This section describes directions
and rotations in robot coordinates (positive x-axis forward, positive y-axis left, positive
z-axis up), while the Cartesian force and stiffness parameters are defined in the local TCP
coordinate systems of the involved tools as illustrated in Table 6.2.
6.3.1 Scrubbing a Mug with a Sponge
The first experiment is based on the conceptual example described in Figure 6.5, i. e.
scrubbing a mug with a sponge. The goal of this task is to clean the inner curvature of the
mug. This action is classified as scrubbing. The tool is the sponge and the target surface
is the inner region of the mug. The surface area can actively be positioned if the mug is
grasped by the robot. There are two media involved. The first medium is the dried-up
staining in the mug. The second medium is the detergent absorbed by the sponge. The
symbolic representation is defined in the Action Template as follows:
Listing 6.1: Symbolic action representation of the mug scrubbing experiment.
1 (action _sponge.scrub:
2 :parameters (?t - _sponge ?s - _dish
3 ?m1 - _medium ?m2 - _medium
4 ?a1 - _manipulator ?a2 - _manipulator)
5 :precondition (and (absorbed ?t ?m1) (adhesive ?s ?m2)
6 (picked ?t ?a1) (picked ?s ?a2))
7 :effect (and (not(adhesive ?s ?m2)) (scrubbed ?s ?m2))
8 )
From a semantic point of view, the mug has to be cleaned, which requires to combine
detergent (previously absorbed by the sponge) with the coffee leftovers in the coffee mug
by executing a scrubbing action. As a precondition, the mug and the sponge have to
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Figure 6.7: Desired and actual position of the left hand during scrubbing.
be grasped simultaneously by the robot, which requires two distinct manipulators. The
anticipated effects are that the dirt is not anymore adhesive to the mug but scrubbed, such
that it can be washed out. Please note that the effects are not validated visually within
this example. Suitable methods are introduced in Chapter 7 to infer the effect of wiping
motions based on haptic perception.
In terms of reasoning, this task corresponds to the example introduced earlier in Sec-
tion 5.1. As a reminder, the mug needs to be picked up upside-down to clean the inner
curvature of it, which is not feasible by only executing one single pick action. The symbolic
representation of the Action Template requires the mug and the sponge to be picked as
precondition. Only after backtracking on the geometric level and on the symbolic level by
cutting the symbolic domain the symbolic planner finds the correct solution by scheduling
a handover action as deduced in Section 5.1.2:
Listing 6.2: Symbolic transition for the mug scrubbing experiment.
1 _object.pick mug left_arm table ,
2 _object.handover mug left_arm right_arm ,
3 _object.pick sponge left_arm table ,
4 _sponge.scrub sponge left_arm mug
The geometric representation of the sponge.scrub action defines a circle which is twice
as big as the diameter of the mug. The sponge aligns with the curvature of the mug and
the TCP deviates significantly (plotted as green solid line in Figure 6.6) from the spatial,
virtual equilibrium point (plotted as blue solid line in Figure 6.6). This results in forces
on the medium which in turn results in the removal of the dirt. The translational and
rotational stiffness for the left hand (holding the sponge) are set to be low along/about
the lateral axis of the sponge as described in Table 6.2. The right hand (holding the mug)
is commanded to be stiff for all rotations and translations. With this parameterization
the robot is able to solve the given wiping task. Figure 6.7 shows the resulting measured
trajectory of the manipulator. During contact, the force limitations in Table 6.2 apply.
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Regarding whole-body control, an active torso and base are not mandatory to clean
the dishes. However, by treating the action equally to a whole-body task, the torso and
the base can be used to compensate for external disturbances and avoid obstacles while
simultaneously remaining over the sink with potentially wet dishes. Self-collision avoidance
is disabled during this task to enable both manipulators to approach each other. The
control task hierarchy is τ car, τ jnt, τmes, τ sav.
6.3.2 Skimming a Window with a Window Wiper
Window cleaning is a diverse skimming task. It can be solved with several tools, one-handed
or bi-manually. It is applicable to many window types such as squared, round, or curved
ones as outlined in Section 5.1.1. Based on the size of the window the whole body might
be required to reach the entire window pane. An individual parameterization is mandatory
w. r. t. individual settings.
The problem definition of the window wiping scenario at hand has already been introduced
with the reachability analysis conducted in Section 5.2.2. It is emphasized that the window
pane is too large to reach it without the aid of the torso and the mobile base. This makes
the task an intersecting use-case to illustrate the parameterization of the control task
hierarchy, which is τ car, τ sca, τ sav, τ jnt, τmes. Accordingly, the Cartesian task motion τ car
has the highest priority. This is most frequent the case as the end-effector motion is crucial
to accomplish a manipulation task. Second, the self-collision avoidance τ sca is added. This
is due to the fact that the action is performed close to the head of the robot, which has
to be avoided at all cost as it carries the stereo camera system of the robot. Next, it is
beneficial to set the control task priority for τ sav to prevent singularities, especially in the
corners of the window. This sub-goal goes hand in hand with the joint impedance τ jnt. It
is fed with a preplanned joint motion that avoids collisions with the environment. At last,
the avoidance of mechanical end stops is added which is necessary as the joint deviations
may get too high in case of contact with the window pane. Altogether, the robot is enabled
to execute the wiping task sufficiently accurately and safely. In the example at hand, the
frame of the window is initially localized visually, such that the robot is able to approach
the window autonomously.
Listing 6.3: Symbolic action representation for the window skimming experiment.
1 (action _wiper.skim:
2 :parameters (?t - _wiper ?s - _window
3 ?m - _detergent ?a1 - _manipulator)
4 :precondition (and (picked ?t ?a1)
5 (applied ?s ?m))
6 :effect (and (skimmed ?s ?m) (not (applied ?s ?m)))
7 )
The task is parameterized according to prior task knowledge deposited w. r. t. the involved
objects. From a symbolical planning point of view the detergent (applied by a human
co-operator) has to be removed from the surface area by skimming it away. As a result, the
medium, i. e. the detergent is no longer applied to the surface. The symbolic representation
is defined as seen in Listing 6.3. As precondition, the window wiper has to be grasped by
the robot, while a detergent is applied to the surface. The resulting symbolic transition
consists of a pick and a skim action. Again, the result of the skim action is not visually
validated.
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Figure 6.8: Rollin’ Justin wiping a window. Based on the ROI (red) and the wiper width
the Cartesian task trajectory (blue, dashed arrows) is computed. The task has
been successfully demonstrated to a public audience at the Hanover Fair 2013.
Listing 6.4: Symbolic transition for the window skimming experiment.
1 _object.pick wiper table right_arm ,
2 _wiper.skim window right_arm
The skim Action Template describes the geometric wiping task as SDG (cf. Section 5.3).
The ROI is defined in the data storage of the mock-up window. Together with the dimension
of the wiper blade the Cartesian task trajectory can be computed as shown in Figure 6.8.
The TCP of the wiper is defined in the center of the blade and is used to describe the
tool alignment. The object stiffness parameterization for the window wiper is listed in
Table 6.2. Special attention is given to the rotational stiffness, which refines the alignment
by introducing freedom about the y-axis and the z-axis of the object TCP. This way a
compliant behavior of the blade can be achieved, leading to a more robust task execution.
As already described in Figure 6.5, the wiper aligns near optimal with the target surface. A
rather soft parameterization allows to overcome local errors as well as external disturbances.
The Cartesian force is predefined by the window wiper and may vary from tool to tool. In
this case the robot exerts a maximum Cartesian force of fmaxx = 10N.
One of the main difficulties with the manipulation of windows is the visual perception.
The transparent glass surface offers little visual feedback, such that the window pane
can mainly be estimated by localizing the window frame. However, even with relatively
inaccurate localization the robot is able to execute the commanded task. The compliant
contact behavior is the key to execute the task successfully in imperfect conditions. This
becomes evident when comparing the desired trajectory xdes with the actual trajectory
xact. In particular, the robot is able to re-align the window wiper with the window pane,
even though it collided with the window frame as it is observed in the first row in the upper
left of Figure 6.9. The issue of imperfect localization is further investigated in Chapter 7.
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Figure 6.9: This plot compares the spatial, virtual equilibrium point xdes with the actual
position of the right hand xact during the window wiping task. The three
axes correspond to the three dimensions of the window (similar to robot
coordinates), where z is the height and y is the width. The deviation along the
x-axis corresponds to the contact of the wiper with the window pane. Note that
the transit paths (connecting two contact situations) are removed for clarity.
6.3.3 Collecting Shards with a Broom
The third task requires a collect action where a broom is utilized to collect shards of a
broken mug. This task is designed to be similar to the motivational task of collecting leaves
with a rake which was outlined in Chapter 1. In the introduction, this task is chosen as
running example that should guide the reader through the thesis. Eventually, this section
emphasizes how this thesis contributes to this goal by tackling and indoor equivalent of
this task. Similar to raking leaves, collecting shards with a broom requires both arms to
handle the broom while the mobile base and the torso support the motion to create an
overall wiping trajectory along a larger area. Both arms, the torso, and the mobile base act
jointly. The deep integration of AI reasoning methods with advanced control mechanisms
for humanoid robots is mandatory. Similar to the window cleaning task, the broom needs
to be picked before it can be used. Since the broom has to be handled bi-manually, the
mass of the tool has to be carried by both manipulators. The pick Action Template is
therefore specialized by the broom object class. The symbolic representation of the collect
Action Template is defined as follows:
Listing 6.5: Symbolic action representation for the collect experiment.
1 (action _broom.collect:
2 :parameters (?t - _broom ?s - _floor ?m - _dish
3 ?a1 - _manipulator ?a2 - _manipulator)
4 :precondition (and (picked ?t ?a1) (picked ?t ?a2)
5 (broken ?m))
6 :effect (and (collected ?s ?m))
7 )
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Figure 6.10: Rollin’ Justin collecting shards of a broken mug. The ROI (red) is defined
by the distribution of the shards which is here localized manually. Along this
region, a cyclic trajectory has to be executed (blue, dashed arrow).
This example illustrates the use of a medium other than small particles or liquids. As
defined in the symbolic precondition section, the fragments of the mug can only be collected
with the broom if it is marked as broken. In this form the mug constitutes the medium for
the wiping task. The ROI spanned by the shards was however predefined. Similarly, the
result of the wiping action is not visually validated. In case of the desired symbolic goal
state collected floor mug, the symbolic planner yields the following symbolic transition:
Listing 6.6: Symbolic transition for the collect experiment.
1 _broom.pick broom table right_arm left_arm ,
2 _broom.collect broom mug right_arm left_arm
The experiment is shown in Figure 6.10. In practice, the shards would define the ROI
in this particular collecting task which spans the target area, i. e. the search space for
the SDG. While the visualized scene shows a limited distribution of the shards, it may
also be the case that shards are spread over a wider area, such that the robot has to be
repositioned. However, the Cartesian task trajectory is predefined here in order to bring
the control strategy into focus. Accordingly, the Cartesian task trajectory is designed as a
simple ellipse intersecting the floor plus a linear lateral offset. The elliptic motion is to be
executed by the arms and the lateral motion by the mobile base. This way the contact
during the trajectory execution is slightly overlapped. The trajectory can be imagined as
a loop (see Figure 6.11). With this trajectory alone the robot is not able to collect the
shards with the broom. Only after setting the correct controller parameters the task can
be solved. The task hierarchy is τ car, τ sca, τ jnt, τmes, τ sav, which is almost identical to the
window wiping task. However, the singularity avoidance is of least priority as singular joint
configurations are unlikely for this task. The desired motion of the tool involves a tilted
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Figure 6.11: Frontal view of the commanded and measured TCP of the right manipulator.
During the contact phase the hands are both following a tilt motion introduced
by the sweeping broom which reflects the low rotational stiffness around the
brush.
TCP, wiping along the floor (see Table 6.2). This requires a low rotational stiffness along
the brush attachment (y-axis) and a low translational stiffness along the shaft (z-axis). The
force against the ground (z-axis) is limited to fminz = −10N. The desired Cartesian object
stiffness for the broom is listed in Table 6.2. The coupling of stiffness and damping for
bi-manual tool handling can be parameterized based on Wimbo¨ck (2013); Florek-Jasinska
et al. (2014). In addition to the Cartesian stiffness, the joint stiffness for the torso is defined
to be twice the default value, such that the main compliance is anticipated by the arms.
This experiment shows how whole-body manipulation of closed kinematic chains can be
integrated into a hybrid reasoning framework. All relevant assumptions have been made in
the object space and are therefore robot-independent (except for the torso parameterization,
which is exemplary, not mandatory). The resulting behavior solves the commanded sweeping
task. Eventually all shards are collected in one area. The actual measured trajectory of
the right manipulator in Figure 6.11 shows that it is not straightforward to define the
correct task motion by programming it in detail. The local adaption on control level paired
with globally applied human task knowledge is a well-suited method to solve this issue.
Moreover, the same Action Template would be suitable to solve the task of collecting leaves
as it is sketched in Figure 1.1. It would be only required to change the parameters for the
particular tool-medium-surface tuple, i. e. the combination of the parameters for the rake,
the leaves, and the cobblestone. The tool motion can be calculated online by means of the
SDG algorithm according to the visual perception of the leave distribution (represented as
particle set P).
6.3.4 Discussion
The experiments show that the concept of Intelligent Physical Compliance is suitable
to represent, plan, and execute wiping tasks of different kind that require compliant
whole-body coordination. For all tasks the same controller was utilized. It is shown that
various components can be addressed using the proposed reasoning framework to solve
even complex whole-body manipulation tasks rather than only pick-and-place tasks. All
information needed to describe the tasks is stored within the context of the involved objects.
The task reasoning and controller parameterization is autonomously performed by the
robot with the use of the provided Action Templates.
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The main advantage of the approach presented in this section is the relative ease
with which a manipulation task can be defined in order to act correctly on the control
level. A programmer has to develop a single Action Template only, utilizing prior task
knowledge including the task trajectory, Cartesian object stiffness, and Cartesian force for
the controller parameterization. However, it is not straightforward to select the correct
parameters. Unfortunately, no detailed studies are available on exerted force and stiffness
during manipulation tasks, neither for robots nor for humans. This lack can be mainly traced
back to impracticable measuring procedures during tool usage. Nevertheless, Cartesian
tool trajectories can be tracked. Doing so it would be possible to automatically learn
the correct force, torque, and stiffness parameterization with suitable machine learning
strategies, providing the desired Cartesian trajectory by human demonstration. Similarly,
a robot could learn parameter settings from related tasks that were manually parametrized
by a human expert.
One major issue discovered during the research presented in this chapter, is that the
effects of wiping motions are typically hard to estimate. However, quality estimation is
a major requirement for service robots that perform cleaning tasks. While it might be
possible to detect shards of a broken mug quite well, it is impossible to identify dust or
small dirt particles on a carpet. For this reason, Chapter 7 introduces a model based
approach to estimate the task performance of wiping actions from haptic feedback.
6.4 Related Work
The works of Yamamoto and Yun (1992), Tan et al. (2003), Moro et al. (2013), and Dietrich
et al. (2012) show how mobile manipulation is successfully tackled at the control level.
The Operational Space Formulation by Khatib (1987) is among the most popular methods
to implement force control in a reduced space (Sentis and Khatib 2005; Sadeghian et al.
2014), e. g. in the Cartesian coordinates of the end-effector. All of these works are limited
to the control aspect of the problem. However, parameterizing controllers for different
tasks without any high-level task context and without the knowledge about the involved
objects is not possible.
Some research groups have investigated the control problem for wiping motions in contact
in more detail. Ortenzi et al. (2014) propose to exploit the environment contact constraints
of wiping tasks in the operational space, to decouple the motion of the robot from the
applied force. As a result, the interaction requires less torque while the position accuracy
is comparable to other approaches. Schindlbeck and Haddadin (2015) utilize task-energy
tanks to react safely upon contact loss. This issue is critical in the absence of visual
perception (or poor visual perception as it is observed for poor lighting conditions) as it
will be detailed in Chapter 7.
The combination of AI-based reasoning methods and control theory for whole-body
manipulation, is a rare research topic. Some of the most notable approaches so far utilize
constraint-based controller parameterization. Bartels et al. (2013) ground symbolic actions
by the use of a constraint-based movement description language based on geometric features,
such as points, lines, and planes to be interpreted by the control level. In particular, the
authors argue that this representation enables a robot to execute manipulation tasks in a
feedback-driven manner and allows for high-level error monitoring. The representation can
be used for manual or autonomous generation of motion commands and can be extended
toward compliant interaction. Vanthienen et al. (2013) propose an alternative way of
describing describe wiping tasks as a set of constraints with the iTaSC framework. This
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approach does integrate the parameterization of soft contacts. As the iTaSC framework is
a widely used tool, it supports several robotic platforms and is therefore a valuable tool
toward the development of universal service robots by the research community.
Most recently, Hazara and Kyrki (2016) proposed an approach to imitate wiping motions
from human demonstration. That is, the article formulates a solution to the proposal
raised in the discussion at the end of Section 6.3.4. The approach integrates impedance
control for the execution of wiping motions with state-of-the-art machine learning methods
to avoid complex planning methods, and automatically recall and enhance the previously
taught motions instead. In particular, the authors utilize Dynamic Motion Primitives
and apply the Path Integral (PI2) algorithm to update the imitated force policy. As a
result, the deployed light-weight robot is able to successfully execute a wood grinding task
repeatedly with different wooden planks. Similarly to the experiment conducted in this
section, Silve´rio et al. (2015) teach a bi-manual robot the task of sweeping with a broom.
The authors assume constant stiffness and damping gain matrices. The contact force is
mostly neglected. They utilize a task-parameterized formulation of a Gaussian mixture
model to learn the relation of the end-effector positions and orientations simultaneously.
This way, the robot is able to adapt to sweeping motions with different orientations, without
violating the constraints introduced by the closed kinematic chain.
6.5 Summary
Compliant contact behavior is the hallmark of modern light-weight robots. However, up to
now, no robots have fully exhausted the possibilities that accompany this feature. The
reason for this is that it is not straightforward to program a robot to execute compliant
in-contact tasks. This is especially problematic as these kind of tasks are most frequently
observed in domestic and industrial settings. While the control strategies for compliant
manipulation are under development since the first torque-controlled robots emerged, the
generic development of goal-oriented actions that require soft contact have been neglected
for quite some time. As a result, it is still an open question how these sophisticated control
strategies can be efficiently integrated and parameterized such that they are applicable as
standard tools while still being able to match the requirements for a specific task. In this
chapter, an approach was formulated to integrate a compliant whole-body controller into
an AI-based hybrid reasoning framework to overcome this issue. The reasoning framework
set up the controller based on context-specific information provided by the objects that
participate in the task execution. The control tasks (e. g. Cartesian impedance, joint
impedance, self-collision avoidance, etc.) were selected, hierarchically prioritized, and
individually parameterized. This way, one controller can be applied to manifold tasks. In
this chapter, three experiments were conducted, namely scrubbing mug with a sponge,
skimming detergent off a window, and collecting shards with a broom. The developed
approach enabled the robot Rollin’ Justin to perform the three tasks successfully. As
such, the chosen approach constitutes a suitable method for the execution of compliant
manipulation tasks. The following chapter is directly linked to this statement by introducing
an approach to estimate the performance of robotic wiping motions qualitatively.
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CHAPTER 7
Semantic Interpretation of Haptic Feedback
The previous chapters developed the representations, the planning methods, and a suitable
approach to execute compliant manipulate tasks at the example of wiping chores. However,
up to this point, the robot is still unaware of the actually achieved task performance. To
that end, this chapter investigates the last remaining element of the Intelligent Physical
Compliance concept, i. e. the interpretation of the executed actions and the subsequent
estimation of the task performance. This closes the cognitive control loop (Norman and
Shallice 1980) as it is depicted in Figure 7.1. The interpretation of effects is usually
considered a machine vision problem. However, visual data is often unreliable for wiping
actions for two main reasons. First, the medium in wiping tasks may be invisible due to
lighting conditions or the properties of the medium such as small dust and dirt particles,
or transparent liquids. Second, the simulations performed in Chapter 5, as well as the
experiments conducted in Chapter 6 indicate that the robot itself is often occluding the
manipulated areas which makes visual perception of the task outcome only available after
the task execution. For this reasons, this chapter presents a vision independent method to
interpret the effect of wiping actions based on haptic feedback.
The remainder of this chapter is structured in two main sections. First, the effect
inference strategy to estimate the task performance of real world wiping motions based on
haptic feedback is introduced in Section 7.1. Second, a concept for semantic annotation
of episodic memories and the integration with the openEASE framework is described
in Section 7.2. The findings in this chapter are based on the research published in one
conference paper (Leidner and Beetz 2016) and to be published in form of one additional
journal article (Leidner et al. 2018).
7.1 Effect Inference based on Haptic Perception
Service robots are envisaged as universal assistants in everyday environments. As such,
they will have to cope with a wide variety of daily household chores, including cooking,
organization and cleaning. Within the context of robotic manipulation, but especially
for cleaning tasks, it is important to monitor the performance of the executed actions.
Typically, humans evaluate the outcome of their actions based on visual perception. For
example, collecting shattered shards of a broken mug with a broom will eventually result
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Figure 7.1: Interpreting Intelligent Physical Compliance.
in an accumulated pile of shards visually noticeable at the dedicated goal region. Another
example is the absorption of larger dirt particles with a vacuum cleaner, which results in a
clean surface if all particles are removed. Based on these assumptions, there have been
some efforts on effect-oriented robotic cleaning in the past (Hess et al. 2011; Mart´ınez et al.
2015; Do et al. 2014). However, visual feedback is an unreliable source of information.
Even though visual perception is commonly considered to be the prime sense in human
manipulation, visual feedback is unavailable for many tasks including vacuuming the floor,
dusting surfaces, and window wiping, as small dirt particles, dust, and streaks of water
are hardly perceivable in camera images or depth images, especially on transparent and
reflecting surfaces.
To overcome this issue, humans do not solely rely on perceptual feedback, but also
maintain knowledge of their manipulation actions and the resulting effects in form of abstract
process models according to research on neurobiology (Kawato 1999). For example, in
order to clean a sideboard with a feather duster, a human would try to cover the entire
surface of the target object by wiping along it with the tool. This behavior is based on
the knowledge that dust particles are electrostatically absorbed by the feather duster and
the assumption that the dust is equally distributed on the planar surface. Consequently,
humans are able to infer that the desired effect (i. e. having the side board cleaned from
dust) is successfully accomplished after the tool has been in physical contact with the
whole target area.
Nevertheless, the removal of the dust is not visible and the effect is not directly perceivable.
The only reliable feedback left is haptic perception (Gibson 1966), i. e. the active exploration
of the environment using proprioception and force information as it occurs from contact
during wiping motions. The sense of touch is an essential factor for the task reasoning and
effect inference of humans in the absence of vision (Gibson 1962). Haptic feedback provides
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Figure 7.2: Coupling between the planning approach and the interpretation of wiping
motions. The particle distribution model serves as the basis for the earlier
introduced motion planning algorithm as well as the haptic effect inference
method discussed in this chapter. The methods complement each other such
that the output of the effect inference can be utilized to plan recovery motions
in case of estimated performance errors introduced by external disturbances,
e. g. collisions with humans as visualized.
humans not only with the information that contact was successfully established, but also
provides the basis to rate the task performance and even detect performance errors based
on the comparison of the desired contact forces and the actual sensed force (Flanagan et al.
2006). In case of irregular contact situations (i. e. introduced by friction or uneven areas)
humans may decide to replan additional wiping motions to revisit the affected regions and
improve the cleaning result.
To this end, the combination of cognitive capabilities and haptic perception enables
humans to qualitatively reason about the effects of their motions and solve even complex
cleaning tasks despite poor visual perception. This section proposes to utilize the torque
sensing capabilities of compliant light-weight robots (Hirzinger et al. 2002) to infer contact
situations of compliant wiping motions and measure the task performance based on a
qualitative effect model. This way, a robot is not just able to estimate the performance of
its actions qualitatively, but it is also able to question its own actions and schedule repair
motions in case of the detection of insufficient contact.
The steps to close the loop from semantic reasoning to low-level control and vise versa is
outlined in Figure 7.2. The entire procedure is based on the particle distribution model
introduced in Section 4.3. In a nutshell, the robot executes wiping motions according to the
planing methods introduced in Chapter 5 (top). As the robot executes the planned wiping
motions by means of a compliant whole-body impedance, it is continuously recording
telemetry data. This includes the controller force f cmd as it is calculated from joint torque
measurements (6.10), as well as measured Cartesian end-effector positions xact. With this
information the robot is able to reproduce the executed motions in simulation and estimate
the contact between the tool and the particle distribution w. r. t. real world sensor readings
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and compute the real task performance respectively (bottom). The measurements that
match the desired force profile are considered in contact with the target surface (green
bars). Whenever contact is detected, that is not aligned with the surface, it is considered a
disturbance (red bars). Based on this information the effect to the particle distribution
is simulated in order to evaluate the real world task outcome. The resulting particle
distribution can be used to reinitialize the planning methods and compensate for execution
errors. The individual reasoning steps are detailed in the following subsections.
7.1.1 Contact Estimation
Provided that a robot planned its wiping motions based on the reasoning methods in-
troduced in Chapter 5, and executes the motions by means of the compliant whole-body
impedance control framework introduced in Chapter 6, it is possible to estimate contact
with the environment based on haptic feedback. To do so, the actual measured end-effector
position xact and the controller forces at the end-effector f cmd are recorded at each time-
stamp i (cf. (6.10)). To give an illustration, an example trajectory of the computed TCP
position is visualized as black dotted line in Figure 7.3. The blue lines on the target surface
indicate the desired wiping motions of the sponge TCP in contact with the chopping board.
The visualized overall motion is the outcome of a collect action planned based on the
RRT coverage strategy (see Section 5.3.1), where an arrow-shaped path is formed pointing
toward the goal node ngoal.
Figure 7.3: Visualization of a recorded collect motion executed by Rollin’ Justin. The
recorded Cartesian wiping motion of the robotic manipulator, i. e. the TCP
of the sponge it is holding respectively are plotted as black dotted line. The
desired wiping motion in contact is shown as blue lines.
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Figure 7.4: Plot of the external force normal to the target surface f ext,n and the corre-
sponding TCP position in z-direction xtcp,z. The measurements with high
contact confidence x′tcp,i are highlighted by the green bars.
Each TCP position is related to the corresponding contact force measurement provided
by the recorded log. This allows to infer the segments of motion that are most likely in
contact with the environment. In fact, only the forces normal to the target surface f ext,n
are of interest. The normalized contact force
f ′n,i =
min(f ext,n,max, f ext,n,i)
f ext,n,min
, (7.1)
for each force sample f ext,n,i are analyzed. In the example at hand f ext,n,max = 0N and
f ext,n,min = −10N. Accordingly, positive force values arising from gravitational effects (i. e.
lifting the robots own weight) are explicitly neglected.
Only the TCP positions that show a high confidence for contact with the chopping
board are considered in the first place. In other words, only measurements that show a
normalized force value of [0.9, 1.0] are investigated, such that
x′tcp,i =
{
xtcp,i | 0.9 ≤ f ′n,i ≤ 1.0
}
, (7.2)
i. e. the measurements that show only 10% deviation from the desired contact force as
it is emphasized in Figure 7.4. The corresponding motion is visualized by green dots in
the simulation presented on the left of Figure 7.5. Most of the measurements close to the
target surface match this constraint and resemble the desired wiping trajectory. This is
already a quite accurate estimate of the contact motion, yet, some segments were omitted
due to lower contact forces introduced by friction and stick-slip effects. However, these
segments cannot be ignored as they participate to the overall wiping effect.
These left out yet still contact-rich segments can be incorporated by applying the Random
Sample Consensus (RanSaC) algorithm (Fischler and Bolles 1981). The RanSaC algorithm
is often used in computer vision to fit a plane onto surface elements perceived in visual
data, e. g. point clouds computed based on depth camera images. Here it is applied on the
Cartesian TCP positions with high contact confidence x′tcp,i to fit a plane onto the target
surface, such that
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Figure 7.5: Left: Closeup view of all measurements with high contact confidence x′tcp,i
(green dots), which are the basis for the target surface estimation. Right: The
estimated target surface visualized as purple box. All positions of the TCP
within this box xplane,i are considered in contact. The brighter the green color,
the higher the normalized contact force f ′n,i.
xplane,i = RanSaC
(
N∑
i=0
x′tcp,i, ǫ
)
, (7.3)
where xplane,i constitute the measurements within the estimated target plane visualized as
purple box in Figure 7.5. All measurements xplane,i that fit within the inlier threshold ǫ
along the estimated surface orientation are considered in contact with the surface. The
corresponding measurements are visualized as green dots of different brightness. High
normalized contact forces f ′n,i are represented by bright green colors. Darker green colors
(eventually fading to black) represent lower normalized contact forces f ′n,i. The RanSaC
based approach incorporates all measurements that are potentially in contact with the
target surface for contact modeling, and not solely the data points with high contact
confidence. This way of haptic perception allows the robot to estimate the target surface
despite poor lighting conditions as they may occur on transparent glass panes or reflecting
objects, for example.
7.1.2 Effect Inference
The model for the simulation-based effect prediction in Section 5.3.5 does only consider
the volumetric dimension of the tool in relation to the position of the particles. There are
no forces involved to simulate the wiping effect. However, in real world applications lower
contact forces may result in poor contact situations. Therefore, this section shows how the
normalized contact force f ′n,i can be incorporated to model the effect of real world wiping
actions. In particular, the enhanced effect model is based on
• the position of the TCP of the tool in contact xplane,i,
• the particle distribution P w. r. t. the tool CAD data,
• and the applied controller force f cmd, respectively the external force f ext.
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Figure 7.6: Example plots of the probability density function for the log-likelihood function
for different contact situations.
By re-executing the recorded motions in simulation the robot is able to infer the real
world effect of the prior executed wiping motions under consideration of the logged contact
forces. It is argued that contact forces close to the desired force have higher probability to
produce the desired wiping effect to the medium. However, the actual effect depends on
the properties of the tool-medium-surface tuple. Among others, the exact tool geometry,
the tool elasticity, the surface friction, the surface inclination, the medium friction, and
the medium size and geometry influence the outcome of wiping actions. Most of these
parameters are hardly assessable. Therefore, the log-likelihood function log(L(θ|x)) is
utilized to model the effect on a qualitative basis. At every timestamp, the log-likelihood
is computed for each particle in contact with the tool.
• If f ′n,i ≥ || log(L(θ|xi)) ||, the contact behavior is simulated as described in Section 4.3
(i. e. push the affected particles in case of collect and skim actions and delete the
particles for the absorb action).
• If f ′n,i < || log(L(θ|xi)) ||, the simulation step is skipped without applying the effect
and the algorithm proceeds with the next measurement.
The probability density function p(x) for the log-likelihood function is plotted in Figure 7.6.
It is defined as
p(x) =
1
xσ
√
2π
e
−
(log(x) − µ)2
2σ2 , (7.4)
where µ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation of the logarithm. These variables
can be altered to simulate contact models for different tool-medium-surface combinations
with varying properties. This approach avoids a fixed force threshold by exploiting the
variance of the likelihood function. While a fixed force threshold may be sufficient to
distinguish contact from no contact, it will often result in false positives in borderline
situations. Utilizing a steeply parameterized log-likelihood function, even path segments
with a lower force measurement have a chance to produce the desired outcome (e. g. to
simulate a window wiper skimming water from a window, blue, dashed line). Vice versa,
even high contact forces may result in no effect for more flat log-likelihood functions (e. g.
to simulate the bristles of a broom collecting fine sand, red, dotted line).
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Figure 7.7: The real collect action with a sponge executed by Rollin’ Justin (middle)
compared to the estimated outcome (bottom). The particle distribution in the
bottom row is rotated clockwise, where the upper left corner corresponds to
the left corner of the chopping board in the top row. Black chippings of glass
are placed to visualize the task performance and assess the results of the effect
inference method. They are not visually perceived by the robot. Instead a
uniform initial distribution is assumed.
A collect action with a sponge is shown in Figure 7.7, where small chippings of glass
are distributed on a chopping board. This task is based on the simulations conducted in
Section 5.3.5. The real outcome is shown at the top. The resulting effect estimation over
time is visualized below. Please note that the initial particle distribution is not visually
perceived (which is of course always an option for visible particles or liquids). Similarly
to the simulations conducted in Section 5.3.5, a unified particle distribution is assumed
to emulate the absence of visual feedback. The minor contact loss observed in Figure 7.4
and Figure 7.5 does not affect the overall particle distribution estimation. Accordingly, all
particles are collected on the lower right corner of the target surface.
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Broom on floor Chippings μ = 1.0, σ = 0.7 
Sand μ = 1.5, σ = 0.6
Figure 7.8: A broom is used to collect particles on the floor. The broom is in general
less accurate than the sponge utilized in the previous example. Some of the
chippings are not effected by the broom (top). The task performance decreases
with the size of the particles as it is observed for the fine grained sand (bottom).
Wiper on glass
Brush on glass Detergent μ = 1.3, σ = 0.6
Detergent μ = 0.4, σ = 1.2
before after
before after
Figure 7.9: Detergent is applied to a glass panel. The robot executes a skim action with a
window wiper and a brush in order to remove the liquid. The detergent on the
glass panel is shown before (left) and after (right). The model parameters µ
and σ are designed to match the effect of the two tools on the medium.
In the following it is shown how the log-likelihood function can be adapted to simulate
the behavior for a different tool-medium-surface constellation. Similarly to the fictional
example of collecting leaves with a rake (cf. Figure 1.1) and the conducted experiment
of collecting shards with a broom (cf. Figure 6.10), the second scenario is based on the
bi-manual example of collecting dirt particles on the floor using a broom (see Figure 7.8).
This experiment is executed twice with particles of different kind. The robot motion as
well as the controller parameterization is identical in both trials. First, the chippings
(2mm - 6mm) introduced in the previous example are distributed on a sheet of paper on
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the floor. As the broom swipes over the surface most of the particles are effected. Few
chippings remain as the bristles of the broom are of irregular nature. Second, small grains
of sand (0.2mm - 2mm) are distributed. These particles are too small to be efficiently
collected by the broom as the bristles bend. This effect can be modeled with the particle
representation by utilizing a flatter log-likelihood function.
The third scenario investigates the effect of different tools to a certain medium. In
particular, the robot is commanded to skim detergent from a glass panel utilizing the
rubber blade of a window wiper in comparison to the bristles of a brush (see Figure 7.9).
Since, the brush is not designed to manipulate liquids, the window wiper outperforms the
brush in this task naturally. Macro recordings before and after the wiping action have been
captured to better assess the effect. One can see that the window wiper removes most of
the liquid from the glass panel surface, whereas a layer of detergent remains utilizing the
brush. Similarly to the other experiments, this circumstance can be modeled by adapting
the parameters of the log-likelihood function. Even though the detergent is hardly visible,
the particle model allows to estimate the effect qualitatively.
7.1.3 Failure Detection and Recovery
As already described, the wiping motions in this thesis are executed by means of a whole-
body impedance controller. The applied contact force is thereby a side-effect from the
controller force that results from the commanded torque (6.10). The controller force is
thereby saturated w. r. t. the requirements of the wiping action. This approach is proven
to be suitable for wiping actions (Hogan 1987) and allow for safe human-robot interaction
likewise (Albu-Scha¨ffer et al. 2007a). However, as the controller is not designed to adapt the
Cartesian position w. r. t. the force measurements (unlike a hybrid position-force controller
as described in (Denei et al. 2015)), it is prone to errors arising from imprecise localization
(see Figure 7.10 left) and external perturbation (see Figure 7.10 right). Nevertheless, the
proposed inference method is able to detect these execution errors and adapt accordingly.
The first investigated failure scenario is the loss of contact due to imprecise localization.
In particular, the table in front of the robot is tilted to emulate a rotational localization
error. The commanded wiping motions are equal to the successful task execution. A plot
of the contact force and the TCP position is provided in Figure 7.11. The corresponding
Failure Scenario 2:
External Perturbation
Failure Scenario 1:
Imprecise Localization
Figure 7.10: Illustration of the two investigated failure scenarios. First, contact loss due
to imprecise localization (left). Second, contact loss due to external human
perturbation (right).
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Figure 7.11: A plot of the contact force f ext,n and the TCP position in z-direction xtcp,z
in a failure situation. While the position stays on certain level, it is notable
that the contact force is of irregular nature. The contact loss is evident in the
reduced number of confident contact situations x′tcp,i (green bars).
Figure 7.12: The recorded Cartesian wiping motion in a failure situation arising from a
tilted table. The green and black path visualizes the actual measured TCP
trajectory. The commanded path is visualized as blue lines. The few confident
contact measurements are sufficient to estimate the target surface with the
RanSaC algorithm. However, the limited contact force results in less effective
motions, such that the particles close to the table edge remain unmoved in
the simulation.
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Figure 7.13: Failure Scenario I: The tilted table simulates an incorrect localization leading
to partially bad contact situations shown in the top row. The estimated
particle distribution is shown in the lower row. Similarly to the first example
the particle behavior is simulated w. r. t. the real world telemetry data recorded
during the task execution.
TCP motion and the plane estimation is visualized in Figure 7.12. The plot already hints
at the fact that only few confident contact situations occurred during the task execution.
This gets more obvious in the simulation. While the left segments of the arrow-shaped
path roughly match the perceived table height, the path segments on the right are rendered
too high and show low contact forces (dark green and black dots). The purple box is
visualizing the plane estimation is shifted to the right accordingly. Figure 7.13 shows the
task execution in five snapshots. The contact loss is captured in the fourth frame. A simple
comparison of the volumetric model of the sponge and the particle distribution would not
be sufficient to estimate the contact situation as the sponge is still very close to the target
surface. By referencing the measured tool motion to the force at the end-effector the robot
is able to detect the contact loss and model the effect as visualized in the lower row. The
final estimation of the particle model is shown to be very similar to the real breadcrumb
distribution on the chopping board.
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Figure 7.14: The plot for the contact force f ext,n and the TCP position in z-direction xtcp,z
in the second failure situation. In comparison to the first failure scenario the
contact force stays leveled. However, in this case the TCP position deviates
significantly. The red bars indicate false positive contacts introduced due to
this perturbation.
Figure 7.15: The Cartesian wiping motion for the second failure situation where the robot
was pushed twice at the end-effector. The real world measurements of the
TCP position are here visualized as green and red path. The commanded
path is visualized as blue lines. Again, the RanSaC algorithm has enough
information to estimate the target surface, such that the outliers are detected
correctly. Consequently the simulation is omitted and the particles right below
the occurrence of the disturbance remain.
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Figure 7.16: Failure Scenario II: The robot is pushed twice at the end-effector during task
execution as it is shown in the top row. The estimated particle distribution
visualized in the bottom row reflects this disturbance.
The second failure scenario showcases a deliberate human intervention. The robot is
pushed up, such that the sponge looses contact with the chopping board. As the maximum
controller force is saturated to satisfy the contact behavior, the robot will not counteract
the human and the controller force measurement will not differ from the nominal case.
However, the position of the end-effector does not match the desired position. Thanks to
the RanSaC algorithm used to estimate the target plane, the approach is able to detect
these outliers and ignore them during the effect estimation procedure. Similarly to the first
failure scenario the robot is eventually able to correctly infer where the wiping motions
have been efficient, and where the desired effect was not carried out. The false positive
measurements are visualized as red bars in Figure 7.14 and the matching red path segments
in Figure 7.15. In the plot one can see that the contact force stays almost constant during
the disturbance while the position is significantly offset. The corresponding interaction
is visualized in frame two and four in Figure 7.16. This interaction right before the two
main intersections of the wiping motions is a significant impairment for the overall task
performance. Some particles are estimated to remain on the chopping board similarly as
observed for the real execution.
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As argued in the introduction of this chapter, humans are capable of detecting execution
errors based on haptic perception, update their internal task models accordingly, and use
the new information to recover from the failure situation. The representation of wiping
motions and their effects enables a robot to close this cognitive loop in a similar way for
wiping tasks. In particular, utilizing the output of the effect inference method to replan
additional wiping motions allows the robot to recover from possible failure situations
introduced due to bad contact situations. Consequently, the robot is able to plan the
recovery motion directly in the effect-space. As the effect inference is mostly matching the
task performance of the real world execution, there is no visual feedback required. This
makes the proposed approach also applicable to wiping tasks involving transparent liquids
or small dirt particles, e. g. water or dust.
The recovery procedure for the second failure scenario is outlined in Figure 7.17. The
initial particle distribution to plan the recovery motion is based on the final estimation
of the particle distribution after the robot was pushed twice at the right manipulator (cf.
Figure 7.16). To plan the recovery motion most effectively, the KDE strategy is used to
distribute the nodes for the SDG w. r. t. the regions with high particle density (red dots in
the top left) and replan the collect action accordingly. Similarly to the previous executions,
Figure 7.17: Top left: KDE for the remaining particle distribution after the second failure
scenario. Top right: The recorded recovery motion and the final particle
distribution. Bottom: The eventually successful real world execution.
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the robot generates whole-body joint motions, executes them, and records structured logs
during run-time. This enables the robot to re-evaluate the task performance w. r. t. the
new measurements and infer the improvement qualitatively. In the example at hand, the
robot increased the performance for the correctly accumulated particles from 80% to 97%
w. r. t. the performance metric for collect actions (4.3). Similarly, a recovery plan could be
applied to the first failure scenario (after the robot is commanded to relocalize itself) or
any other scenario with uncertain contact situations to improve arbitrary everyday wiping
tasks.
7.1.4 Discussion
In conclusion, the applied computational model presents a suitable estimation of the
real world effect. Even though the contact behavior poses an abstraction of the actual
process (i. e. the contact between the tool-medium-surface tuple as well as the motion of
the particles are strongly simplified), the resulting patterns in the particle model match
the real world observations in general which allows for a qualitative assessment.
Although the results of the effect inference are quite satisfactory, the parameterization
of the effect model introduces some limitations. For now, the tool dependent parameters
for the log-likelihood function (i. e. µ and σ), as well as the maximum allowed contact force
f ext,n,max have been defined empirically. In contrast, it was shown that task parameters in
the context of wiping motions can be learned over time based on the visual observation of
the effect (Do et al. 2014) or human demonstration (Hazara and Kyrki 2016). Given the
right parameterization, the applied effect model roughly matches the real world outcome
for the showcased scenarios. Even though the applied effect model is only a qualitative
representation of the actual procedure, it can be used for a first quality estimation in
real-time. A more accurate estimation of the physical behavior could be conducted by a
physics simulation such as YadeDEM (Sˇmilauer et al. 2010), which is able to simulate the
contact behavior between spherical or clustered particles and objects of arbitrary geometric
shape in three-dimensional space.
7.2 Semantic Analysis with openEASE
A truly cognitive-enabled system should not only be able to reason about actions and
effects numerically, but also on higher levels of abstraction, such that a human operator
can query the system semantically, e. g. by means of natural language. Especially for
fully automated processes in industrial settings this is extremely valuable as big data is
generated over long time periods. An operator cannot monitor the process end-to-end
nor search through endless data streams to investigate performance errors. Instead, the
increasing complexity requires to query the system based on specific interest, such as
quality control or safety aspects. Possible queries for industrial settings could include
requests like ”Visualize all motions with an estimated task performance of 80% or lower.”
or ”Highlight all motion segments where a human collided with the robot.”. The openEASE
framework (Beetz et al. 2015) is equipped with the therefore required reasoning mechanisms,
the visualization techniques, and the tool-chain to query episodic memories of robotic
manipulation accordingly.
OpenEASE is here used to close the cognitive-control loop for wiping actions. The robot
telemetry data (i.e. motions, torques, and forces) is therefore augmented with the semantic
information about desired and undesired contacts, effects to the particle model, and the
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resulting task performance. These narrative-enabled episodic memories are provided to
the openEASE framework to make it accessible on a semantic level.
The semantic augmentation of logged data streams allows to query big data based on
narratives that are grounded in an ontology. In the example at hand, researchers can
query multiple episodic memories of compliant manipulation tasks at once, by formulating
relatively simple queries based on symbols related to physical interaction, such as contact
or collision. Ideally, this narratives are generated during runtime by the control program
of the robot (Beetz et al. 2016). This is possible if all states and transitions are fully
observable as it is common for state machines and symbolic planners. In the example at
hand, this would mean that the procedure (e. g. a wiping action) logs its current state
based on planned events, such as the expected contact with the table surface. However, as
argued in the introduction, this is often not possible due to difficult lightning conditions,
imprecise localization, or external disturbances that are unpredictable. As a result, the
logged semantics do not correspond to the logged sensor stream. Moreover, many systems
lack symbolic task information, such as teleoperated robots for space operations or minimal
invasive surgery. To circumvent this issues, the sensor stream is annotated offline (Haidu
and Beetz 2016), based on the reasoning mechanisms presented in Sec. 7.1. As a result,
the openEASE system can be queried for all collision events that occurred during a trial as
seen in Listing 7.1.
Listing 7.1: Prolog query to request and visualize all collision events from openEASE.
1 owl_individual_of(C, semco:’Collision ’),
2 occurs(C, [S, E]),
3 M is 0.5 * (S + E),
4 show(trajectory(’sponge ’),
5 interval(S, E, dt(0.5))),
6 show(justin:’justin_robot1 ’, M).
The query language in openEASE is based on Prolog (Sterling and Shapiro 1994). In
the example at hand, the episodic memory of a particular trial is queried for all collisions
C. Given the start time S and the end time E, one can visualize the sponge trajectory at
the entire interval of the collision. Additionally, one can calculate the intermediate time
frame M to show the configuration of the robot in the middle of the event. The result is
visualized in Figure 7.18. This relatively short and simple query reveals that the robot was
interrupted in the center of the chopping board, which leads to a significantly decreased
performance. This information would otherwise be unavailable from feedforward data and
hard to identify based on purely numeric telemetry.
The example at hand is just a first step toward more powerful queries. To give an
illustration, a thoughtful post-treatment of raw sensor streams may hint toward design
flaws of the motion planning algorithms or the applied control strategy. On the other hand,
collecting data from multiple robots can be used to assess the performance of a single
robot w. r. t. the data of an entire assembly line. Furthermore, one may be able to identify
failure states before they appear by means of predictive computation. In conclusion, the
possibility to query big data based on the abstract nature of a task is a powerful tool for
robotics and AI researchers.
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Figure 7.18: The web interface of openEASE visualizing all trajectories of the sponge where
a collision occurred. The yellow trajectory displays one of several collision
events.
7.3 Related Work
Wiping motions are often considered as fundamental part of cleaning actions and have
therefore been investigated in robotics research in the recent past to some extend. The
most related articles are listed as follows. Gams et al. (2014) investigate cleaning motions
from a learning point of view. They exploit the compliance of a LWR III robot to adapt
to unknown surface geometries and modify the cleaning motion w. r. t. physical contact
introduced by a human tutor. This way a human can directly modify the periodic cleaning
motions. However, there is no particular goal specified as the wiping motions are considered
as prototypical actions. Hess et al. conducted research on robotic cleaning in a series of
papers (Hess et al. 2011; 2014). They investigate cleaning as a path coverage problem
for robotic manipulators and vacuum robots. In (Hess et al. 2011) they learn the effect
of a vacuum cleaner moving along a planar surface by utilizing visual feedback based
on color segmentation. The robot can enhance the task execution for future trials as it
generates motions that cover only the dirty areas. A similar approach is used to plan
optimal motions for a vacuuming robot (Hess et al. 2014). Based on a discretized dirt
distribution grid model the robot plans the motions to clean the floor most efficiently.
This model is learned by utilizing a dirt sensor that measures the impact of dirt particles.
In both articles it is implicitly assumed that dirt is absorbed upon contact. Mart´ınez
et al. (2015) investigate planning for robotic cleaning by wiping with a sponge under
the assumption that the particles are pushed upon contact. Additionally, the authors
propose to represent dirt accumulations as ellipses to have them accessible as semantic
predicates for automated planning (Ghallab et al. 2004). The ellipses are computed based
on color image data recorded after each wiping motion. Similarly, Do et al. (2014) utilize a
perceptual representation of dirt distributions on a target surface to derive a scalar value
to rate the task performance w. r. t. different object properties and action parameters.
The listed articles provide some strong arguments for visual perception which is a natural
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selection. However, even though these research groups make implicit assumptions of the
wiping effect, there is no underlying model available that could be used to predict the
actual task performance without visual validation as physical contact is not explicitly
modeled. Accordingly, the robots are able to interpret visually perceivable pollutions, but
they cannot make assumptions on the task performance from haptic feedback.
In contrast, there has been some work on contact effect modeling for wiping motions and
effect estimation for robotic manipulation tasks in general. Kunze et al. (2011) utilized a
simplified process model based on particle simulations to infer the effect of tools interacting
with their environment. In particular, they simulate the effect of a sponge absorbing liquids
in contact. This way, a qualitative effect inference can be conducted based on the absorbed
and leftover water particles. Winkler and Beetz (2015) maintain expectation about the
outcome of planned manipulations in pick-and-place scenarios. Based on observation of
relevant task parameters (e. g. gripper forces during object transitions) a robot can learn
when an action was successfully executed or failed. Pastor et al. (2011) propose to learn
motor skills in form of Dynamic Movement Primitives. Additionally they predict the task
outcome of the manipulation tasks based on statistical hypothesis testing w. r. t. low-level
sensor streams which include force information recorded with fingertip pressure sensors.
The proposed approach enables the robot to predict failure situations online. Obviously,
contact force is also of interest for the contact-rich task of cleaning. However, there has
not yet been any efforts to qualitatively model the effect of wiping motions on a high level
of abstraction based on low-level control feedback.
7.4 Summary
The curiosity to explore, understand, and interpret the world is a remarkable intellectual
virtue that makes humans incomparable to any other known species. Cognitive science can
provide clues on special cases of human intelligence (Kawato 1999; Gibson 1962; Flanagan
et al. 2006), yet, unfortunately it is unable to provide an answer to the big picture.
Nonetheless, creating artificial cognitive capabilities that mirror human-like intelligence is
the ultimate challenge for AI researchers. Prominent examples are the IBM Watson system
(Ferrucci 2012), and AlphaGo by DeepMind (Silver et al. 2016). However, these systems
solve purely computational problems based on big data. This issues cannot be compared
to the challenges a robot faces in a real world. Especially, the interpretation of the effects
resulting from compliant physical interaction possess a non-trivial difficulty. Similarly to
the quest for an answer of cognitive science on human intelligence, it is impossible for this
thesis to provide a universal answer to the high-level interpretation of physical interaction
tasks. However, this chapter proposed an approach to interpret wiping motions on a
semantic level. In particular, the particle distribution model introduced in Chapter 4 was
used to estimate the effect of robotic cleaning actions w. r. t. haptic feedback information.
A log-likelihood based contact model was utilized to simulate different tool-medium-surface
combinations. The proposed method is capable of detecting failure situations occurring
from bad localization and human intervention. As a result, the robot was able to question
its own actions and plan additional wiping motions to accomplish the goal. At last, the
openEASE framework was used to query episodic memories based on the symbolic nature
of the task. All things considered, the findings of this chapter provide the means for a
compliant robot to understand its interaction with the physical world in the context of
wiping tasks. The next chapter will apply the developed reasoning methods in a relevant
scenario, i. e. the robotic exploration of distant planets.
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CHAPTER 8
Applied Intelligent Physical Compliance
This chapter shall extend the horizon of this dissertation beyond daily household chores
and gives an outlook to the possibilities that emerge with the availability of cognitive robots
with human-like manipulation capabilities. In particular, this chapter applies the developed
reasoning methods to an actual space robotics mission. Section 8.1 shows how the concepts
contribute to the METERON SUPVIS Justin experiment. The Action Template approach
is exploited to develop a supervised autonomy user interface (UI) to command the robot
as described in Section 8.2. Eventually, it is shown how the concept of Intelligent Physical
Compliance is used to solve the mission objectives in Section 8.3.
The findings of this chapter are based on the scientific output of the METERON SUPVIS
Justin experiment. The milestones of the experiment are documented in Lii et al. (2015a;b;
2017). The interface is based on the supervised autonomy concept initially developed in
Birkenkampf (2013); Birkenkampf et al. (2014) and specialized to the needs of planetary
exploration in Leidner et al. (2014a); Birkenkampf et al. (2017); Leidner et al. (2017).
8.1 The METERON SUPVIS Justin Experiment
The general deployment of cognition-enabled service robots remains a challenging task
for most everyday domains. While compliant industrial robots are already utilized to
execute delicate, recurring manufacturing tasks (e. g. screwing and bolting), service robots
are not yet immediately able to solve everyday manipulation task beyond vacuuming the
floor. However, there are several application fields where robots with advanced cognitive
capabilities are under consideration for use as productive tools, such as disaster response,
handling of hazardous material, and space exploration. Especially the space exploration
sector is eager to utilize robots for On-Orbit Servicing (OOS) missions (e. g. satellite
maintenance and space debris removal (Pelton 2015)), assist astronauts in Extra Vehicular
Activities (EVA) (Diftler et al. 2011), and the exploration of distant planets such as Mars
(Blake et al. 2013).
The exploration of Mars has received tremendous attention after NASA presented their
plans to send a human to Mars in the early 2030s. However, no human can survive on Mars
without a habitat and the infrastructure to provide energy, breathable air, water, and food.
Yet, habitats and infrastructure cannot be set up without being on-site. A possible solution
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to this issue is the deployment of robots to pave the ground for humankind. However, this
scenario highlights the necessity to advance the autonomy of teleoperated rovers toward
intelligent space robot assistants. Robots on distant planets can no longer be safely and
efficiently teleoperated by means of direct control, since the distance to the target location
is too far to command continuous workspace motions. To give an illustration, the distance
from Earth to Mars varies from 0.372AU to 2.683AU17. This means that it takes up to
22.27 minutes at the speed of light c to transmit a radio signal from Earth to a robot on the
Mars surface. In return, this doubles the time to receive an answer of the robot to about
45 minutes. Accordingly, autonomous operation is the key to effective robot operation
on Mars. Suitable methods to instruct a robot semantically by means of goal-oriented
high-level commands are unavoidable. In addition, it is mandatory for such a robot to
exhibit compliant behavior for the sake of safety and w. r. t. the numerous tasks in unknown
environments and the delicate equipment that requires careful handling.
Based on this demands, the Multi-Purpose End-To-End Robotic Operation Network
Project, or METERON (Schiele 2011), aims to develop a network infrastructure to tele-
operate robots in future space exploration missions. It is an expanding and evolving
suite of experiments for technology demonstration that is initiated by the European Space
Agency (ESA). METERON is carried out in partnership with NASA, Roscosmos, and DLR.
Led by DLR in partnership with ESA, SUPVIS Justin is one of the experiments in the
METERON suite. To avoid the high latencies illustrated in the introduction of this section,
the project envisions a permanently manned space station in the orbit of Mars to control
robots with signal delays of 800 milliseconds and above. The International Space Station
(ISS) is used as research vessel to provide answers about the technology requirements for
robotic space exploration. The main goal of the project is to validate autonomous and
telerobotic operation from space to ground. In particular, several robots located on Earth
are controlled from an astronaut inside the ISS. The control modalities vary based on the
scope of the experiment. The Haptics-1 experiment studies the effects of micro-gravity
on psycho-motor performance w. r. t. haptic teleoperation using a force-feedback joystick
(Schiele et al. 2016). Haptics-2 builds on these findings and uses the force-feedback joystick
on the station to operate a second joystick on ground (Krueger and Schiele 2015). The
Interact experiment uses haptic teleoperation paired with discrete operational space com-
mands and state-of-the-art software concepts to control the Interact Centaur robot to solve
a peg-in-hole task (Schiele 2015). The SUPVIS Justin experiment takes advantage of the
AI-reasoning methods developed in this thesis, to command Rollin’ Justin via supervised
autonomy commands on a high level of abstraction. The robot uses its local intelligence to
solve the tasks autonomously based on the current mission context (Lii et al. 2015a;b). An
overview of the project is given with Figure 8.1. It shows the main input devices, i. e. the
force-feedback joystick and a tablet computer, as well as three of the main target platforms
for the individual experiments.
Depending on the input method and the targeted signal delay, different requirements
to the communication channel are defined. In particular, haptic teleoperation requires
low latency to guarantee stability of the system, since haptic feedback becomes unstable
with increasing latency. Direct control requires sufficiently high bandwidth such that a
human can operate the robot in real-time. Additionally, a timely video stream is needed
to follow the procedure visually. On the other hand, supervised autonomy can be applied
in case of high latency and low bandwidth. This is due to the fact that an operator has to
17One Astronomical Unit (AU) refers to the mean distance from the center of the Sun to the center of the
Earth, which is about 149.6 million kilometers. It takes 8.3 minutes to travel 1 AU at the speed of light.
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supervised autonomy
discrete commands
haptic teleoperation Haptics
Interact
SUPVIS Justin
Figure 8.1: Overview of related experiments in the METERON project. The Haptics
experiments validate bilateral haptic teleoperation. Interact uses a mixture of
telepresence and basic high-level commands to command a mobile robot. In
contrast, the SUPVIS Justin experiment uses a full set of advanced high-level
commands to supervise the actions of a robot.
command high-level goals only. Once a task is commanded, the robot schedules a sequence
of actions and executes them autonomously. In the mean time, there is no communication
with the operator required. The last scenario is subject of the SUPVIS Justin experiment.
It represents the main focus of this chapter.
The SUPVIS Justin experiment is spearheaded by the Institute of Robotics and Mecha-
tronics at DLR. The mission scenario is that of a Mars colony. Rollin’ Justin is stationed
in a simulated extraterrestrial solar power plant on Mars, the SOLar Farm EXperimental
Environment, or SOLEX facility (located on Earth). This facility consists of several Solar
Panel Units (SPU) that have to be surveyed and maintained by the aid of the robot. The
SPUs consist of a modular base and a solar panel mounted on a passive pan-tilt unit. The
base provides the control panel in form of a switch board. A data port allows the robot to
physically connect to the SPUs by means of a Data Interface Probe (DIP). All of these
components have to be handled carefully, such that compliant contact behavior becomes
unavoidable. Action Templates have been developed for each action following the concept
of Intelligent Physical Complianceto enable the robot to interact with the SPUs.
The first experiment session was conducted on August 25, 2017, during ISS Expedition
52. One particular trial is shown in Figure 8.2. ESA astronaut Paolo Nespoli, NASA
astronaut Jack Fisher, and NASA astronaut Randy Bresnik performed four trials in total.
The astronauts on board the ISS control Rollin’ Justin via a tablet computer application.
They are provided with a video stream of the head mounted cameras and allowed to
freely change the joint angles of the robot neck to change the viewpoint. Furthermore,
the astronauts are able to navigate the robot toward a specific goal on a predefined map.
Eventually, the astronaut can select high-level goals to command the robot to interact with
its environment. The supervised control concept is detailed in the following section.
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Figure 8.2: The image shows the astronauts Paolo Nespoli and Jack Fisher during the first
experiment session from ISS on August 25, 2017. Paolo Nespoli (in red on the
monitor) trained Jack Fisher (in blue on the monitor) and Randy Bresnik (not
shown) spontaneously in flight. The intuitive interface concept allowed the
additional astronauts to control Rollin’ Justin without prior experience.
8.2 A Supervised Autonomy UI based on Action Templates
Operating robots from a distance is always difficult as it is hard for an operator to focus
on the task to be solved, rather then on the robot that is controlled. It is particularly
hard to interpret the world based on the capabilities of the commanded robot. That
is, an operator may tend to overestimate the workspace of the robot, it may be unclear
which actions it can perform, and it is difficult to interpret the effects of the executed
action. Moreover, even though astronauts are exceptionally skilled and trained for their
mission, the cognitive capabilities are negatively impaired during human space flight in
zero gravity (Manzey and Lorenz 1998). For this reason, it is often desired to control
robots based on a direct basis, i. e. by means of force-feedback devices such as joysticks
or exoskeletons. However, as previously stated, this requires low-latency communication,
which is not available within the SUPVIS Justin experiment. Accordingly, this section
proposes to abstract away from the direct control of robotic components (e. g. arms for
manipulation or the base for navigation) toward a task-centric UI. As already stated in the
earlier chapters, it is natural for humans to connect action possibilities with the objects
that are perceived (see the concept on affordances in Section 4.1). With this in mind, an
intuitive UI to teleoperate robots by means of supervised autonomy is developed. The
application is designed for the use on a tablet computer. This design choice is based on the
research conducted by Rouanet et al. (2013) on the remote operation of robotic systems,
where it is emphasized that touch screens provide intuitive input possibilities and visual
feedback likewise. The SUPVIS Justin experiments are conducted on a Dell Latitude 10
tablet PC, which has been upmassed to the ISS with the Automated Transfer Vehicle
ATV-5 in July 2014 for the Haptics-1 experiment (Schiele et al. 2016).
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Figure 8.3: Navigation view of the supervised autonomy UI. The semantic map is based
on the internal world state of the robot. It is possible to move toward a freely
selectable goal position (orange marker) or toward a particular object.
Using the SUPVIS Justin UI, an astronaut can initially get an overview of the surrounding
of the robot by means of an interactive map generated based on the simulated world state
of the robot. This is especially useful due to the fact that the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
(MRO), which may be able to provide images of the real area of operation, travels in a
polar orbit to observe the entire Mars surface, rather than a geostationary orbit to cover a
distinct area. A particular map segment is visualized in the screen shot shown in Figure 8.3.
This semantic map provides the astronaut not only the information where the robot is
located w. r. t. the SPUs, but also the possibility to navigate directly to a certain object by
selecting it on the screen. As described in Algorithm 5.3 the robot would autonomously
travel to the target. This way the astronaut can abstract away from directly controlling
the base of the robot and focus on other tasks in the meantime.
The main view of the UI is shown in Figure 8.4. The snapshot of the UI is taken shortly
after the still frame shown in Figure 8.2. In this case, the main canvas of the UI presents
a live video feed of the high-resolution camera mounted on the head of the robot. The
camera view can be changed by means of the pan-tilt sliders on the bottom and the left,
respectively. Furthermore, it is also possible to click on the camera view to move the head
directly to a desired goal position, e. g. to closer inspect a salient area in the video. Yet,
the most compelling feature of the UI is the possibility to interact with the environment.
In particular, the objects that are known to the robot are augmented to the video stream
as blue overlay. Once an object is selected (orange overlay), the UI lists all context specific
interaction possibilities (right) to the astronaut. Each of these actions is implemented as a
specific Action Template. Only the actions that are currently appropriate are authorized
for execution, where symbolic and geometric filter criteria apply. Based on these actions,
the astronaut has to achieve the mission objectives listed on the left. The pseudo code in
Algorithm 8.1 explains the filter procedure.
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Figure 8.4: The central area of the manipulation view shows the augmented video stream
of the robot. After an object is selected, a list of possible actions is shown.
Algorithm 8.1: Resolving action parameters and apply filters.
Input: The object of interest O.
Output : The list of authorized actions A.
1 A← List()
2 foreach α ∈ GetAllActionTemplates(O) do
3 foreach αr ∈ RecursivelyResolveParameters(α) do
4 p← GetPreconditions(αr)
5 e← GetEffects(αr)
6 if e ⊂ ω then
7 γ ← 0
8 else if p ⊂ ω then
9 γ ← 1
10 else
11 T sym ← SymbolicPlan(e)
12 γ ← Length(T sym)
13 if ApplySymbolicFilters(αr, γ) then
14 continue
15 if ApplyGeometricFilters(αr) then
16 continue
17 A
⌢ 〈αr, γ〉
18 return A
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The algorithm reviews all Action Templates α provided by the class of the selected
object O and its parent classes. To cover all action possibilities, the world state is recursively
parsed for all available parameter combinations by the RecursivelyResolveParameters
function. It substitutes all action parameters with matching objects currently in the world
state. The resulting list of available actions αr is validated symbolically and geometrically.
Symbolic filters mainly consider the length of the anticipated action sequences denoted as γ.
If the effects e for an action are already a subset of the predicates in the world state ω,
the action is obsolete and therefore not presented to the astronaut (γ ← 0). If the
preconditions p are immediately reachable as subset in the world state ω, it requires
only one action to solve the problem (γ ← 1). Otherwise, the symbolic planner has to
calculate the shortest available sequence of actions. Depending on the objectives, mission
control may refuse to authorize action sequences of a certain length, since failure likelihood
increases as the traveled joint path accumulates. Geometric filters may refuse actions that
are too far away which forces the astronaut to explore the map using the navigation view.
8.3 Mission Objectives and Scientific Goals
The mission in the SUPVIS Justin experiment simulates a future space exploration mission,
in which a crew of astronauts orbits Mars on board a space craft (simulated by the
ISS orbiting Earth). The aim is to setup habitats and infrastructure for manned Mars
exploration, by means of remote controlled intelligent service robots. Accordingly, the
communication time to the robot varies from 800 milliseconds up to a few minutes. However,
communication to Earth takes up to 45 minutes such that the operator has to make its own
decisions without the aid of a robotics specialist at mission control. When the astronaut
starts the experiment, he/she is confronted with a notification about an incident in the
SOLEX facility. The astronaut receives the mission objective to isolate the malfunctioned
SPU, inspect it, and restore it to working order.
The scientific goals of the SUPVIS Justin experiment are defined in the experiment
protocols. The first protocol, studies the ability to survey and inspect a remote location
by means of a robot avatar. This protocol introduces the astronaut to the touchscreen
application and the UI. It can be considered a tutorial that has to be accomplished to
qualify for the main experiment. Utilizing the head mounted camera of the robot, the
astronaut can survey the environment and record suspicious objects or events. After the
broken SPU is identified, the robot is commanded to navigate toward it.
The second protocol investigates the ability of an operator in zero gravity to focus on a
complex manipulation task executed by a remote controlled service robot. It is thereby
of particular interest to understand and quantify the boundaries of complexity at which
the cognitive load becomes too high for an astronaut to effectively carry out the task.
This is especially crucial as the chosen interface does not provide a full immersiveness and
the potential end-use application aims to control multiple robots at different locations at
once. For this reason, the particular scenario in the second protocol only specifies that
the astronaut has to recover the failure state of the SPU, but does not provide concrete
information on the cause of the problem. The aim is to provide a more open-ended problem,
as astronauts would encounter in a real repair mission. Accordingly, the astronaut has
to explore the cause of failure on its own based on the actions provided by the available
objects. For this, the robot would be commanded to download the status information of
the SPU by connecting the DIP. Possible failure situations may include simple software
errors, a misaligned solar panel, or low voltage of the system due to contaminated solar
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Figure 8.5: Applied Intelligent Physical Compliance in the SUPVIS Justin experiment.
Figure 8.6: Rollin Justin cleaning the SPU as response to the identified failure status.
arrays. All problems require compliant behavior to interact with the reset switch, rotate
the panel mounting, or clean the solar panel. To underline the scope of this work it is
hereinafter discussed how the methods developed in this thesis contribute to solve the
last-mentioned task, i. e. skimming Martian dust and regolith off the solar panel.
As already mentioned, all actions provided to the astronaut are developed by means of
Action Templates. The skimming action to clean the solar panel is no exception. It is
the same as the action introduced in Section 5.3.1. In the example at hand, the action
is parameterized based on the properties of the solar panel, a rubber wiper, and the dirt.
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The output of the reasoning procedure to plan the action is visualized as blue path (cf.
Chapter 5). The haptic interpretation of the wiping motion is visualized, where green path
segments indicate the contact motion and a purple box highlights the estimated target
surface (cf. Chapter 7). Eventually, the real execution of the task is shown in Figure 8.6.
This final experiment proves the relevance of the research conducted in this thesis. As
part of the technology demonstration planned for the METERON project, the concept of
Intelligent Physical Compliance serves as important key technology to realize the SUPVIS
Justin experiment. Moreover, the possibility to exploit Action Templates as part of the
supervised autonomy UI shows the far-reaching consequences of this particular method to
represent robot actions. In fact, this concept makes Rollin’ Justin the first cognitive robot
to co-operate with an astronaut in an actual space robotics experiment.
8.4 Summary
The exploration of space is often considered the human race’s final frontier. However, it
will probably be the first frontier for cognitive service robots. These robots are envisaged as
semi-autonomous co-workers deployed to lighten the workload of astronauts in cumbersome,
expensive, and dangerous situations. In view of this development, this chapter issued
a prospect on the technology requirements for future service robots. As part of the
METERON project, it was shown how compliant manipulation and intelligent decision
making contribute to the SUPVIS Justin experiment. The representations and reasoning
mechanisms presented in the earlier chapter were applied to a realistic scenario within
the context of teleoperated robotic space exploration. In particular, it was described
how Action Templates can be utilized to share task information with an astronaut and
how Intelligent Physical Compliance provides an promising concept to realize tasks in
extraterrestrial environments at the example of a solar panel cleaning task. In conclusion,
this chapter extends the boundaries of this thesis toward the real world application of the
developed methods.
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CHAPTER 9
Conclusions
The fundamental hypothesis that “there is a need for intelligent physical compliance” was
formulated in the introduction of this work, in order to account for the shortcomings
of today’s service robots. The hypothesis builds on the notion that particularly non-
traditional robot tasks outside factory buildings demand compliant interaction capabilities
in combination with advanced cognitive reasoning skills. However, this constitutes a need
which is not even covered for application in laboratory environments. To overcome this
issue, intelligent decision making strategies for compliant manipulation tasks have to be
developed. That is, a robot has to process diverse task knowledge to plan effect-oriented
actions, parameterize and execute these actions accordingly, and eventually interpret the
outcome of the actions on a high-level of abstraction to estimate the task performance
qualitatively. In order to facilitate this reasoning, suitable representations that incorporate
the properties of physical compliant interaction have to be provided.
These aspects substantiate the hypothesis of a need for Intelligent Physical Compliance,
which emerges from the hypotheses that “there is a need for artificial intelligence” and
“there is a need for physical compliance” in order to fulfill society’s “need for service robots”.
This motivation is well captured in the example of collecting leaves (cf. Figure 1.1). The
artist’s conception illustrates Rollin’ Justin deployed as a public service robot. It executes
the recurring task of collecting leaves in a park area by the use of a rake. Among others,
raking lines up with several tasks that are typically considered laborious and futile. Accord-
ingly, the workload of many people could be relieved by delegating this task to a commercial
service robot. However, unlike most commercially available robots, Rollin’ Justin possesses
joint-torques sensors that allow for soft physical interaction with the environment. This
allows it to guide the rake compliantly over the rugged cobblestone without loosing contact
or damaging itself. Moreover, feedback-driven control strategies allow Rollin’ Justin to con-
stantly monitor the applied contact force and adapt to uncertainties. Nonetheless, compliant
robots are not yet deployable as universal service robots. This is mainly due to the fact that
the complexity of the problem grows with the capabilities of the robot. In this regard, stiff
industrial robots are mainly utilized to execute rather simple actions as they are observed
in pick-and-place tasks. These tasks can be represented by means of discrete changes to the
world, i. e. the relocation of objects can be represented by homogeneous transformations.
In contrast, the task of collecting leaves in a park requires a much richer process model. A
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robot must reason about the interaction of the rake and the leaves in an effect-oriented
manner. It has to predict the effects in advance and estimate the real task outcome after
execution. To achieve this, the robot requires qualitative representations of the effects, the
actions, and the objects participating in the task execution. That is to say, the cognitive
load for compliant manipulation tasks is much higher than it is for traditional robot
operations, which explains the need for AI.
This final chapter summarizes the investigations conducted in this work in Section 9.1.
General conclusions are drawn w. r. t. the research fields of robotics and AI in Section 9.2.
Afterwards, the disclosed research questions are highlighted in Section 9.3. Finally, the
hypothesis about a need for Intelligent Physical Compliance is discussed in the outlook
given in Section 9.4.
9.1 Thesis Summary
The combination of AI-reasoning methods and compliant robot control constitutes one key
point for the developments conducted. In the introductory chapter, two hypotheses have
been formulated to introduce the divergent viewpoints of the two research domains. The
statements were intentionally formulated to be only partial correct, in order to illustrate
the limited perspectives on the research question. However, the findings presented in this
work confirm that the views on the problem are not contradictory, but complementary
to each other such that they describe the whole problem in a deductive manner. Both
statements are repeated and listed for direct comparison. This section summarizes the
dissertation with reference to these statements and highlights the immediate contributions.
AI Research
“First of all, the domain of the problem
needs to be defined by means of an
ontology. For example, one has to specify
that a rake is a tool to collect leaves and
it has to be carried by the robot to do
so. The effect would be that the leaves
are accumulated afterwards. Knowledge-
based reasoning strategies have to be
applied to infer that a rake has a certain
probability to be picked up from a garden
shed. A logic planner can schedule the
actions accordingly.”
Robotics Research
“Sweeping motions can be realized by
means of whole-body impedance control.
The tool motion would thereby be
described by a moving virtual equilibrium
point for the tool center of the rake.
A virtual potential force aligns the
tool w. r. t. the curvature of the target
surface. Defining an appropriate
Cartesian stiffness at the end-effector
results in compliant contact behavior
that allows to cope with environmental
uncertainties and external disturbances.”
Starting from the high-level AI perspective, it was first stated that an ontology has
to be defined in order to describe the domain of the problem. This has been done in
form of the classifications conducted in Chapter 3. In order to generate a comprehensive
classification of compliant manipulation tasks, the taxonomy was developed based on the
nature of contact that can be observed during physical interaction between a hand/object
system and the environment/target system. The classification terms describe the contact
behavior during interaction, i. e. contact or no contact with the environment, the relevance
of friction, the presence or absence of deformations, and the occurrence of penetrations. By
further deepening the investigations, it appeared that especially wiping tasks are of great
importance for service tasks in domestic and industrial settings. To that end, a detailed
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classification of wiping tasks was conducted based on the definition of tool-medium-surface
tuples. This classification serves as the foundation of the reasoning methods developed. It
included the prototypical tasks of absorbing, skimming, collecting, emitting, distributing,
processing, scrubbing, grinding, and decomposing. Altogether, the taxonomy would provide
a guideline for future researchers, on how to analyze compliant manipulation tasks and
how to derive generic process models from this analysis.
With regard to the necessity of an ontology, it was further argued that a robot would
require representations to describe objects, actions, motions, and effects of manipulation
tasks. The thesis covers this request in Chapter 4. Based the insights of cognitive science,
it was derived that an object-centric representation is a natural approach to imitate human-
like cognitive reasoning capabilities. As a consequence, all knowledge required to solve
robotic manipulation tasks was arranged w. r. t. the hierarchical representation of functional
object classes. Among others, this would involve geometric information such as CAD
data, mass information, and visual features, but also symbolic knowledge including logic
predicates and even handling instructions for robots in form of Action Templates developed
in this work. Action Templates represent a fundamental concept to describe the symbolic
meaning of an action in combination with the geometric nature of the process model. They
enable a robot to ground symbolic plans into executable robot commands by means of robot
independent operations. In order to generate wiping motions based on generic process
models in form of Action Templates, the so-called Semantic Directed Graphs (SDG) have
been developed which represent Cartesian wiping motions on two-dimensional planes. In
addition, a particle distribution model was developed to represent the effects of wiping
actions. Altogether, the developed representations allow a robot to envision a problem
mentally which is one of the most important skills for human-like problem solving.
The proposed representations provide the means to develop planning methods for everyday
manipulation tasks. This complies with the final sentence of the AI statement, stating
the need of knowledge-based reasoning strategies and logic planning to solve abstractly
defined manipulation tasks. Chapter 5 is concerned with this issue and answered the
elementary question on how high-level action definitions can be mapped on low-level robot
manipulation skills, to eventually bridge the gap from AI research to robotics research.
In particular, an object-centered hybrid reasoning framework was developed that utilizes
Action Templates as fundamental building block for automated robotic manipulation. The
framework is based on hybrid reasoning, i. e. the combination of symbolic planning and
geometric planning. As such, the approach facilitates symbolic and geometric backtracking
with integrated whole-body mobile manipulation planning capabilities based on reachability
analysis. The framework has been extended toward effect-space planning methods for
autonomous agents. That is, SDGs were combined with the particle distribution model to
plan goal-oriented wiping motions based on abstract goal definitions for a certain medium.
It was shown how the effect of these actions can be predicted qualitatively, in order to
select the best available strategy in advance for a given scenario. The approach has been
successfully applied to the tasks of absorbing, skimming, and collecting. The developed
reasoning methods are based on the generic concept of effect-space planning, which is well
suited to investigate automated manipulation in general.
The dependency and relationship between the two research domains became immedi-
ately evident with the second introductory statement, that is anticipated through system
identification and problem analysis from the control engineering perspective. While it
has been stated how sweeping motions can be realized, it has not been mentioned how
these motions could be generated. In fact, it is often implicitly assumed that they are
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given to the closed-loop system based on the outcome of high-level planning methods.
Nonetheless, the controller has to be parameterized in order to execute the motions cor-
rectly. This procedure was captured in Chapter 6 along with the execution of the motions.
In particular, it was argued that complaint contact behavior would be best realized by
means of hierarchical whole-body impedance control. This approach would allow to resolve
the highly redundant null space of humanoid robots while it is additionally possible to
satisfy secondary control tasks such as self-collision avoidance, singularity avoidance, and
gravity compensation. To this end, an approach to integrate the whole-body controller of
Rollin’ Justin into the developed high-level reasoning framework has been formulated. The
approach was validated in three elaborate experiments, namely, scrubbing a mug with a
sponge, skimming detergent off a window, and collecting shards of a broken mug with a
broom. The experiments revealed that it is not always straightforward to design the desired
in-contact motion for a given scenario. However, it was confirmed that it would be possible
to exploit the compliant contact behavior of the robot. Notably, it was recommended to
design the actual tool motion as a sequence of translations only and introduce rotations by
means of low rotational stiffness settings to comply with the curvature of the target.
The roboticist’s argumentation continues with the noteworthy fact that the compliant
contact behavior realized with impedance control would allow to cope with environmental
uncertainties and external disturbances. While this is most desirable for human-robot
collaboration, it is especially this feature that makes impedance control nondeterministic
w. r. t. the task performance. Moreover, closed-loop system are typically unaware of the
purpose of the generated motions, neither are they aware of the resulting outcome. To
overcome this issue, an effect inference approach based on haptic feedback has been
developed in Chapter 7. The approach is based on the analysis of episodic memories
recorded during prior task executions. In particular, the recorded end-effector positions are
referenced to the recorded Cartesian controller force to interpret nominal contact conditions,
contact loss, and external disturbances. A probabilistic model has been applied to assess
the quality based on the previously introduced particle model. In case of unpredicted
disturbances, the robot is able to apply the reasoning methods introduced in Chapter
5 to plan additional motions in order to improve the task performance. In addition to
the qualitative investigations, the tasks have been analyzed semantically by means of the
openEASE framework, which is able to relate narratives to the logged sensor stream. Based
on this data, this thesis offers future researchers the possibility to investigate the conducted
experiments to foster the development of novel reasoning methods.
Finally, the developed methods have been applied to a relevant scenario, i. e. robotic
planetary exploration. While this type of task might be beyond the scope for most humans,
space exploration was one of the first areas to utilize unmanned space crafts and rovers for
the gain of knowledge. For this reason, the humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin was initially
developed as space robot assistant. In Chapter 8 it was outlined how the robot will be
utilized within the METERON project with the aim of advancing the remote control
concepts for future robotic space exploration missions. In particular, it was shown how the
concept of Action Templates contributes to the SUPVIS Justin experiment, in which Rollin’
Justin will be controlled by means of high-level commands issued by a tablet computer
interface aboard the ISS. With this, Rollin’ Justin could be considered the first cognitive
robot to co-operate with an astronaut. As the mission of the robot was to maintain a solar
power plant, the task of cleaning a solar panel was conducted for evaluation. The purpose
of the last chapter was to emphasize the relevance of the conducted research w. r. t. the
needs of society, and thus conclude the argumentation of this work.
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The aim of this work is the generic implementation of human-like cognitive reasoning skills
to enable robots to reason about compliant physical interaction. While the main evaluation
toward this goal has been conducted w. r. t. particular problem of wiping tasks, conclusions
of general relevance can be drawn based on the obtained insights.
One key concept of this thesis is the application of an object-centric perspective for
the development of reasoning methods. This design choice is based on the mindset of
affordances (Gibson 1986), which formulates a cognitive science approach to explain the
subconscious mental perception of manipulation possibilities with objects. With reference
to this, it can be related that object-centric examination of manipulation tasks has an
immediate influence on the development of process models in form of Action Templates.
Instead of focusing on the robot, a programmer would transfer the problem onto higher
levels of abstractions (i. e. the interaction of objects), which leads to more generic solutions.
Moreover, the representation of actions and their effects can be separated from kinematic
reachability constraints (cf. Section 4.4), the description of process models can be designed
independently of robot-specific capabilities (cf. Section 5.1.1), the controller can be natively
parameterized in the Cartesian object-space (cf. Section 6.1.2), and the performance of the
task execution can be related to object-specific spatial coordinates (cf. Section 7.1.2). In
this context, objects serve as a well suited common ground to merge high-level reasoning
methods and low-level control strategies.
During the elaboration of this thesis, it has been observed repeatedly that impedance
control poses a suitable approach to perform compliant contact. Evidence can be found in
the successful execution of several wiping tasks as part of the experiments conducted with
the humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin. Impedance controlled motions enable a robot to adapt
locally w. r. t. the target surface and even comply with uncertainties. The global motion
planning problem can this way be reduced to rather simple motions consisting mainly of
translations in the object-space. A well parameterized Cartesian stiffness can eventually
introduce the necessary rotations to align with the curvature of the target. In this sense,
one should exploit the local intelligence of the control level whenever possible, in order to
reduce the load for the high-level reasoning framework.
Another major insight is based on the role of effect-space planning, which describes an
attempt to represent effects such that planning methods can be developed to explicitly
manipulate this representation. In the presented work, this approach has been applied to
the domain of wiping tasks. In particular, a particle distribution model has been developed
to enable the generic generation of wiping motions w. r. t. abstract goal definitions for the
particles. The resulting approach is primarily independent of kinematic reasoning and
thus applicable to any robot that is equipped with a manipulator. The proposed planning
methods take the actual distribution of the particles into account in order to compute the
most efficient tool motions. The quality of the planned motions can therefore be assessed
for each step of a plan. This becomes especially valuable if the information is accessible
via narrative-enabled episodic memories as it is possible with the openEASE framework.
As a result it can be inferred that effect-space planning is of utmost importance for the
generic development of robot manipulation skills.
Moreover, effect-space planning constitutes a necessary skill to master everyday manipu-
lation tasks. This became evident ever since it turned out that the particle model is not
only able to predict effects, but also to infer the effects of real world wiping motions. This
feature would become one of the most compelling characteristics of the newly developed
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representation. In fact, the combination of planning methods and evaluation methods
based on a shared effect representation is of great potential. In the particular case discussed
in this work, it allows to assess the efficiency of wiping actions executed by the robot and
improve them directly in the effect-space. This feature leads to a significant quality boost
as the robot is made aware of its own performance. As a consequence, the robot may put
the quality of its own motions into question, especially if it identifies a failure situation,
such as the collision with a human. Generally speaking, it is recommended to develop
effect representation in such a way that they incorporate both a forward model to predict
effects and an inverse model to infer effects likewise.
Finally, it can be confirmed that haptic feedback is a valuable, yet underestimated source
of information. It has been shown that a compliant robot can estimate the quality of
wiping motions purely based on haptic perception, i. e. the combination of proprioception
and contact force information (Gibson 1966). This is especially interesting for scenarios
that lack sufficient visual perception due to bad lighting conditions or invisible materials
such as liquids or small particles. In spite of the fact that vision is often considered to
be the primary sense in robotics, it is highly recommended to fuse visual perception with
haptic perception in order to get more reliable data. Accordingly, the application of haptic
perception by means of torque sensors, force sensors, and tactile skin should be taken into
account whenever possible.
9.3 Open Research Questions
The conducted research disclosed three major open challenges in the context of Intelligent
Physical Compliance and robotic manipulation in general. At first, the proposed approach
covers the symbol grounding problem for actions in a generalized form. However, a general
solution to the symbol grounding problem for effects remains an open problem. This
imbalance originates from the fact that actions can be described as a sequence of atomic
operations, while it is hardly possible to describe an effect by a set of atomic effects.
Moreover, purely symbolic effect descriptions cannot be evaluated in a generic fashion. As
a result, one may have to examine each task family individually in order to derive locally
generic effect representations, as it was done for wiping tasks in this work.
Second, it is difficult to model actions and effects in such a way that they match every
possible instance of a problem. Accordingly, the model parameters for a particular class
of tasks have to be fine-tuned for every single trial. However, this is not sufficient for
the general deployment of future service robots. These robots will have to optimize
model parameters online by means of machine learning algorithms in order to be truly
advantageous. This is both desired for the forward model (i. e. the action model) as well
as the inverse model (i. e. the effect model). This way, robots may be able to continually
improve their effectiveness and eventually catch up with human skill level.
The third research question constitutes on of the most difficult open problems in robotic
manipulation, i. e. the detection, isolation, and recovery of arbitrary failure states. This
is particularly complicated as the possible failure states exceed the number of nominal
states by far. It is unpredictable which kind of error may occur during a task execution.
Moreover, there is no generic fallback strategy available to recover from arbitrary failure
states. In the worst case a robot may have to replan from scratch or maybe even abort
the task execution completely if the task becomes unfeasible. It remains an open question
how the required perception and reasoning methods can be integrated into a generic robot
control program.
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Considering the short-term goals, it is of great relevance to generalize the developed ap-
proaches for other manipulation tasks that require both physical compliance and intelligent
behavior. One particular example is found in cutting vegetables and other food products
with a knife as it was presented by Lenz et al. (2015). The contact force and the cutting
motion show a relation that is comparable to that of wiping actions. Therefore it is likely
that assertions about the cutting performance can be made based on episodic memories in
order to enhance the task performance by adapting the parameters of the controller.
For the long-term, the findings of this work will be utilized to advance the development
of cognitive robots. However, before these robots become available for the general public,
they will most likely emerge in more distinct domains such as space exploration, healthcare
applications, and industrial manufacturing.
The industrial sector has already adopted some of the features of modern robotics.
The current trends of the Internet of Things and Industry 4.0 show that the future of
manufacturing will be highly concerned with the representation and processing of big
amounts of data. The knowledge system developed within this thesis is capable of handling
this demand in a small scale experiment (Nottensteiner et al. 2016). It remains to be seen
how semantically annotated episodic memories (e. g. represented as openEASE logs) can
be utilized to continuously monitor the task performance of industrial robots by means of
haptic effect inference, how the performance can be enhanced, and how failure situations
can be detected and predicted, respectively. With this in mind, it will be investigated how
the concept of Intelligent Physical Compliance can be adapted for assembly tasks.
The healthcare sector is especially interested in semi-autonomous robotic manipulation
w. r. t. the aid of severely impaired persons. People suffering from neuromuscular diseases,
stroke, or trauma are often unable to manage their daily life independently and become
reliant on 24-hour care. In this situation, an assistive robotic manipulator mounted on a
wheelchair can provide help and relief. It has been shown that a Brain-Computer Interface
(BCI) (e. g. surface electromyography electrodes) can be utilized to control such a device,
yet it is arduous and difficult (Hochberg et al. 2012; Vogel et al. 2013). To overcome
this issue, the reasoning methods developed in this work are currently being adapted to
augment the continuous commands of a BCI in order to guide the user in its intended
action (Hagengruber et al. 2017). According to the demands of potential users, the most
desired tasks for such a robot include physical contact with the person itself, such as eating
and drinking, body posture adjustments, and personal hygiene. This close contact to
humans makes it mandatory for these robots to react safely at all times, which requires
compliant control and intelligent decisions, i. e. Intelligent Physical Compliance.
This dissertation has already contributed to the space sector by providing a novel,
context-sensitive UI based on high-level commands within the METERON SUPVIS Justin
experiment. Rollin’ Justin can be commanded from aboard the ISS to maintain a solar
panel farm located on Earth in this fashion. It has been proven that this type of interface
is ready to be utilized in future space exploration missions. The necessity for Intelligent
Physical Compliance is grounded in the nature of the unknown environment and the
delicate instruments. More experiments are scheduled to be conducted in the future to
identify the limits of this approach w. r. t. the usability and reliability in case of higher
delay and lower bandwidth, the complexity of the task, and the number of simultaneously
controllable robots exceeding the maximum cognitive load of an astronaut. The findings
may one day contribute to the exploration and colonization of Mars and beyond.
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